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ABOUT THE COVER
Thank goodness, we were able to get back to the tradition of having our High Senior
Captains on the cover of the Spirit, after not having a Color War in 2020. This year we had 3
captains for the White Aces. From left to right we see Jaden Segal, Cole Betza and Ronan
Widland. Holding the new Color War plaque (made by Steve Chamberlain), from the 600-club
winning Blue Guild, are Julian Badger and Omar Benmrad. Although the Color War itself was
not close, the High Seniors had a rare 3-3 split in their 6 games. On the bottom left we see 4
terrific leaders of different ages. From left to right its future CIT Ariel Milien, then Jacob
Dancey, John Doyle and Miles Murray leading the Blue Guild in a song from the floor. Finally,
on the right, Zamayne Abney is disguised as Boba Fett (from Star Wars) after his epic Color War
Entrance in the Rec Hall. Finally, if you notice in the bottom right corner, West End House
Camp is accredited by American Camping Association (ACA).
On the inside cover on the top, we have the team picture from South Africa’s first World
Cup victory. Led by coach Michael Sudkin, from the top left we have Jack Goldberg, Danny
Santos, Patrick O’Connell and Simon Andrade. On the bottom row, from left to right, is Aiden
Thierren, Jhonny Montoya, Chris LeCoin, Rayhan Beljour and Derek Walsh (who won Golden
Ball for World Cup MVP). The bottom left picture is of Desert War coaches Jack Zinman and
Liam Grabie celebrating during Color Rush as the juniors explode with enthusiasm. On the
right, we have more members of the victorious team Venom. From left to right we have Spencer
Hertz, Nathan Riesenburger, Julian Badger, Matty Vogel, Zyaire Abney and Matthew Huang.
On the top right we have the aftermath of the most memorable moment of the summer,
which was James Spoto’s buzzer beater to win ESPN Night for team Ballerz. Omar Benmrad is
overly excited for his teammate and Mohaned Aljundi is excited as well. Down 1 point in the
final match, James hoisted a desperation shot at the buzzer and nailed it. On the top right, we
have new 8-week camper, Justine Charles from Portland, Maine dunking during a game of
Water Basketball. Derek Jones Jr. may have fouled him here as we look at the replay. Below
that picture is a cool picture of most of the campers from the great, young cabin of 1B. Starting
the circle, we see Eli Bernstein up front then to the right is Tyler Grossman, Bode Ferrin, Finn
Sebastian Kwan, Indigo Picone, Levi Libby, Davis Jones, Owen Korik and Nadim Abbari. On the
bottom left we have one of many trips to Kennards. Camper Gabe Klapman is carrying a rescue
tube as Lifeguard Mohaned Aljundi goes over the Kennards rules and expectations. Alex Hahn
listens carefully with Cole Fonteccio, Zach Andelman, Brady Bloch and Jacob Dancey in the
background as well. Finally on the bottom right we have 3 extremely happy, 8-week campers
from 3B. From Left to right we have Chris Tomaz-Hull, Zack Wynn and Carter Lee.
Lastly, we found it fitting to devote the entire back page of the Spirit to retired Camp
Director, Steve Lepler. On the top we have Steve with one of his best recruits ever, Cambridge
native, Son Schneider. Son won the Junior “Rookie of the Year” award. However, we
announced, at awards night, that it will be forever called the Steve Lepler Rookie of the Year
award. The Directors felt this was fitting, given all the incredible new campers Steve has
brought to West End over the last 20+ years. On the bottom left, we have the legendary picture
of Steve Lepler from his counselor days back in the 70s. Steve is the center on the bottom row.
Who is that other man young man with his eyes closed right next to him? None other than Allan
Jacobs. On the bottom right was a memorable picture of Steve with Executive Director, Bill
Margolin. Bill and Steve have been the Belichick and Brady of West End, a winning
combination for camp for over 20 years. In this picture, Steve is wearing his favorite White
Champions t-shirt.
Thanks to all the amazing photos taken by Josh Daigle, Juan Ruiz, Ramie Lepler and
Abid Islam. The goal of the daily pictures is to get a picture of ever camper, every day. While
I’m sure we were not perfect, parents were very happy with the 150 or so pictures uploaded to
Bunk1.com daily.

DEDICATION
Steve Lepler comes from an old West End Family. His grandfather, Sam Seliber,
was a member and camper before 1920. Both Steve and his brother, Jimmy, attended
the camp. Steve’s affiliation began in 1967 as a camper. In his final year he was High
Senior Captain of the winning Color War team in 1971, the White Vikings. As a
counselor he was the Small Craft Director, and was a hard-working, conscientious staff
man. When his son, Evan, became old enough to attend camp in the early 1990s, Steve
showed his support by becoming a member of the Camp Board of Directors. In 1998,
Steve was hired for the new position of Assistant Executive Director. He initially worked
part-time during the winter months and worked full time at camp in the summer. In
2008 he was appointed full time Camp Director, serving in that capacity until 2020. For
the past year he worked as Camp Advisor, officially stepping down as a full-time
employee on September 1, 2021.
No one is irreplaceable but Steve’s performance for the last 22 years has certainly
tested that premise. His work ethic is exemplary, his knowledge of the organization is
outstanding and his memory for campers, parents and alumni is remarkable. During his
tenure as an administrator, he introduced many changes to the camp, making for a
smoother and more rewarding experience. His outlook is rosy and he is always kidded
about his upbeat “Lepler Report,” which never contains negative comments. For
example, in the midst of a raging thunderstorm he will look forward to the rainbow. His
report to a parent of a homesick boy always predicts that the difficulties will be
overcome, and the camper will stay on for his term of enrollment—which invariably
happens. Steve could have a new career in saving companies money by scrutinizing and
challenging the bills that come their way. He is adept at finding errors or convincing a
company that the billing is wrong. On more than one occasion a charge from a company
with whom the camp does business has turned into a credit once Steve talked to them.
When making a camp purchase he always makes sure to research the item and has
gotten the best possible price, including using any discount coupons found on the web
or elsewhere in this galaxy.
Steve is very devoted to his family and spends three days a week assisting his
elderly parents. He and Ramie also take frequent trips to North Carolina to babysit for
their son, Evan’s, children and help in many other ways. In fact, Steve and Ramie’s longterm goal is to move to North Carolina permanently.
It is with deepest affection, strong admiration, and heartfelt emotion that we
dedicate the 2021 Spirit to
STEVE LEPLER

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
Our thanks go to the following people for their contributions of time, resources and personal involvement
and ensuring the great success of the Camp Season 2021.
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Dr. Jeffrey Kublin, President of WEH Camp, and Stuart Snyder, Vice President, for their efforts on
our behalf.
Past Presidents Henry Barr, Marty Jacobs and Michael Berger for their continued assistance and wise
counsel.
Dr. Evan Hack, for his leadership role in advising the Camp Board of Directors about the COVID-19
crisis.
Bob Goober, Billy Swiecicki and Josh Swiecicki for heading up the Facilities Committee and planning
and supervising the many capital improvement projects, including modernizing cabin bathrooms and
the new Council Ring.
Bobby Ryter for continuing to oversee the budget and advise the Board on various financial matters.
Geoff Dancey for his experience in the field of investments and for supervising our Endowment Fund.
Marty Jacobs and Steve Lepler for their liaison efforts with Long Pond Association.
Henry Barr and Andrew Chaban for their fundraising efforts.
The Trustees and Members of the Board of Directors who meet regularly to oversee the operation and
whose committees ensure that WEH Camp is the very best it can possible be. Board members are
listed elsewhere in the Spirit, and each has been tremendous in his or her support of the Camp.
Aaron Leppo, Full Line Graphics, for arranging for our printing needs, including the printing of the
2021 Spirit.
Alexa Urena for arranging for us to receive our mail during pandemic restrictions affecting our access
to our office.
Ramie Lepler for spending virtually the whole summer at camp and volunteering extensively to drive
the motorboat. We will miss her in future years. Thanks, Ramie.
Special thanks to Steven Brown for subsidizing the printing of the Spirit and its distribution.
Sincere gratitude to Tony Goroshko for his efforts in providing his truck and transportation of goods
to the camp before the season began and the campers’ luggage on the last day of camp.
Angel Bruno of Franciscan Childrens’ Hospital for allowing parking for the buses at the end of each
session.
Tom Randall for volunteering to drive the van and also for serenading us with live music at each meal.
SPONSORSHIP

We sincerely thank the following whose sponsorships have helped to offset the cost of the Camp Breakfast
for the past few years. If you are interested in sponsoring a future Breakfast, please contact Ryan Wilensky
or Bill Margolin.
2015 - Kiwanis Club of Allston Brighton
2016 - Mark Kaplan (in memory of his brother, Eddie Kaplan)
2017 - David Andelman (in honor of his parents, Eddie and Judy Andelman)
2018 - Bob Marcus (in honor of Bill Margolin)
2019 - In Memory of Michael Gordon
2020 - Judy Musiker in Memory of David Kravistsky
2021 - Steve Brown in Memory of Florence and Manny Brown, and Jane Brown
The Boston College Neighborhood Fund, Harvard Allston Partnership Fund and the Rockland Trust
Charitable Foundation for their assistance in providing scholarship funds.

IN MEMORIAM: MANNY BROWN AND ARTHUR GELLER
West End House lost two “true blue” members during the past year or two- Manny
Brown and Arthur Geller. Both men grew up in the old West End of Boston, attended local
grammar schools and were active members of WEH Boys Club where they played on the
Club’s basketball teams, both attended WEH Camp as youngsters, and both graduated from
Boston English High School.
Manny Brown passed away on June 2, 2020, a few days after reaching 100 years of
age. He grew up during the Great Depression and worked odd jobs to help his Austrian
immigrant parents. As a member of the US Army during WWII, he served under General
Patton in the invasion of Omaha Beach in Normandy, France. He was severely wounded a
month thereafter and spent many months recuperating. Manny received the Purple Heart,
Bronze Star and a French Medal of Valor among other awards. He returned home and began
a very successful stationery and office supply business on Boylston Street in Boston- Harper
W. Poulson. He married Florence Weisman; they remained steadfast companions for 61
years until her death in 2008. As an adult, Manny was very active in West End House
affairs. He was a member of the Alumni Board of Directors for decades, serving as President
in 1966-67. He also served for many years on the camp Board of Trustees and on the
corporate Board of the West End House Boys & Girls Club, attaining the position of Vice
President of both of those bodies. His son, Steven, attended Camp for many years as a
camper and staff man, as did Steven’s son, Noah. When Manny was presented with the
“Man of the Year” plaque at Camp many years ago, his response was: “Family First, then
West End House.” He exemplified these words by his loyalty to his family and by his work
ethic and support of the West End House.
Arthur Geller died on July 4, 2021 after battling cancer. His parents had come to the
US from Russia and had settled in the West End of Boston. During his lifetime Arthur
traveled throughout the world but in the end lived and died in Newton within 10 miles of his
roots. He was a proud member and lifetime supporter of the West End House and was a
camper, counselor and co-director of the WEH Camp in the 1940s. The friends he made
during his lifetime, especially those from the West End House, became his “Friends for
Life.” As the years passed by and some of his contemporaries became ill or incapacitated
Arthur would visit them and help them in any way possible. He loved the Charles River and
throughout the years spent many hours sailing or canoeing on the river. He attended Suffolk
University on a basketball scholarship, graduating with a degree in sociology, and was a
passionate fan of the Boston Celtics and of any basketball game anytime anywhere. He was
also an ardent table tennis player and promoted the sport through donations and by
teaching others—especially his daughters. After serving in the US army in Japan in the early
50s, Arthur worked in community action programs in Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
He eventually settled in Newton, MA with his wife, Margaret, and worked at the
Northeastern University bookstore. Above all, Arthur was a sensitive and talented
photographer. With Margaret, he enjoyed traveling, canoeing, hiking, and birding, and used
his camera to capture his unique vision of these experiences. Arthur will be remembered for
his generosity, passion for life, and love of telling jokes and playing tricks.

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR—BILL MARGOLIN
There was a lot of effort that went into ensuring the success of the 2021 season
including many Zoom meetings each month with the medical and administrative staff.
This led to a smooth operation including COVID-19 testing each opening session as well
as during the season. We are proud to say that no one tested positive during the
camping season. Our sincere gratitude to all those who helped make this possible,
especially to Dr. Evan Hack and Registered Nurse Natasha Williamson, whom we look
forward to having back next summer.
This past summer was Ryan Wilensky’s first year physically at camp as Director.
There was no rest for the weary. It was not an easy summer, but Ryan rose to the
occasion each time. Ryan knew every single camper in camp and his prediction of each
Color War Day’s results was remarkable. He continued to “download” information from
Steve Lepler whose presence at camp was most helpful. Ryan’s production of this year’s
Spirit is truly awesome and remarkable. Josh Daigle was excellent as Assistant Camp
Director. In his unassuming way he was most effective and a truly valuable asset to
WEHC. Steve Dancey is a real gem who gave invaluable assistance in so many areas.
Rachel Wilensky created excellent videos filled with camp spirit.
I want to express my gratitude to Jeff Kublin, President of the West End House
Camp and to all the members of the Board of Directors for their support. They are a
unique and talented group of people whose unselfish efforts have made West End House
Camp one of the top facilities of its type in the country. Also, my gratitude to Steve
Brown for his generosity in sponsoring the printing and distribution of the Spirit. Thank
you Bryna for your help all during the year - I could not do it without you.
Special thanks to Camp Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve
Chamberlain for their efforts this past summer. Also, our gratitude to the cooks, Carl,
Milton and the veteran Derek, for their fine food and cooperative attitude.
My personal thanks to Allan Jacobs for his assistance in many ways, and to Steve
Dushan for his great efforts on our behalf.
I spent a lot of time in the Margolin Center playing chess with the kids and I want
to commend Ellen Collard for her upbeat attitude and patience with campers.
This past season was a year of transition. Steve Lepler, who began his full-time
summer duties at camp in 1999, officially stepped down as Camp Director on September
1. The new leadership team has proven itself to be very capable and conscientious as it
strives to “download” all the information that Steve has accumulated over the past 20+
years. The transition has gone smoothly, and Steve will remain as an adviser until after
the 2021 season. The camp owes him a big debt of gratitude for his work. He has been
tireless in his efforts and the positive impact he has had on the camp is a testament to
his love of West End House Camp.
Don’t forget to check out our fantastic website and to tell your friends about us.
We continue to attract many new campers through word of mouth, so if you know a
good candidate who might like to join us next summer, we welcome your referral. In the
meantime, stay well, study hard, and take care. Please do not hesitate to contact us (617783-2267) if we can assist in any way.

MESSAGE FROM THE CAMP DIRECTOR – RYAN WILENSKY
Attention, attention West End House Camp! We are extremely proud to have had
a successful 2021 camp season. This did not come about accidentally. Every couple of
weeks in the ten months before camp, the Health & Safety Committee met with the goal
of keeping campers healthy, while making the West End House experience as close to
normal as possible. With the help of an incredible medical staff and with the support of
our Board of Directors, we accomplished the simultaneous goals of safety and fun.
When I’m asked, “how did camp go this summer?” my answer is simple. For the
campers, it was a blast! An amazing experience after being stuck at home for most of 15
months. That’s 15 months of not being able to play with friends, 15 months of few in
person interactions, 15 months of being unable to work on interpersonal skills, 15
months of not molding independent skills, 15 months of way too much screen
time. Kids NEEDED camp and West End delivered in a big way.
Special thanks go out to Natasha Williamson, Brock Major II, Tabatha Mason,
Becki Leighton, Sean Petone and especially Dr. Evan Hack who helped us navigate the
challenge of keeping camp safe. I’d like to thank my right-hand man, Business
Operations Director Steve Dancey, for making sure we had all the supplies necessary
and for creating two flawless entry dates. I’d like to thank Josh Daigle, for doing all the
behind the scenes work and for making sure parents would see their son’s each day on
Bunk1. Finally, I’d like to thank my selfless wife, Rachel, who is a master of technology
and whose weekly videos of camp had parents feeling the energy that we see on a daily
basis.
We have all learned so much from Steve Lepler through the years and will take
his many lessons with us as we start a new era of camp. Thank you, Steve, for what you
have done for West End and I will always take with me your positive outlook and
passion you brought as Camp Director. In fact, on the last evening at camp, we
announced that the Rookie of the Year awards will forever be known as the Steve Lepler
Rookie of the Year. When I think about Steve, I’ll always think about all the wonderful
new campers that came to camp each summer. This seemed like an obvious and welldeserved tribute.
We all know the wisdom that Bill Margolin has brought over the last 60+ years to
West End. Bill still gives the best guidance! West End House Camp is Bill Margolin and
we hope we have many more years of his influence, knowledge, and presence.
When we were planning the 2021 season, we were hearing about camps taking on
less kids and offering fewer weeks. As a former longtime camper, I had in the back of
my mind, “what would 12-year-old Ryan say about missing camp in 2020, followed by
an abbreviated summer in 2021.” Knowing the pain of not having camp in 2020, we
owed it to our hardcore campers to do everything we could to make 2021 as close to
2019 as possible. I am proud to say we did just that. The number of campers in 2021
was the same as in 2019. We had a record breaking 43 “Elite 8 campers,” who stayed for
the entire summer. We are one of the very few camps that still offers a full 8-week
summer. But that is how we roll at West End, never taking the easy way out. The
resiliency of our staff and campers and the trust our parents was on full display during
the 2021 season.
The true heroes of 2021 were the staff. They gave up many of their typical
privileges in order to make sure you sons had an amazing experience. I will never forget

the selflessness of these young men, who had restrictions on their time out of
camp. They understood what was at stake and knew that having a safe summer required
their sacrifice. We will always owe them our gratitude.
Molding these counselors were the hardest working man in show business, Allan
Jacobs. He is probably building something as I write this. Allan treats waterfront safety
as if his grandchildren were in the water. Thank you, Allan.
We had the pleasure of hiring a new Night Supervisor, Aidid Brayboy. Aidid fit in
easily and was a huge hit with the campers and the staff. He was there at night to
support the counselors and to offer a hand for a camper who needed support. I also
want to personally thank Aidid for helping me navigate a couple of challenging
situations. We hope you are wish us for a long time.
Also, thank you to our amazing Property Managers, John Fredette and Steve
Chamberlain. Going through ACA accreditation added to their workload as they built
new exits for cabins etc. We are so lucky to have them watching over our facility year
round.
Also, we need to thank Steve Dushan who had a challenging task this summer of
being the Special Assistant and van driver to make sure the counselors could get out at
night. I’m sure he’d have rather been biking, but he stepped up in a major way.
Thank you to Ellen Collard, who hit her stride in the Margolin Center this
summer by offering more choice options for the campers. The campers learned a lot
and had a ton of fun.
Thank you to our wonderful cooks, Carl, Derek and Milton. I can honestly say
2021 was the best summer for camp food. I felt like I was on a luxury cruise all summer
as these guys have such a great passion for food. We hope to see them all in 2022.
As we start the enrollment for the summer of 2022, we will take the lessons of
2021 and improve our program further. West End House Camp continues to be a
magical place, with an authentic diversity and a commitment to campers of all
backgrounds. Your son is always treated as my own son. West Enders enjoy a
brotherhood that goes far beyond the years spent as a camper.
“When you’re one of the boys, you’re always one of the boys” is not merely
something we say, it's 114 years of a commitment to kids. ALL campers, staff, alumni,
and the families of West Enders are our family too. West End House is not just a
camp. When the campers go home after 8 weeks, it does not end there. We have an
alumni week, where 150 people come up and raise money so that future generations can
reap the benefits of being a West Ender like we have. That’s what it is to be a West
Ender. “The Spirit of the House will never die.”
We cannot wait to see you for our 115th year on the shores of Long Pond, in our summer
palace in Parsonsfield, Maine.

MESSAGE FROM THE ASSISTANT CAMP DIRECTOR – JOSH DAIGLE
Returning to West End House Camp in 2021 felt more special, in some ways, than all my
previous summers at camp. It was certainly a long time in the making, and I am so grateful to all the
campers who made WEHC their home away from home for a little (or a lot!) of time this summer.
Also, a huge thank you to all the parents and family members involved in sending your camper to
West End. I don’t take for granted the trust you put in all of us to ensure the health and safety of your
son during a summer when everyone had concerns regarding COVID19.
We wouldn’t be able to do what we do every summer for your boys if we didn’t have
exceptional counselors to provide an amazing summer camp experience. The trust all our families
put in us was the same trust I put in knowing that the counselors and staff joining us at camp would
do their best to make the summer of 2021 seemingly “normal” and forever memorable. They did that,
and in many ways much more. Thank you so much to all our senior counselors, junior counselors,
and CITs for your hard work and dedication this past summer.
Moving into a new role as the assistant director this summer was a smooth transition with
the help of all the leaders at WEHC. Thank you to Ryan aka “RyGuy” Wilensky who kept things
running smoothly, and always made himself available for anything I needed help with.
I am very grateful to Steve Lepler for imparting his infinite wisdom regarding the effective
running of camp with me over the last few years. He has mentioned that this transition of leadership
was thoughtful and carefully carried out. Steve has been a mentor to me over the last several
summers, and I wish him the best in his retirement. Congratulations and thank you, Steve Lepler!
While Steve Dancey does most of his work for camp behind the scenes, we were very lucky to
have him at camp a few times throughout the summer. From helping us prepare for and execute
seamless camper drop offs and pickups, to being at camp to facilitate our ACA accreditation visit,
Steve’s assistance this summer helped Ryan and I stay organized and focused. Thank you, Dancey!
I hold dearly my relationship with Bill and Bryna. Over the years, Bill has not only had the
role of my boss or superior, but a friend, confidant, and mentor. Bill and Bryna were a lot of help to
me this summer, as they are so easy to talk to and problem solve with.
We were very lucky to have Aidid Brayboy with us this summer as the new evening director.
His calm demeanor and upbeat personality were a winning combination at camp this summer. We
look forward to having Aidid as a key member of our leadership team for many summers to come.
With the health and safety of our campers and staff as the number one priority of the
summer, our healthcare team lead by Natasha Williamson had a very big task this summer, that they
took on, and accomplished! Thank you to Natasha, Brock, and the rest of the healthcare team that
worked with us at camp this past summer.
There are two other awesome women that must be mentioned here. My amazing wife Bri has
been on board with the summer camp lifestyle since day one back in 2015. Bri is my rock, and always
there to help me out whatever the case may be.
Rachel Wilensky has so many talents, one of them being great at not looking for recognition.
Rachel does way more to help behind the scenes than most would know. She is always just a phone
call or a message away from making a purchase, creating something out of nothing, whatever it is,
Rachel always accepts any challenge we throw at her.
There are many others involved in the daily operation of camp that we just couldn’t do
without. Allan Jacobs our waterfront director, Steve Dushan our special assistant, John Fredette and
Steve Chamberlain our maintenance staff, and Ellen Collard and Ramie Lepler, thank you so much!
To our AMAZING chefs Carl, Milton, and Derek, THANK YOU! You are all appreciated way more
than you know!
I feel so fortunate to be surrounded by such an amazing team of people during the summer.
It’s really no wonder we were able to accomplish all that we did this past season. I can’t wait to see
what next year has in store!

MESSAGE FROM THE ADVISING DIRECTOR – STEVE LEPLER

As most of you know, I announced a few years ago that I would be retiring at the age
of 65. My goal has been to be part of the smoothest, most seamless transition to ensure that
West End House Camp remains the best place in the world! My vision also included passing
the torch to committed, talented, known quantities who have the same passion for WEHC as
I do. I strongly recommended the team that has evolved: Ryan Wilensky as Director, Steve
Dancey as Business Operations Director, Josh Daigle as Assistant Director, and Rachel
Wilensky as Administrative Coordinator, all receiving training, wisdom, and guidance from
Executive Director Bill Margolin and from me as Advising Director, a role that I thoroughly
enjoyed during the past year and this summer season. There is a lot that I know and have
done during the past 23 years that needed to be shared. Ryan, Steve, and the team
outperformed all of my high expectations, even during this challenging summer with all of
the extra covid safety protocols. They are well positioned for and deserve an easier 2022.
The future at West End House Camp looks extremely bright!
When I returned to camp to be part of the leadership team in 1998 and when I took
on the role of Director in 2008, I wanted to take the best of what West End House Camp
was for me when I was a camper and counselor in the 1960’s and 1970’s and make it even
better. I am proud that this has taken place. Recently I have taken the time to reflect on
some of the accomplishments during the Lepler era. Hopefully you will agree that some of
these ideas and initiatives, with the help of many others, have made the West End House
Camp experience even better for all campers, staff, families, and alumni.
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Five Year Club and Ten-Year Club
Elite 8
Created G1/Bobby's Cabin
Singing the House Song more (at the end of each session, at the end of Desert War, at
the end of the House Game, at the end of the Breakfast)
Counselor letters home
Calling balls and strikes in softball
Reinvigorated watermelon league
Weekly MVP and OS awards and posters
Initiated World Cup
Made Desert War safer
Early sign on staff bonuses
Full commitment staff bonuses
Certification staff bonuses
Increased staff numbers and continuity and lined up most staff by January
Replaced unpaid 2nd year CITs with paid JCs.
Counselor of the week
Staff training during set up week
Monthly email newsletters
Early enrollment discounts
Referral discounts
Good to great camper numbers
Quieting kids down without yelling
Kinder gentler environment
Ended mean-spirited chants
Positive, upbeat, enthusiastic style
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Formed a great leadership team
Responsive, responsible, reliable, resilient, respectful, respected
Knew every kid and parent
Phones and internet in Kezar and staff cabins
Expectations posted in each bunk
Reverse littering
Menu board
Started modern financial practices like QuickBooks
Maxed out PPP, economic recovery grants, and ERTC
Instrumental in getting federal bills passed to increase these amounts
Changed Maine law to make us sales tax exempt
Role in increasing the endowment approximately 20-fold
Increased revenue from grants, woodcutting, etc.
Revamped website
Began social media efforts
House Calls
Fall, spring, and summer tours
You Said It- testimonials
Cost comparison charts
Activities on arrival - dodge ball
Reintroduced whiffle ball tournaments, hiking, and ladders
Reordered bunks 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, G
Horizontal tables in the mess hall and on back porch
Honored Bill with Margolin Camper of the Year award
Named House at Home
Role in 100th, 105th, and 110th celebrations
Built relationships in the community and was a leader in the Long Pond Association
Organized OTW from many perspectives/tasks
Got the best deals for what we needed
Worked long hours every day
Helped facilitate and ensure a smooth transition
Emphasized the value of relationships and the Spirit of the House!

It has been a privilege and an honor to be part of the leadership of West End House
Camp! Thanks to those of you who entrusted and supported me. It has been a labor of love. I
know I will be an active part of the WEHC family as long as I live. When you are one of the
boys, you’re always one of the boys! That goes for me and for everyone! I will never be that
far away! See you soon!
With love,
Steve Lepler

MESSAGE FROM THE WATERFRONT DIRECTOR
By: Allan Jacobs

Report from the Waterfront
2021 proved to be a very successful year.
Swimming, small crafts, tubing, waterskiing, and fishing aplenty.
WEHC is now associated with the American Red Cross and teaches their “Learn-to-Swim” program.
One Hundred eager and terrific campers successfully completed various levels ranging from Levels 16.
Congratulations to the six campers (Ben Collier, Desmond Gao, Cole Betza, James Spoto, Omar
Benmrad and John Doyle) who completed the top level. Those same six campers took the morning
after color war to swim across Long Pond…the long way! It’s becoming a yearly ritual. It should be
noted that John Doyle has a. few more years as a camper, so look for him to be setting all sorts of
records at the waterfront
Thanks to the following people:
Water Safety/Swim Instructors: Liam Grabie, Ben Grabie, Jack Zinman, Brandon Goldberg.
Lifeguards: Aiden Connelly, Liam Grabie, Ben Grabie, Mohaned Aljundi, Dezmond Mitchell,
Brandon Goldberg
Boat Drivers: Aiden Connelly, Ramie Lepler, Ben Grabie, Liam Grabie
And the many others who made small crafts and the whole waterfront safe.

WEST END HOUSE CAMP CORPORATION
Members of the West End House Camp Corporation are people who have all had
a long affiliation with the West End House organization and who volunteer
extraordinary time and efforts throughout the year for the benefit of the West End
House Camp. The Officers and Directors, as of January 1, 2021, are:
President: Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
Vice President: Stuart Snyder
Treasurer: Geoff Dancey
Clerk: Martha Day
Past Presidents: Michael Berger, Marty Jacobs, Henry Barr
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Brett Barenholtz
Andrew Chaban
Robert Goober
Michael Gordon

Dr. Evan Hack
Aaron Leppo
John Parker
Lee Rappaport

Robert Ryter
Jeff Seifer
James Stoller
Bill Swiecicki

Josh Swiecicki
Jared Wilk
John Zinman

MICHAEL W. CATALDO, SR. AWARD
Mike Cataldo had been affiliated with the West End House since childhood. He
served as President of the WEH Alumni Association, the WEH Boys & Girls Club, and
the WEH Camp, and was Co-Chairman of the Camp Committee for many, many years.
He was a most dedicated and tireless worker for the organization, and we all felt a
profound loss when he passed away in 1999. In memory of this outstanding individual,
an award is presented annually to a person whose efforts, commitment, and service to
the West End House Camp are in keeping with the tradition and character so
exemplified by Michael W. Cataldo, Sr. Recipients have been:
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Billy Swiecicki
Henry L. Barr
Bert Wynn
Marty Jacobs
Elmer “Bud” Runyon
Hy Escott
Steve Curley
Bryna Leeder
Jim Stoller
Laurie Kaplan
Sid Boorstein

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

Brett Barenholtz
Michael Berger
Aaron Leppo
Ramie Lepler
Kenny Klapman
Carolyn and Michael Eggert
Johnny Parker
Robert Ryter
Robert Goober
Dr. Jeffrey Kublin
John Zinman
Dr. Evan Hack

WEHC ELITE EIGHT
According to Steve Lepler, this is the most Elite 8ers he can remember, with 42
campers! That is about a 1/3 of all campers in camp at any given time. I think this says
a lot about the campers we have and how badly campers missed West End in 2020.
We are pleased to recognize the following campers who made the wise decision to spend
the full 8 weeks at WEHC this past summer. By virtue of their commitment, skills, and
continuity, they were the primary leaders in their age groups and in the camp in general.
They did an outstanding job of guiding camp to one of its best years ever. They received
special privileges, recognition, and responsibilities throughout the season. We hope you
become a member of the Elite 8 during the summer of 2022.

Ben Collier
Danny Santos
Drake Melville
2021 MID-SEASON AWARDS
Julian Badger
Zyaire Abney
At the end of the first 2 weeks and at the end of the first
Omar Benmrad
4 weeks campers are honored for their achievements.
The following campers were chosen from many excellent
Brady Bloch
nominees by members of the Senior Staff:
Matty Vogel
Nathan Riesenburger Junior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Joey Moya
Ross Israel
Outstanding Junior (1st 4 weeks): Jake Ritchie
Spencer Hertz
Zach Andelman
Intermediate Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Radomil Bucko
Lucas Tanoury
Outstanding Intermediate (1st 4 weeks): Ryder Beaulac
Kaleb D’Andrea
Jimmy Santos
Senior Rookie (1st 4 weeks): Simon Andrade
Darius Gillis-Rainey
Outstanding Senior (1st 4 weeks): Patrick O’Connell
Cam Bloch
Leo Bovasso
Rayhan Beljour
Jack Goldberg
Nate Mendelsohn
Jacob Dancey
Sam Dancey
Josh Mawanda
Davis Jones
Jaice Libby
Levi Libby
AJ Valentine
Hunter Richards
Carter Lee
Jackson Williamson
Nico Torres
Mathew Vargas
Zack Wynn
Jovani Evora
Chris Tomaz-Hull
John Doyle
Derek Jones
Mickenskey Mitial
Justine Charles
Jeremiah Rosa
WEST END HOU
Ace Eagerman

JUNIOR DIVISION AWARDS
Directors' Award
Son Schneider

MVP
Isaiah Jeter

Steve Lepler Rookie of the Year
Levi Libby

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Ace Eagerman

Outstanding Sportsman
Tyler Grossman

Jacob M. Burnes Camper of the Year
Jacob Kirwan

Unsung Hero
Billy Deyesso

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION AWARDS
Directors' Award
Jack Goldberg

MVP
Tyler Hahn

Steve Lepler Rookie of the Year
John Doyle

Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Alex Hahn

Outstanding Sportsman
Rowan Giardino

Bill Margolin Camper of the Year
Zack Wynn

Unsung Hero
Quinn Connors

SENIOR DIVISION AWARDS
Staff Award
James Spoto
Zyaire Abney
Zach Connors
Directors' Award
Nathan Riesenburger
Steve Lepler Rookie of the Year
Ariel Milien
Walter Thom Outstanding Sportsman
Cole Betza

Unsung Hero
Danny Santos
MVP
Omar Benmrad
Ian Greenblatt Spirit of the House
Ben Collier
Louis I. Kane Leadership Award
Ronan Widland
James J. Storrow Camper of the Year
Julian Badger

WATERMELON LEAGUE
By Josh Daigle
There were many activities that campers and staff were excited to enjoy at West End this
past summer, but I don’t think any of them were more highly anticipated than one of our
greatest traditions at West End House Camp, Watermelon League!
Although there have been a lot of new activities added at West End House Camp in
recent years, one of the favorites for many is still Watermelon League, which was introduced in
1959 by former Counselor and Program Director, Bobby Gordon, who sadly passed away in
2018. This weekly event, WEHC’s unique brand of softball, with all campers and staff playing 2
inning games, produced many memorable moments. The teams are led by our Senior
Counselors, an honor they look forward to for years as they move up the ladder. However,
campers play the most important positions and are almost always the determining factors to
success. Watermelon League gives campers of different ages the opportunity to have fun while
working together towards a common goal. The staff members enjoy playing and showing their
skills and leadership qualities. Another great tradition is that all relatives are placed on the same
team. The team that wins the playoffs at the end of the season gets to share a watermelon!
The Watermelon standings after the 6-game regular season were as follows:
Zinman-Simon

6-0

Yas-Martinez

4-1-1

Connelly

4-2

Karass-Flood

3-3

Ryguy-Abney

2-3-1

Matthews-Mitchell

3-3

Wolf-Ruiz-Brayboy

1-5

Daigle-Babb

0-6

After Color War, there was an 8-team playoff consisting of sequential 1-inning games. As
can be seen in the standings, there were a couple of elite teams, a logjam in the middle, and the
Daigle-Babbs in last place, ha! In years past, we have had playoffs in which the seedings held
true to form, with the finals pitting the 2 top teams from the regular season. However, this year
there were upsets and surprises galore! In the semi-finals was an appearance from a
reinvigorated Daigle-Babbs. However, they fell short in extra innings to the Karass-Floods, who
found themselves in the finals against the Yas-Martinez on the Big Diamond. The Yas-Martinez
crew did its best to come back, but in the end, it was the fourth seed Karass-Floods who
celebrated on the field after the game and at the dining hall when they savored their watermelon
on the last night of camp. Both teams in the finals, and all teams in general, showed great effort,
spirit, and sportsmanship, all key West End House Camp traits! Join us and be part of the fun in
2022 for another special season of Watermelon!

JUNIOR AND SENIOR LEAGUE REPORT
By Griffin Yas
This year's Junior and Senior Leagues were unorthodox but was able to run smoothly due
to the incredible refs and campers of 2021. Due to Covid-19 restrictions, within the first week of
camper arrival checkpoints, Pod-Wars was utilized for the first time in West End history. Each
cabin battled against each other with fair teams mixed up of only kids in the 1’s, 2’s, 3’s etc. The
teams were named after famous rivalries. The first week had matchups of: Real Madrid vs.
Barcelona, Duke vs. UNC, Alabama vs. Auburn, and Checks vs. Stripes (in order of increasing
age group). These best of 7 series were an intense and fun way to start off the camp season, as
well as preparation for leagues. Then in the 5th week of camp, Pod Wars were utilized again.
This time, the rivalries included: Cinnamon Toast Crunch vs. Lucky Charms, Netflix vs.
Disney+, Cooks vs. Pogues, and Harvard vs. Yale (in order of increasing age group).
As for regular leagues that took place for non-podding and non-color war weeks, the
action was non-stop. For the first session, the theme of Junior Leagues was characters from the
popular video game: Clash Royale. The Mega Knights were coached by Bailey Belony, Sparky’s
by James Kagoda, Inferno Dragos by Riley Bloch, and Royal Hogs by Jonah Bloch. Early on it
was apparent that the talent in this division was plentiful with players such as and not limited
to: Sammy Elman, the Icoyitungiye brothers, Brennan Summers, and Johnny Montoya. By the
end of the action, the Sparkys were crowned victorious. For the seniors, the theme was West
End activities that are no longer run. Captained by Danny Santos and Julian Badger were the
Socials. Jackson Magee and Preston O’Connell led the Quittich’s. Omar Benmrad and Zyaire
Abney had the Crossfires, and Ben Collier and Patrick O’Connell captained the Lacrosses.
Besides the captains, players such as Matty Vogel, Hunter Beaulac and Michael Camargo were
amazing. By the end of it, the Socials were victorious.
In the second session, the Junior League theme was starter Pokemon from the first
generation of the game. These included the Squirtles, Bulbasaurs, Charmanders, and Pikachus.
This session, Riley Bloch was replaced by Prince Depina. This group also had an extremely high
standard of play. Star players included Tate Deats, Isaiah Jeter, Max Levine-Stein, Davis Jones,
Levi Libby, and Jacob Kirwan. The Charmanders, coached again by James Kagoda, had all the
right pieces to take the win. In the senior division, the theme was palindromes (words spelled
the same backwards). Teams included: Tacocats, Racecars, Radars, and Solos. The captain pairs
for these teams were Julian Badger and Zyaire Abney, Jaden Segal and Omar Benmrad, Ronan
Widland and Zach Connors, and Cole Betza and James Spoto. Other standout players for the
session were Ariel Milien, Nathan Reisenburger, Reese Connors, and Spencer Parco. In an
exciting football game, the Racecars were able to emerge victorious. All season, each league
winner enjoyed the beloved Route 160 ice cream and will be remembered here.
I would first like to thank all the land staff for refereeing every day. This job can get
tedious and repetitive but is so important to keep the games orderly and exciting. Sean Karass
deserves a special thank you for doing a great job as the Intermediate League Commissioner and
being so easy to work with. Additionally, I would like to thank Ryan Wilensky for doing all the
planning required to allow these games to occur. He made it so easy. I wish the best of luck to
all of these campers next season, whether they are the leaders of their respective league or
advancing to a higher league. I enjoyed working with all of them and hope they come back to
make 2022 just as fun!

INTERMEDIATE LEAGUE REPORT
By Sean Karass
This year's Intermediate Leagues went as smoothly as ever. The league saw many
competitive games as the energy and intensity was prevalent in each and every
game. This year's Intermediate League had an outrageously talented 4A and 4B to pull
from, as well as a very hard working and competitive 3A and 3B to choose from as well.
The themes included College Rivalries, Types of Lettuce, and over the counter
medicine. The head coaches for the teams this year were 4 members of our oldest cabin,
Gottlieb. Julian Badger, Zyaire Abney, Ben Collier, and Omar Benmrad all had the
esteemed privilege of being selected as the four coaches this year. In the first two weeks,
we did something called “Pod Wars'' where the campers in the 3’s played against each
other as well as the 4’s. In the second two weeks, the Kales, coached by Omar Benmrad,
were crowned the victors. Their team included Henry Elliot, Jonathan Camargo, and
Ryder Beaulac amongst others. In the last four weeks, Julian Badger led his Nyquil crew
to the championship. Justine Charles, Quinn Connors, Ben Most, and Derek Jones also
enjoyed the winnings.
I would like to thank Julian, Zyaire, Ben, and Omar. These guys did a fantastic
job not only coaching but mentoring these young men and without a doubt set an
example of leadership and behavior for everyone while coaching and did a wonderful job
with their teams. There is no doubt in my mind they will all make excellent staff in the
future. I had the privilege of coaching several of them throughout the years and
watching them grow and mature into young men has been a pleasure. This truly is a
special group of young men and will do an excellent job running camp soon.
I would now like to thank all of the land staff for refereeing every day with
unparalleled amounts of energy and enthusiasm. Refereeing is unquestionably a
thankless job, but it is because of the staff that the league went as well as it did this year.
Griffin Yas deserves a special thank you for doing a fantastic job as the Junior and
Senior Leagues Commissioner and being so easy to work with. The Assistant League
Commissioner, Corey Perkins, also deserves a shout out for his availability whenever
Griffin or I were away making sure everything was run with no problems. Additionally, I
would like to give a big thank you to Ryan Wilensky for always making sure the games
were going smoothly and keeping everyone participating in check. It was a pleasure to
be a commissioner for this great group of kids, and without Ryan, this job would have
been much more difficult. I wish the best of luck to all of these campers next season,
whether they are the leaders of their respective league or advancing to a higher league. I
enjoyed working with all of them and hope everyone comes back to make 2022 just as
special. I truly enjoyed and will forever cherish my time these past three years as a
League Commissioner. It was the highlight of my day to be able to read the
announcements in the Messhall each and every day and everyone involved deserves a
thank you for making my last year on Staff extraordinarily memorable. I wish next year's
League Commissioners the best of luck as I know they will do amazing. Thank you again
for making this summer better than I could have ever asked for.

JUNIOR POD WARS – SESSION 1

JUNIOR - FULL LEAGUE (1ST SESSION)

JUNIOR POD WARS – SESSION 2

JUNIOR - FULL LEAGUE (2ND SESSION)

INTERMEDIATE POD WARS – SESSION 1

INTERMEDIATE - FULL LEAGUE (1ST SESSION)

INTERMEDIATE POD WARS – SESSION 2

INTERMEDIATE - FULL LEAGUE (2ND SESSION)

SENIOR POD WARS – SESSION 1

SENIOR - FULL LEAGUE (1ST SESSION)

SENIOR POD WARS – SESSION 2

SENIOR - FULL LEAGUE (2ND SESSION)

League MVPs and Outstanding Sportsmen
JUNIOR DIVISION
WEEK

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

Elijah Icoyitungiye (1s)
Brennan Summers (2s)
Sammy Elman
Enoch Icoyitungiye
Jhonny Montoya
Levi Libby (1s)
Tate Deats (2s)
Isaiah Jeter
Andre Barros

Kieran Summers (1s)
Nate Mendelsohn (2s)
Joey Moya
Jake Ritchie
Jacob Campbell
Davis Jones (1s)
Jacob Kirwan (2s)
Zane Correa
Eli Bernstein

INTERMEDIATE DIVISION
WEEK

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

Jonathan Camargo (3s)
Henry Elliot (4s)
Josh Mawanda
Zack Wynn
Justine Charles
Adam Taitelbaum (3s)
Gabe Klapman (4s)
Miles Murray
AJ Valentine

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

Shane Gallagher (3s)
Jack Goldberg (4s)
Ky Van
Landon Ritchie
John Doyle
Rayhan Beljour (3s)
Cole Fontecchio (4s)
Tyler Hahn
Alex Hahn

SENIOR DIVISION
WEEK

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

MOST VALUABLE PLAYER

Matty Vogel (5s)
Julian Badger (Gott)
Jackson Magee
Patrick O’Connell
Omar Benmrad
Hunter Beaulac (5s)
Ronan Widland (Gott)
Jaden Segal
Cole Betza

OUTSTANDING SPORTSMAN

Simon Andrade (5s)
Lucas Feliciano (Gott)
Diego Rodriguez
Amari Brissett
Zyaire Abney
Nathan Riesenburger (5s)
James Spoto (Gott)
Ariel Milien
Zack Connors

FIVE AND TEN YEAR CLUBS
As we began our second century in the summer of 2009, we were proud to unveil two new
plaques that are prominently displayed in the dining hall. The goal is to recognize and honor
campers and staff who have been at WEHC for five years and for ten years. We hold an
induction ceremony on Visiting Day. These committed individuals have been, and will continue
to be, a huge part of our success. They will proudly show their families now and in the future
that they are members of a special and exclusive club. The 2021 inductees are in bold.
Congratulations and thanks to all the West Enders who are listed below.

The Kublin Family Ten Year Club Honoring Continuity,
Tradition, and Excellence at
West End House Camp in Our Second Century
Mike Stawowy
Ryan Wilensky
Brandon Avergon
Mike Jacobs
Rashad Cudjoe
Jason Cohen
Jordan Shapiro
Jesse C-Golden
Andrew DeMarco
Jared Klapman
Todd Zucker
Danny Walsh
Josh Singer
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Roque Reyes

Jake Ryter
Alex Hebert
Matt Shivers
Brion Rock
Neil Sharma
Zach Leppo
Jonah Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Jarrid McElligott
Michael Katzen
Aaron Rappaport
Zach Chason
Mitchell Lesser
Jeremy Zucker
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert

Jack Meaney
Ian Finn
Denicio Campozano
Jordan Chabot
Gabe Sands
Matt Connelly
Jack Donaldson
Jack Lesser
Oudom Seang
Luke Stillman
Raymond Wu
Jordan Leppo
Kevin Wu
Drew Seifer
Brandon Buckman
Ben Kaplan

Ben Keller
2020 NEW
MEMBERS
Ryan Karp
Joe Connelly
Aidan Connelly
Brandon Karp
2021 NEW
MEMBERS
Brandon Goldberg
Kieran Flood
Josh Wolf
Griffin Yas

FIVE CLUBS
There is a new plaque for the Five Year Club in memory of Morris “Lucky”
Boorstein, Eva Boorstein and the Honorable Beverly W. Boorstein.

2021 NEW
MEMBERS
Lee Perryman
Ryder Beaulac
Julian Badger
Spencer Hertz

Gabe Klapman
Jackson Magee
Spencer Parco
Pat. O’Connell
Prest. O’Connell
Josh Mawanda

Desmond Gao
Danny Santos
Jimmy Santos
Zach Andelman
Mardochee Mexil

Leeon Perryman

Ferris Way
Jacob Dancey
Jaden Segal
T. O’Connor
Colin O’Connor
Chr. O’Connor

S. Northcross
Bailey Belony
Connor Stookey
Carl Headges
Derek Walsh
T. Nyamweya

Dakota LeConte
Ori Kohl
Rafael Lantz
Ross Israel
Jacob Kirwan
Jack Goldberg
M. Camargo

1ST PLAQUE
Chris Moriarty
A. DeMarco
Todd Zucker
Ben Yudysky
Ben Olins
Danny Bernard
Jake Leppo
Ben Liebman
Neal Zucker
David Voshchin
Matthew
Shivers
Josh Singer
Jared Klapman
Joe McKinnon
Brion Rock
Doug Spink
Justin Avergon
Mike Kirsten
Mark Sands
Ian Solomon
Jeremy Zucker
Kevin Reyes
Zach Leppo
Ben Eggert
Eric Lesser
Jake Ryter
Roque Reyes
Jarrid
McElligott
Jacob Leppo
Jonah
Rappaport
Barrett Wilson
Marcus
Tingling
Matt Yudysky
Jacob Sands
M. Mohamud
Aidan Driscoll
Alex Hebert
Dominic Sands
Jacob Stetson
Zach Chason
Aaron
Rappaport
Mitchell Lesser
Michael Katzen
Sam London
Jose Noyola

Mike Kirsten
Sam McGann
John Almeida
D. Campozano
Joey Cohen
Sam Eggert
Jason
Feldman
Ian Finn
Ben Grosser
A. Josephson
P. Kong
David Lach
A. LeBlanc
Vince Leppo
Jack Meaney
Ben Ryter
Neil Sharma
Corey White
Louis Shaevel
David Wong
Evan Swartz
Shin
Tsujimura
Josh Mazur
Walden Ng
T.t Rochette
Gabe Sands
Zach Borim
Jordan Leppo
Matt Leppo
Asa Cressey
Kevin Wu
Sam Wong
Vajra Spring
Alex Su
Michael
Oliveri
Steven Price
Colman Lydon
Farid
Mawanda
Gabe Leppo
Alex Johnson
Jordan Cohen
Matt Connelly
Jordan
Chabot
J. Gonzales
Danny Brack

J. Donaldson
Frank Dawson
Jake Yezerski
Oudom Seang
Matt
Weisman
Raymond Wu
Evan Vale
Luke Stillman
Joe Rowland
Alex Romantz
Max Robert
Patrick
O’Toole
Mike Messina
Isaac Merson
Eric McNeilly
A.
Mastrangelo
Jack Lesser
Joey LeBlanc
Matt Heim
Karl Hubbard
Anthony Shea
Dylan A-Kelly
Noah Aspel
Matt Fischer
Anthony
Folkes
Cam DeLuca
Keith Denning
Mike
Goroshko
Gavin Healy
Joey Lydon
Max Lustig
B. McCrory
Y. Mohamud
Matt Moriarty
Jalan Price
Aaron Promer
Austin Ricker
Nate Wright
Walter Thom
T. Goroshko
Alex Joseph
Ben Kaplan
Ben Keller
Calvin Lok
Alex Kraus

Stuart Lustig
Blake Masse
Zach Miller
Ari Natansohn
Matt Noah
Alan Qiu
Diego Rivera
B. Sanders
Ethan
Seidman
Drew Seifer
Sam Shapiro
Jacob Sigel
Jake Sudkin
Zach Zysk
Brian Bartlett
C. Beberman
Max Brody
Bran.
Buckman
Brady
Buckman
Jacob
Denning
Austin Dodes
Liam Flood
J.Goldberg
Ryan Karp
Brandon Karp
Andrew
Hallion
Joe Connelly
Aidan
Connelly
J. Kornbleuth
Jonathan
Kraus
Jeremy Freed
Br. Flood
H. Barenholtz
C.DP
Eddie Benson
Cole Lepler
Liam Rowland
Mark Karmiy
James Lee
Sean Staples
Jordan Sarnie
Andrew Kern
Aaron Karasik
James Dunlea
Spencer Quist

I. De La Torre
Josh Daigle
Victor Svedloff
Almonte Henk
Noah Stonehill
Kentony Chau
Trevor Kelly
J. McLaughlin
B. Goldberg
Kieran Flood
Joey Cohen
Carl Devis
Noah
Oppenheim
Jack Zinman
Griffin Yas
George Zabalou
Isaiah Bedsole
Josh Wolf
Tim Beinborn
Nick Akerstein
Antonio Torres
Tim Chu
Michael Colon
Zamayne Abney
Zack Waxman
Chris Connolly
Juan Ruiz
Gabe DaSilva
Zyaire Abney
Zylas Abney
Antonio Agard
Mohamed
Aljundi
Matt Goroshko
Matt Kern
Corey Perkins
Ben Shocket
Coleman
Ballweg
Kevin Barrera
Jonah Bloch
Riley Bloch
Nasir Simon
Nick Silva
Michael Sudkin
Ryan Torres
Christopher
Chun

Sean Karass
Chris Victorin
Gio Tammick
Luke Moriarty
James Kagoda
C.Martinez
M. Connolly
Dom Delgado
Hunter Beaulac
Matty Burger
Sean Karass
Dutch Senft
Seva Filatov
Luke Lentine
Harvey Chen
Will Burger
NEW PLAQUE
Liam Ross
Mohaned Aljundi
Lucas Maley
Eli Champoux
Dezmond Mitchell
Ethan Brodeur
Max Andelman
Cole Betza
Devin Usal
Brady Bloch
Liam Grabie
Alex Babb
Andrew Babb
Omar Benmrad
Mateo Correia
Ben Grabie
Nikita Zakhvatov
Juan Barrios
Matty Vogel

The Lepler Family Five Year Club Honoring Continuity, Tradition, and
Excellence at West End House Camp in Our Second Century

NIGHT ACTIVITIES
This year was extra challenging because during weeks 1 and 5 we were not allowed to mix
cohorts beyond an A and B (ex. 2A and 2B were cohorted together). Therefore, after meeting
with Joe Connelly, Aidan Connelly and Griffin Yas in the spring, we decided to have 6 cool
activities and rotate them for those specific weeks. While they were not quite as great as typical
Night Activities, the campers had a lot of fun. Also, when we got the official “Covid Free”
clearance, we started out each 4-week session with our most popular Night Activity, Gold Rush.
Thanks to all the staff for running great night activities this summer such as Trifecta,
Gladiators, and Prize or Consequence. ESPN Night is so popular at this point it’s almost our 4 th
major activity. I would like to thank Joe Connelly for organizing the Night Activities and for
making sure they all ran smoothly. Also, I’d like to thank the other 2 members of “The Solvers,”
Aidan and Griffin for meeting on zoom calls prior to camp to help navigate many of these
logistics.
June 27: Bunk Activities
June 28: Pod Night (ex. All-Star Night)
June 29: Pod Night (ex. Jujubee)
June 30: Pod Night (ex. Family Feud)
July 1: Pod Night (ex. Pickle Ball tournaments)
July 2: Pod Night (ex. Safeguard)
July 3: Pool Games
July 4: Bill’s Story/BBQ celebration
July 5: Gold Rush
July 6: World Cup Preparation
July 7: WORLD CUP
July 8: Challenge the Staff
July 9: Walking Dead
July 10: Awards Banquet, League Championships
July 11: Watermelon
July 12: Gladiators
July 13: Domination
July 14: Karass-ik Park
July 15: Science Lab/March Madness
July 16: Trifecta
July 17: Prize or Consequences
July 18: Watermelon
July 19: Jr. and Int. West Endo/Fortnite
July 20: Jr. and Int. Jujubee/Safeguard
July 21: Jai Alai – DW is NOW
July 22: DESERT WAR
July 23: League Finals
July 24: Awards Banquet, Bunk Activities

July 25: Pod Night (ex. Safeguard)
July 26: Pod Night (ex. Jujubee)
July 27: Pod Night (ex. Pool Games)
July 28: Pod Night (ex. Pickle Ball Tournaments)
July 29: Pod Night (ex. Family Feud)
July 30: Pod Night (ex. Kennards)
July 31: Gold Rush
August 1: Watermelon
August 2: ESPN Night
August 3: Pokémon Go
August 4: Elections
August 5: Auction Part 1 (for ACA)
August 6: Auction Part 2/All-Stars Part 1
August 7: All-Stars Part 2
August 8: Watermelon
August 9: Ryan’s CW shirts/CW Liar’s Club
August 10: Super Monopoly
August 11: COLOR WAR is NOW - Tugs
August 12: Sr. Apache Relay/Jr. Spelling Bee
August 13: Sr. Spelling Bee /Jr. Apache Relay
August 14: Song Night Practice
August 15: Song Night Practice
August 16: Song Night – END OF COLOR WAR
August 17: Bunk Activities
August 18: Murder Mystery
August 19: Camp Trip – Bowling/Disc Golf/BBQ
August 20: Awards Night/Banquet
August 21: CAMPERS LEAVE

ELECTIONS
By: Ben Grabie

For one week at the start of the first and second sessions, camp was divided into cohorts, as to
prevent the spread of COVID-19. Everything from leagues to night activities was strictly done between
cabins, thus preventing bunk-to-bunk interactions. By the end of the week, campers were itching to
interact with children in other cabins, so when elections rolled around on August 4, everyone rushed to
get their names on a ballot and to hear their friends deliver speeches. Every position had candidates from
each of the three parties, and the night activity announcement in the Messhall was met with a lively cheer.
The campers’ eagerness to socialize with other cabins was certainly felt throughout the activity, shown by
booming chants, rolling laughter, and attentive listening. The results to the elections are listed below, and
overall, the activity was an astounding, amusing success.
Junior Postmaster: Distributes and coordinates camp mail for the juniors – Nico Torres
Senior Postmaster: Distributes and coordinates camp mail for the seniors – Zach Connors
Junior League Assistant: Assists in junior league scheduling and announcing – Jacob Kirwan
Intermediate League Assistant: Assists in intermediate league scheduling and announcing – Justine
Charles
Senior League Assistant: Assists in senior league scheduling and announcing – Ariel Milien
Frisbee Coordinator: Recovers and distributes lost Frisbees, helps to referee disc golf tournament
games – AJ Valentine, Chris Tomas-Hull, Carter Lee
Junior Sergeant at Arms: Raises and lowers the flag, defends camp and provides military expertise
from a junior perspective – Ace Eagerman
Senior Sergeant at Arms: Raises and lowers the flag, defends camp and provides military expertise
while simultaneously being a senior – Zach Andelman
Liaison to the Cook: Chills with Carl and discusses menu variety – Derek Jones
Aidid’s Acquaintance: Helps Aidid with his late-night rounds and miscellaneous chores – Nathan
Riesenburger
Vice President: Is available if the President is unable to execute his duties – Matty Vogel
President: Runs camp from a camper perspective – Julian Badger

ALL-STARS
All-Stars is a yearly competition that typically happens before Color War. It is a 2-night,
bunk competition of 6 events each evening. This is a lot of fun and great preparation for Color
War. Congratulations to the winners of each cabin and to Julian Badger for having the highest
overall points in camp.

NAME GAME
Name Game is a yearly evening activity with clues given based on names of campers. This is a low-key night activity
that typically happens after Color War. See if you can solve the puzzle below.

1.

Solar power: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

2.

Honey omnivore: __ __ __ __ __ __

3

__ __ __ __ __ __
1

3.

This guy is clean, not like his name suggests: __ __ __ __ __

4.

An ample amount of water: __ __ __ __ __ __

5.

You may get him on February 14th: __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
13

__ __ __ __ __
6

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
19

6.

This intermediate never loses: __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __

7.

Touchie-feelie: __ __ __ __ and __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

8.

North east south man: __ __ __ __ and __ __ __ __

15

16

__ __ __ __ __ __ __
12

9.

The holiest kid in camp: __ __ __ __

10. ROYGB I V: __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

14

11. Big stream-a: __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __
4

12. Nevertheless: __ __ __

__ __ __ __
10

13. Pretty high ranking royal: __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

11

14. White team: __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

2

15. Obstacles: __ __ __ __ __, __ __ __ __ __ and __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __
17

16. Howling dog: __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __

8

17. _________-gatherer: __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

9

18. Genuine: __ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
5

19. Meat to put on a sandwich: __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __

18

20. ______ _______-FRONT OF A SHIP : __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __
7

21. He owns a great clothing company: __ __ __ __
22. Peanut butter chocolate flavor: __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __
__ __ __ __ __ __ __

ANSWERS: 1) SON SCHNEIDER 2) JULIAN BADGER 3) TYLER GROSSMAN 4) KIERAN FLOOD 5) AJ VALENTINE 6) ZACK WYNN 7) LIAM AND BEN GRABIE 8) NATE AND
GABE WESTMAN 9) ROSS ISRAEL 10) INDIGO PICONE 11) JAYDEN RIVERA 12) BEN MOST 13) PRINCE DEPINA 14) ACE EAGERMAN 15) JONAH, RILEY AND BRADY
BLOCH 16) JOSH WOLF 17) HUNTER RICHARDS 18) SINCERE NORTHCROSS 19) BAILEY BELONY 20) CHRIS TOMAZ-HULL 21) LEVI LIBBY 22) REESE CONNORS

TREASURE HUNT CLUES
Treasure Hunt is a Night Activity where campers have to find the location of clue and receive
another clue until they find the final spot which says, “You Win.” Below are the clues for this
year and where the campers had to find them.
First Clue: given in the Rec Hall after dividing the kids into groups
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

“New floatation device home”
“Gone”
“R.I.P Danny Santos and Jack Goldberg”
“No buzzing”
”This clue is intense”
“Sick stairs”
“borch”
“3(2+1)-3”
“1”
“Can(e) you find this historic cane?????”
“We lost the next clue. Find it”
“Still soaring!”
“Boom left wake behind”
“The shapely year WE once began”
“I wonder what this land used to be”
“Zach Connors’ Daily Route”

Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Ski Dock
G1/Bobby’s Cabin
Triple Crown plaque
Desert War Rock
Health Center
Burnes Stairs
Back Porch of Mess Hall
600 Club Plaques
Disc Golf Hole #1
Ruby Escott Cane in the Mess Hall
Rec Hall Left Porch
The White Aces Plane
Malibu motor board
Gaga Pit
Margolin Center
Kezar

ESPN NIGHT
By: Griffin Yas
Coming into the 2021 season, ESPN Night had major expectations. For one, the absence of a
previous camp season made kids more excited and anxious to get back to their beloved activity.
Additionally, when preparing for the activity, fellow runner/creator of ESPN Night, Josh Wolf and I found
ourselves asking, “How could it get any better?” See, in 2019, the activity came down to the final shot in
front of the entire camp in which Corey Perkins just came up short for The Ringers. Little did we know
that ESPN Night 2021 would top that historic finish.
As a reminder, ESPN Night is a night activity created by a team led by Josh Wolf and me. The
activity is designed to be a mini color war. We wanted to have as intense of games as possible so, each
division competes in front of the whole camp for points. At dinner, the night of the activity is announced,
and the teams are released. Kids go to the mess hall porch to discover if they are a part of the Ballers and
Ringers (named after the streetball teams of the popular video game NBA 2K). After they get into proper
attire, they go to their meeting spot of either the council ring or the tennis court. Then, 3 mystery coaches
enter to meet their teams and bring them to the volleyball court where the competition begins. The
activities go as follows: 1A/1B do a relay, 2A/2B play newcomb, 3A/3B play watermelon style whiffle ball,
4A/4B play mini hoop basketball, 5A/5B play dodgeball in the rec hall, and Gottlieb play basketball. The
entire night is recorded and commentated over by our fantastic staff to really make it seem like the kids
are on TV.
This year the coaches consisted of Alex Babb, Carl Headges, and Christian Martinez (The Ringers)
versus Mohaned Aljundi, Riley Bloch, and Bailey Belony (The Ballers). The Ringers entered from the
tennis courts, while the ballers entered in the council ring.
All night the action went back and forth. The ballers started out strong with a win in relays. This
earned them 50 points. The whole crowd erupted when Levi Libby crossed the line to win the event. Next
came the 2A/2B Newcomb game, which was dominated by Tate Deats. After a close rally scoring game
the Ballers won again to improve their lead to 100-0. However, the Ringers were certainly not out of
it. Next came the 3A/3B watermelon whiffle ball game. The Ringers got off to a great start with
consistent baserunners and a homerun into the stands by Zack Wynn. Then, the Ringers had a
tremendous defensive inning only allowing a couple of runs to bring the lead back to 100-50. Zack Wynn
was raised into the air by his teammates and interviewed postgame while the 4A/4B mini hoop basketball
game was set up. This was a 6 vs. 6 full court game with press permitted for the entirety. It made for some
crazy action. Quinn Connors was extremely solid: running point guard for the Ringers and allowed them
to get out to a quick lead. Myles Murray brought the ballers back close, but just when it looked like the
Ballers had all the momentum, Josh Mawanda threw up a prayer-three-pointer and made it with a minute
remaining. The lead was insurmountable for the Ballers. The score of ESPN Night became 100-100.
Everyone then transitioned to the Rec Hall to watch the 5A/5B dodgeball game. With all of camp
watching and chanting, the Ballers won the best 2 out of 3. Hunter Beaulac and Diego Rodrigues led the
way and set up a final basketball game. Due to the increasing point values of the 5A/5B game and the
Gottlieb game, the winner of the basketball game would determine the winner of ESPN night. The game
was electric with Jaden Segal knocking down an early 3 pointer and solid guard play from Ronan Widland
the entire game. Cole Betza also chipped in. The Ringers got out to a great start, but the Ballers were not
out. Julian Badger led a charge back and with 3 seconds left the Ringers were only down 1. The ball was
inbounded and brought down by Badger to be met at the rim by Jaden Segal, providing a game saving
block. However, the ball magically made its way out to the hands of James Spoto. With a quick release,
the shot seemed to hang in the air for minutes, everyone awaiting the fate of ESPN night. With the
scoreboard horn sounding, the ball fell through the net and sent James Spoto’s name to the history books.
It truly was an ESPN night for the ages. Those on the Ringers will tell you that the scoreboard clock was
started late, but everyone can agree it truly was an incredible shot and a deserved victory for the Ballers.
I would like to thank the staff for making this year so special. ESPN Night is a great example of
how the success of night activities is really determined by the effort and enthusiasm of the staff. We had
amazing coaches (Alex Babb, Carl Headges, and Christian Martinez for the Ringers and Mohaned Aljundi,
Riley Bloch, and Bailey Belony for the Ballers) who brought great energy. Refs, Jack Zinman and Ryan
Torres, did a fantastic job the whole night. Thank you to the commentator crew of Joe Connelly, Aidan
Connelly, and Sean Karass. And, finally, thank you to my fellow runner, Josh Wolf, who worked extremely
tediously to make this night activity what it has grown to be. The two of us are extremely proud to have
our little stamp on West End and look forward to ESPN Nights of the future.

THE SECRET – TREASURE HUNT

About 2 years ago, Rachel and I became obsessed with the story of a 1982 book
called "The Secret," by Byron Preiss. The author buried 12 treasures around American
cities, left a picture and poem about each of the 12 cities, but gave no other clues. The
3rd treasure that has ever been found was uncovered in the North End of Boston a few
years ago. There are 3 episodes of "Expedition Unknown" on Discovery Channel about
this treasure hunt. I highly recommend watching it.
Therefore, in October of 2020, I wrote a poem and buried the treasure during our
Columbus Day Open House. Then as we got closer to camp, I asked artistic expert,
Aidan Connelly to create an encrypted picture that would give further clues.
We announced “The Secret” about halfway through the summer. You needed a
counselor and a maximum of 3 other campers. There were a few groups that were on
the right track, but only 1 prevailed. The group of Griffin Yas, Julian Badger, Matty
Vogel and Hunter Beaulac were relentless, meeting during elective time and trying to get
me to spill extra clues (I did not). Weirdly, they knew where the treasure was located
early, but couldn’t solve all of the clues that were required. The “Pink Men” clue seemed
to trip them up most, as they were thinking it had something to do with Desert War
2019. However, Julian realized it was part of a song by Pink Floyd called “The Wall.”
This group was extremely motivated to complete the mission before Hunter had to go
back home for school. Congrats to the team for their relentless pursuit of the Treasure.

The Secret

Where the last flash lost, is where to start
All and all where the pink men would dart
Walk toward the shapely year where WE began
Let, aces, and deuces be on the right hand
Look out to where Colorado Buffalo is all you seek
At the opening of the path go to the highest peak
Put your back on the flat side is the technique
Take 1 step I Am almost there
Now 1 Long step, dig down with care
CLUES EXPLAINED

Where the last flash lost, is where to start

Flash = Flash GORDON, Robbie Gordon was that last Gordon to be a HS Captain

Burnes Building, team names White Burn

All and all where the pink men would dart

Tennis Wall – Pink Floyd album “The Wall” and a song “Another brick in the Wall”

Walk toward the shapely year where WE began

Camp started in 1908, the gaga pit is 8-sided Octagon, WE is for West End

Let, aces, and deuces be on the right hand

“Let,” “aces,” “deuces” are Tennis terms, so Tennis court on your right from the Gaga Pit

Look out to where Colorado Buffalo is all you seek

University of Colorado is in the city of “Boulder” Colorado
At the opening of the path go to the highest peak

self-explanatory - peek of the rock at base of path
Put your back on the flat side is the technique

that is the flat side of the “boulder”
Take 1 step I Am almost there

Our girls camp is next to us, further down the pond and “I Am” is their
slogan

Now 1 Long step, dig down with care

Long = Long pond, in that direction, straight toward the lake

THIS IS WHAT THE TREASURE LOOKS LIKE

TRIPLE CROWN
In 2021, we have our first member of the Triple Crown since 2018.
Congrats to Rayhan Beljour who was not originally an 8 weeker, but loved
camp so much he stayed the entire summer. Good thing he did, as he won
the Triple Crown. Winning World Cup is the hardest of the 3 Triple Crown
events as there is only a 1/12 chance of winning. Add that to the odds of
winning Desert War (1/2) and Color War (1/2) and winning the Triple
Crown becomes a 1/48 chance for campers who are Elite 8-ers. There is a
reason it has only happened 10 times in 15 years. We will see all of you
prospective Triple Crowners next year.

CAMPER YEAR
Ian Finn

2010

Worl Desert
d Cup
War

Color
War

Mexico

Night

Krewe

Greece
Greece
England

Fortune
Fortune
Crimson

Juveniles
Juveniles
Reign

Ireland
Ireland

Dusk
Dusk

Hustle
Hustle

England
Spain
Spain

Poison
Tsunami
Tsunami

Order
Samurai
Samurai

South Africa

Venom

Guild

2011 NONE
Kevin Wu
Farid Mawanda
Anthony Folkes

2012
2012
2013
2014 NONE

Brady Bloch
Gio Tammick

2015
2015
2016 NONE

Michael Colon
Josh Wolf
Toussaint
Nyamweya

2017
2018
2018
2019 NONE
2020 NONE

Rayhan Beljour

2021

WORLD CUP
By: Joe Connelly and Brandon Goldberg
After a long break from camp, World Cup was ready to restart camp with a bang. With a large
number of new campers and new coaches, teams and their futures were put into question. The staff had
already started placing bets on who would be the team to hang their flag in the mess hall. It was a tight
knit race throughout the day with the eventual and new champion South Africa being the team to hang up
their flag in the mess hall.
After the dominance of England in 2019 (Joe was the coach that year), they were not the favorites
but were always going to be a contender with their star player Jackson Magee. Europe wanted to switch
things up and challenge for the top two spots in the semi-finals. Spain seems to always make the semifinals, and this trend continued when they simply could not be stopped during the day led by both
veterans Julian Badger and Ryder Beaulac. Spain nearly had a perfect day with 8 wins and one tie. Italy,
coached by new coach but veteran Dezmond Mitchell, has always struggled to contend with the top teams.
However, led by their star intermediate Zack Wynn, Italy started off rough and pulled through in the
evening by winning every game, earning them a spot in the semifinals with Spain. Ireland made sure that
Europe remained a 4-horse race, being competitive and contending until the evening when Italy decided
to turn it up a notch. France, led by veteran Josh Mawanda and coach Aidan Connelly gained two of the
top free agents: Nathan Riesenbuger and Brennan Summers. They looked like they would really challenge
for a spot in the semifinals, but they seemed to just fall short on a couple of their key rivalry games versus
World Cup powerhouse Spain.
In the World bracket, South Africa lost some of their veteran players due to the one-year break,
but they had a solid core of intermediates as well as multiple new highly contributing seniors. Led by
Patrick O’Connell, Derek Walsh, and new coach Mike Sudkin, they just kept grinding out results and had a
winning record in each of the three groups of games. The final spot in the world division came down to
Mexico and Brazil. Mexico snuck up on the competition and surprised a lot of people by leading
throughout the morning and afternoon. Led by new coach Zamayne Abney, veteran senior Hunter
Beaulac, and the new addition A.J. Valentine, they appeared to be unbeatable until South Africa won
every game in the evening. Brazil, coached by veteran coach Sean Karass, stayed with the pack the entire
day and nearly, just nearly, missed out on the semifinals. With the last game of the day, it was Mexico vs
Brazil in basketball relays. It was tight for the first few rounds, but Mexico started to pull away and never
looked back, they earned themselves a spot in the semis for the first time in over 6 years.
The semifinal and final bombardment games were played the following morning. After a good
night’s sleep, the players and coaches were ready to go. Bombardment started with the world division,
where South Africa got out to an early lead after catching a few early throws. However, the whole
momentum of the game changed when Mexico’s A.J. Valentine swished a half-court shot to bring his
whole team back in. Nevertheless, thanks to high performing seniors and multiple heroic catches by
Carter Lee, South Africa was able to complete the comeback and win the world semifinals. On the Europe
side of the bracket, Spain took care of business against Italy. Ryder Beaulac was just unreal in this game,
putting up one of the best bombardment performances in recent memory. Now, the finals were set
between newcomers to the final, South Africa, and a team who’s been there before multiple times in
Spain. With so much on the line in this game, both teams came in trying to outlast the other. Led once
again by the catches of Carter Lee as well as high performing seniors, South Africa emerged victorious.
The Golden Ball, given to the MVP of World Cup, was awarded to South Africa intermediate Derek Walsh.
Derek was dominant all day, and he carried this high level of play along with his great attitude into
bombardment. Now, for the first time ever, camp will be looking at a South African flag hanging in the
mess hall for the next year, until a new champion is crowned.

DESERT WAR
By Aidan Connelly and Griffin Yas

Desert War 2021 began Wednesday, July 21st during the night activity ‘Jai Alai’,
when all the campers were gathered in the Rec Hall to watch an opening game of the
sport between many counselors. About five minutes into the activity, senior counselors
Joe Connelly and Josh Wolf stormed in through the back-entrance doors, blowing their
whistles, creating a diversion. Meanwhile, runners Aidan and Griffin snuck through the
front entrance doors, holding cap guns to the sky. While campers’ backs were still
turned away from the front, a series of loud pops erupted. Just as the campers turned
back to the front, Aidan and Griffin shouted the iconic words “DESERT WAR IS NOW!”
which caused the campers to bolt for the front, slowly pouring out of the two small
doors. The whole scene was captured on film, and with that, Desert War 2021 began. As
the campers swarmed to the Council Ring like a hive, campers and counselors alike felt
the first real bite of an exhilarating emotion since 2019. The campers were split to two
sides, and this year’s colors were revealed to be Burgundy (Venom) and Light Yellow
(Sting). Venom coaches were announced to be Jack Zinman, Zamayne Abney, Brandon
Goldberg, and Liam Grabie. Sting coaches included Dezmond Mitchell, Mohaned
Aljundi, Riley Bloch, and Ben Grabie. Despite a two-year hiatus, this group of coaches
was amongst the strongest in recent memory. Venom captains included Julian Badger,
Danny Santos, Zyaire Abney, and Michael Camargo. Opposite them included Sting
captains Omar Benmrad, Ben Collier, and twins Patrick and Preston O’Connell. Instead
of watching one of the best night activities on display, the teams were instead split off to
prepare and strategize for the big day.
As per tradition, the first event of the day was Color Rush, a giant game of
capture the flag that encompasses lower camp. Both teams started cautiously, failing to
capitalize on any mistakes the other made. This was the theme throughout the first two
rounds. However, things started to pick up steam with a slight rule change incentivizing
rushing throughout the later rounds. This paved the way for four exciting rounds of
classic Desert War fun. Zack Wynn opened the scoring in the third round, with his
heroics providing the only ball of the round, resulting in Sting breaking the deadlock.
Two exciting rounds followed, with both teams securing wins for their teams. In the
final round of Color Rush, the ending minutes provided one of the best moments of the
day, maybe even Color Rush in recent memory. 4B camper Radomil Bucko was
recruited to join the attack for Venom, leaving his defensive position. Rad singlehandedly freed the jail, resulting in a venomous rush that saw Gottlieber Diego Holmes
secure the final round. As a result, the score of Desert War after the morning festivities
stood in a stalemate, 50 to 50.
Both Venom and Sting knew that the afternoon was going to be the key to unlock
a vital lead going into Capture the Flag. The juniors and intermediates competed in a
new edition of the Westendo Challenge, which consisted of relay races, tug of war, and
real-life Stratego. Venom dominated the majority of the activity, finishing with three
straight Westendo wins, with the final score ending 50-10. Meanwhile, the seniors

participated in the Iron Man, a triathlon relay that tests the strength of everyone
involved. Throughout the event, both teams looked like they came to compete. In the
end, Venom failed to capitalize and take a giant lead, causing Sting to return the favor.
Sting secured six out of the top ten spots, including the top three times of the day from
captains Patrick O’Connell, Omar Benmrad, and Preston O’Connell, respectively. The
Iron Man relay was won by Sting in overwhelming fashion, 88-17, with Brady Bloch’s
anchor performance proving crucial to Sting’s hopes of winning Desert War. Not only
did they completely erase Venom’s Westendo dominance, but also expanded their lead
by 31 points. The afternoon activities ended with a score of 148-117 in favor of Sting.
Going into Capture the Flag down 31, Venom knew they needed to succeed where
they failed in the afternoon. What makes Capture the Flag so important is the fact that
after both a junior and senior round end, the point value for the round increases by 10
points. Already leading by 31, Sting did the exact opposite of sitting back and playing
defense. They dominated the beginning of the event, winning the first SIX rounds,
pushing their lead to 151 by the time the seventh round began. Even though they
thought themselves defeated, the Venom players and coaches were quickly inspired by
Landon Ritchie’s flag return, marking Venom’s first round win in what would be a
historic finale. Both teams went back and forth, and Venom was able to secure five of
the eight rounds. Heading into the final round, after all they overcame; Venom found
themselves exactly where they started: down 31 points. The first fifteen rounds were
nail-biting and adrenaline-ridden for both teams, with Zack Wynn (Sting), Julian
Badger, and Matty Vogel (both Venom) coming up big, winning several of their team’s
rounds. The final round began, with neither team holding back. Rushes flew left and
right, and what seemed like a Desert War-winning rush by Zyaire Abney was heroically
dashed by Aiden DiLiberato, delivering a powerful sting to Venom’s morale. However, in
a sudden sequence of events, Matty Vogel found himself coming up clutch for Venom,
returning the Frisbee and securing Desert War for his team. This will certainly go down
as a war for the ages. The final score of Desert War tallied to 517-468, Venom.
All of camp came down from the fields and gathered in the council ring one final
time. The score of Desert War was read and all campers stood up to sing the house song.
Teams showed great sportsmanship at the end as both teams chanted each other’s
names and headed their separate ways. Sting went back to their bunks to get ready for
cake and milk, while Venom headed down to the tennis courts to paint Desert War rock.
Huge thanks go out to the directors, Ryan Wilensky for helping the runners tackle this
day, Steve Lepler, Bill Margolin, and Josh Daigle. Additionally, the thanks continue to
Luis DeLuna, Prince DePina, and Dakota LeConte for taking pictures and videos
throughout the whole day, and a special shout-out to Griffin Yas for running a fantastic
Desert War with Aidan on his 19th birthday. Now, Desert War rock will remain
Burgundy…until next year.

DESERT WAR 2021
ROUND

Color Rush
Venom

Sting

Round One

None – 5 Points

None – 5 Points

Round Two

None – 5 Points

None – 5 Points

Round Three

None

Zack Wynn (19:41) – 5 Points

Matty Vogel (19:55) – 5 Points

None

Elijah Icoyitungiye (19:02)

AJ Valentine (18:35) – 5 Points
Zack Wynn (19:03)
Jackson Williamson (19:03)
Jhonny Montoya (19:25)

Diego Holmes (19:48) – 5 Points

None

Sting Win – 15 pts
Round Four

Venom Win – 15 pts
Round Five

Sting Win – 15 pts
Round Six

Venom Win – 15 pts

Morning Score: Venom - 50, Sting - 50

Afternoon

Ironman
Sting – 1:56.00 (50 Points)
Venom – 2:01.00
Patrick O’Connell
19:23.00 Sting
Omar Benmrad
19:47.00 Sting
Preston O’Connell
19:59.00 Sting
Matty Vogel
20:11.17 Venom
Andreas Holmes
20:11.53 Sting
Diego Holmes
20:14.00 Venom
Rafi Lantz
21:23.00 Sting
Michael Camargo
21:30.00 Venom
Nathan Reisenburger 21:38.00 Venom
Simon Andrade
21:43.00 Sting

Sting 88, Venom 17

Westendo Challenge
Short Dash relay: Sting (5 Points)
Long Dash relay: Venom (10 Points)
Tug-of-War:
5’s tugs- Venom (5 points)
1B/2A tugs- Venom (5 points)
2B/3A tugs- Sting (5 points)
3B/4A tugs- Venom (5 points)
WestEndo
Round 1: Venom (5 Points)
Round 2: Venom (10 points)
Round 3: Venom (10 Points)
Venom 50, Sting 10

Afternoon Score: Sting 98, Venom 67

Score going into Capture the Flag: Sting 148, Venom 117

Capture the Flag
Junior Round 1 – Zack Wynn (Sting) 10 points
Senior Round 1 – Andres Holmes (Sting) 10 points
Junior Round 2 – Zack Wynn (Sting) 20 points
Senior Round 2 – Omar Benmrad to Rafi Lantz (Sting) 20 points
Junior Round 3 – Zack Wynn (Sting) 30 points
Senior Round 3 – Omar Benmrad to Aiden DiLiberato (Sting) 30 pts
Junior Round 4 – Landon Ritchie (Venom) 40 points
Senior Round 4 – Matty Vogel (Venom) 40 points
Junior Round 5 – AJ Valentine (Sting) 50 points
Senior Round 5 – Julian Badger to Spencer Hertz (Venom) 50 points
Junior Round 6 – Jonathan Camargo (Venom) 60 points
Senior Round 6 – Zyaire Abney to Matty Vogel (Venom) 60 points
Junior Round 7 – Zack Wynn (Sting) 70 points
Senior Round 7 – Diego Holmes (Venom) 70 points
Junior Round 8 – AJ Valentine (Sting) 80 points
Senior Round 8 – Matty Vogel (Venom) 80 points

Final Score: Venom 517, Sting 468

Current Iron Man
Board
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

JC Gonzalez 17:14 Dusk ‘15
Lucas Maley 17:15:50 Tsunami ‘18
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:24 Dawn ‘15
Chris DiPietrantonio 17:41 Thunder ‘14
Jordan Goldberg 17:46 Dawn ‘15
Ethan Brodeur 17:49:50 Avalanche ‘18
Brandon Goldberg 17:52:47 Storm ‘19
Jacob Stetson 17:55 Fortune ‘12
Tristan Goroshko 17:57:50 Toxic ‘17
Bryce Smith 17:59:60 Wave ‘13

2021 COLOR WAR IS NOW…
Ryan’s CW blog as CW happened
After a long awaited 2 years, Color War is NOW…
In terms of the Color War start, the runners and I spoke early on about wanting Bill
Margolin to come up with and execute the start of his choosing. During the summer,
our old American Flag needed to be replaced and it was Bill’s idea to have an official flag
burning ceremony, as is the custom whenever an American flag is retired.
We have become friendly with the owner of the local bowling alley, a long-time military
veteran named JP Espinosa. JP has helped reserve lanes for our campers, away from
the public so that we could get some groups out of camp. He was more than willing to
help with this endeavor and came over to run the ceremony.
The campers met in the Council Ring at 2nd bell for lunch and were then asked to go to
the Goober benches for the ceremony. JP led the flag burning ceremony in his full
uniform. When he was done, Ben Grabie, who is interested in a military career,
eloquently spoke up about the meaning and importance of the flag. Fireworks went off
in the background while Ben was talking and then Bill Margolin yelled the magic words
into the microphone, COLOR WAR IS NOW...
2 cool and different themes again this year. It is the White Aces, which are World War 2
style fighter pilots. They have 3 captains, Ronan Widland, Cole Betza, and Jaden
Segal. Their head coach is Joe Connelly. They asked Steve Chamberlain to make a mini
fighter plane which hangs from their waterfront home base. It is super cool! I’m sure it
will be on Bunk1.
The Blue Guild are Bounty hunters, weighing heavily on Mandalorians from Star
Wars. They have 2 captains, Julian Badger and Omar Benmrad. Their Head Coach is
Aidan Connelly. Their entrances were cool, as they took the team inside the Rec Hall.
Their Blue Mandalorian gear is outstanding.
For those hardcore fans out there, the ref theme is Old West End. Division names are
West End Directors/Benefactors with Margolin (High Senior), Lepler, (Allie) Coles,
(Mitchell) Frieman, (Jack) Burnes and (James J) Storrow (Junior). One great veteran,
creative Senior Counselor, Kieran Flood and all-star CIT, Liam Grabie are running this
war and are extremely thorough with their preparation. I’m very impressed.

Basketball:
Soccer:
Waterpolo:
Softball:
Football:
Volleyball:

Coaching Matchups
BLUE
WHITE
Griffin Yas
Joe Connelly (HC)
Aidan Connelly (HC)
Sean Karass
Zamayne Abney
Alex Babb
Riley Bloch
Josh Wolf
Corey Perkins
Dezmond Mitchell
Juan Ruiz
Jack Zinman

Some interesting facts…
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●
●

For the CW prediction challenge this year, Brady Bloch had the highest overall
score (white) and Jacob Kirwan who had the highest score for blue. Each will
receive a coach’s shirt of their respective teams. Brady Bloch has one the
coach’s prediction challenge before!
Danny Santos and Jack Goldberg (White), as well as Rayhan Beljour (Blue) are
vying for the elusive “Triple Crown” which is winning World Cup, Desert War
and Color War in the same year. All 3 campers won World Cup on South Africa
and Desert War on Venom, so far this summer.
4 former color war captains are coaching this year. For Blue, Griffin and CP
(Corey Perkins). For White, Dezmond Mitchell and Josh Wolf were HSCs.
Riley Bloch is the first CIT to coach since Danny Bernard in 2007.
Twins Joe and Aidan Connelly are heading coaching against each other. I am
not sure, CW historians, when the last time that happened. Maybe 1991 with
Morry vs. Danny Levine?
There are several brother combos on different teams. The O’Connor’s (Colin
and Christian), the Abney’s (Zamayne and Zyaire), the Bloch’s (Riley and
Brady), the Libby’s (Jaice and Levi Libby), the Hahn's (Alex and Tyler), the
Davis’ (Derek and Davis) and the Abbari’s (Nasr and Nadim).
Danny and Jimmy Santos are both on White as are Nate and Gabe Westman.
Ariel and Roy-Allen Milien are both on Blue, as are Reese and Quinn Connors,
Jacob and Sam Dancey, Andre and Austin Barros, and Rayhan and Bradley
Beljour.
The first pick in the draft was the Blue Seniors, led by Spencer Hertz, Ross
Israel and Miles Murray. This is interesting to me as 2 of their coaches are
counselors in 5B and might have some inside intel on the groups. That scares
me a little bit.
Veteran camper Ace Eagerman is not on the White Aces. I asked him if I
should change his name on the CW roster to his born name, he declined and
was happy with the team he is on.
One big change this year was replacing Tennis with Pickleball. Pickleball is far
more popular at camp this summer and we had some alumni (Rick Shrier and
Brett Bareholtz donate the nets, racquets and equipment). All participants and
refs agreed it was a better event.
Tugs are this evening as I write this.
See you tomorrow morning for some predictions. Although, I lost my
prediction fastball years ago.

Day 0
Pickleball was a hit replacing Tennis. After Pickleball and Archery, Color War was tied.
White won the Tugs 4-2. They were well spirited. There was only 1 group that went to a
tiebreaking 3rd tug, which was the High Intermediates. Tristan Elias kept blue in that
one, but white ended up with the win.
White takes a 10-point lead going into day 1.

Day 1 predictions
Morning
In Junior Kickball the sentiment amongst the Junior coaches is that white has more
depth in juniors. Let's go with White, although Levi Libby may be the best in the group.
High Junior Soccer we like blue with Jacob Kirwan, Brogan and Sam Dancey leading the
way. In Intermediate Basketball, we are not going against Zack Wynn, who is clearly the
best player. In High Intermediate Volleyball, we like white with Josh Mawanda and
Jaice Libby. Quinn Connors could lead blue to an upset. Senior Waterpolo, we like blue
with Reese Connors and Ross Israel. This division is making me nervous. High Senior
Softball we have to go with blue having more depth. Ronan Widland on white is
probably the best player, but blue has more hitters.
That would be a 4-2 split for Blue.
Afternoon
In the afternoon, in Junior Soccer we like blue with Tyler Grossman, Nadim Abbari,
Austin Barros and Jackson Williamson leading the way. In High Junior Kickball we
think it's a toss, but we will go with White as Billy Deyesso, Jeremiah Rosa and Son
Schneider are all solid. In Intermediate Volleyball we like white with AJ Valentine who
is strong. This game is usually about who can serve it over more frequently. High
Intermediate Basketball we like white with Tyler Hahn’s defense and Josh Mawanda. In
Senior Softball we like Blue with Miles Murray, Ross Israel and Spencer Hertz. Finally,
in High Senior Waterpolo we like white because they have Ronan, Matty Vogel and Cole
Betza are all good. Danny Santos and Desmond Gao are solid as well.
That would be 4-2 split for White
Evening
Hard to tell for Apache’s and Spelling Bees. We like blue in Apache, but it's just a
guess. Ace is good at Spelling Bee for blue and John Doyle we think could be good for
blue as well. So, let's say 2-1 split for Spelling Bee for Blue.
If that happens Blue would erase a 10-point deficit and take a 10-point lead going into
day 2.
Day 1 Results
Morning
In Junior Kickball, blue was up 12-6 in the last inning with 2 outs and white
made a monster comeback. White was the last team kicking and was able to
follow through on their comeback for a miraculous tie.
● In High Junior soccer, in one of the most epic solo performances ever, Jacob
Kirwan scored all 8 goals for blue in the first half. Brogan Murphy also played
well for blue.
● In Intermediate Basketball, sometimes it's as simple as who has the best
player and Zack Wynn was clearly the best player scoring 44 points on NBA 3●

pointers, drives and pull up baseline shots. My NBA comp for Zack is Chris
Middleton. Kaleb D'Andrea, John Doyle and Derek Jones were solid role
players as well. I was SO impressed with white in this game even though they
lost by 20+. They battled the entire time and AJ Valentine played his heart out
scoring 16 points. Justine Charles added 15 for white as well.
● In High Intermediate Volleyball white won game 1, blue won 2 and 3, white
tied it up in game 4. Blue won a short tiebreaker in game 5. Ben Most was
great for Blue, and Josh Mawanda played well for white.
● In Senior Waterpolo, blue won 15-4. Miles Murray, Reese Connors and
Spencer Hertz all played well for Blue. For white, Nathan Riesenburger and
Brady Bloch were solid.
● In High Senior Softball blue won 13-5. White took a 3-0 lead early, but blue
dominated the rest of the way with balanced fielding and hitting. Julian
Badger played well for them. One of my favorite Color War theories is that if
there is a clear best High Senior, that team will win at least 2 games no matter
how good the other team looks. Julian is not only that guy, but he is also a great
leader.
Blue won the split 5-0-1. Tough start for White.
Afternoon
●

●

●

●

●

●

In Junior Soccer, blue won an epic overtime battle. Nadim Abbari scored a
goal with 30 seconds left in extra time to break a 2-2 tie. This was a hardfought game. Bode Ferrin played well for white.
In High Junior kickball, Jacob Kirwan has become the early Color War
MVP. He dominated again in a blowout victory for blue. It looks like Jacob
should have been bumped up. He was helped by Brogan Murphy who was great
in the field, and Sam Dancey who had some monster kicks. But white can
easily turn this division around.
In Intermediate Volleyball, blue won easily with Zack Wynn and Kaleb
D'Andrea leading the way. This division seems like it could be lopsided, but we
don't think so as white has fought hard and has better sports ahead of them.
In High Intermediate Basketball, white held on for a 3-point victory. Josh
Mawanda led the way with 17 points and Tyler Hahn was his typical Marcus
Smart on defense. This game seemed like a blowout early, but Jacob Dancey
was huge in the 3rd quarter and the game was tied several times. But, white
never once lost the lead. Ben Most was solid for blue as well.
In Senior Softball, blue won easily 19-4. This division is what scares me most
at this point. We think white could still win a couple games in this group, but I
think we all might have underrated some role players like Dewayne Henry.
In High Senior Waterpolo white won 8-2. Matty Vogel and Ronan Widland
scored most of the goals for white. Desmond Gao was solid as well. For blue,
James Spoto played well as well as your obvious stars like Omar Benmrad.

So, a 4-2 split for blue, the lead was up to 60.

Evening
In the Senior Apache, things got worse for white as Quinn Connors nailed his
first 3 free throws and Spencer Hertz hit his first softball toss. That was where
this got out of hand early. Although white lost by a lot, they did Wiffleball on
the first try with Tyler Hahn hitting.
● Spelling Bees got even worse with a blue sweep as Ben Kesner, Ace Eagerman
and Kaleb D'Andrea added to the blue lead.
●

So, Blue Guild was outstanding today and takes a huge 90-point lead into day 2. The
runners are a little down, but as stated above the blue seniors are the only division that
we are worried about at this point.
Day 2 predictions
Morning
●
●

●

●
●
●

Junior relays, who knows, but we like white by a little bit. Let's call it 5-5,
which goes by Color War points.
High Junior waterpolo, we like white with Son Schneider and Billy Deyesso
leading the group. Son is the best swimmer in the group by a significant
margin.
Intermediate football, we like white with AJ Valentine and Justine Charles as
good running back options. But, this could just be Zack Wynn dominating
again.
High Intermediate softball, Tyler Hahn is absurdly good in the field. We like
white with him, Jack Goldberg and Jaice Libby hitting.
Senior Volleyball, I wish I could say I like white, but I just can't. I'm going with
blue again, they have all the momentum.
High Senior soccer, which is my favorite game in every Color War, even though
white has Matty Vogel, blue has Spencer Parco, Julian Badger, Omar Benmrad
and Zach Connors is too much depth. We are going with blue in a close one.

That would be 3-2-1 for White.
Afternoon
●
●

●
●
●

Junior waterpolo we like white because Mathew Vargas, Mason Moya and Bode
Ferrin are all strong swimmers. Tyler Grossman is a good swimmer for blue.
High Junior basketball, Jacob Kirwan could dominate again. But, Jeremiah
Rosa is terrific and Son and Billy Deyesso could neutralize him. We are going
with blue as Kirwan is a man possessed.
Intermediate softball, we like white here with AJ Valentine, Isaiah Jeter and
Liam Pyle is underrated.
High Intermediate football, we like white with Tyler Hahn and Jaice Libby.
Senior soccer, this could be a white victory (I hope). They have good depth
with Nathan Riesenburger, Diego Rodriguez and Jayden Rivera. Spencer

Hertz is a great goalie for blue and has a lot of speed. While white can easily
win here, we are going with blue in a close one.
● High Senior volleyball, Omar Benmrad is probably the best player. This could
go either way, but we are going with blue.
So that would be a 3-3 split.
Who knows about the Apache and Spelling Bees? Ross Israel is a great speller for blue
and we think Cam Bloch could be great for white.
So we think White can tap into this lead by 10-30 points. Long, Long Color War to go.
Day 2 Results
Morning
●
●

●

●

●

●

In Junior Relays, blue got off to an early 4-0 lead, but white won the next 5
relays and blue won the last for a 5-5 tie. Well done by both teams.
In High Junior Waterpolo, white had Son Schneider and Billy Deyesso who
were the stars of the game. A goal by Gabe Westman sealed the deal for white
in a 5-3 victory, their first of the war.
In Intermediate Football, Zack Wynn has just been dominant so far. In a low
scoring game blue won 13-6. Justine Charles was good for white. This division
is 3-0 blue at this point.
In High Intermediate Softball, the combination of Tyler Hahn's defense at
shortstop and Jack Goldberg and Jaice Libby batting was way too much. Tyler
hit 3 triples and 2 home runs. This game was never in doubt.
In Senior Volleyball, in a crazy game, white held on for a 3-1 victory. White
won games 1 and 2 easily with Brady Bloch and Nathan Riesenburger leading
the way. In game 3, white had match point at 14-7 and 3 more chances to seal
the game, but blue just wouldn't let them win. Blue came back and won
game 3. In game 4, the same thing happened, but eventually white won the
match on their 12th or so opportunity (not a joke). The runners are so glad that
white got a win here as we were worried this division could be 6-0. Spencer
Hertz and Miles Murray were good for blue.
In High Senior Soccer, blue just had more depth. Ben Collier scored a goal
from half field for blue. Julian Badger, Zach Connors and Omar Benmrad also
scored. Matty Vogel played great for white and scored but couldn't match up
against all of blue.

White won the split 3-2-1.
Afternoon
●

Junior Waterpolo, which is not typically the best game, was outstanding this
year. Levi Libby for blue was the best in the game, but the combo of Bode
Ferrin and Mathew Vargas was too much for white in a 4-3 victory.

●

●

●

●

●

High Junior basketball was not a great game. Jacob Kirwan was again too
much for blue. Brogan Murphy and Zane Correa were great role players as
well. Blue won easily by 30 or so.
In Intermediate Softball, white blew them out with a great team
victory. Nasr Abbari, Nate Westman, AJ Valentine and Isaiah Jeter all played
great for white.
In High Intermediate Football was a terrific game despite a deceiving final
score. Josh Mawanda was terrific on the line. But this was the Tyler Hahn
show as he scored 3 late touchdowns for white, bringing it back. Gabe Klapman
and Ben Most played very well for blue.
In Senior soccer, blue won fairly easily after getting down early. White was
up 2-1, but blue scored the next 4 goals. Reese Connors, Miles Murray and
Spencer Hertz played well for blue. Diego Rivera and Nathan Riesenburger
played well for white.
In High Senior Volleyball, in almost a mirror of the morning Volleyball game,
white went up easily 2-0. But blue came back and won games 3 and 4 to send it
to a game 5. White held on in the shortened game 5 tiebreaker with a 62 victory. Matty Vogel and Jaden Segal were terrific for white. The blue
comeback was led by Julian Badger, Omar Benmrad and Spencer Parco.

So a 4-2 split for white, bringing the lead down to 60.
Evening
In the Junior Apache, it went back and forth. Blue was up early. Then white
came back on the kayak and took the lead. Then blue got the lead back until
Nate Mendelsohn nailed the Mystery Question for white in
about 2 minutes. Then blue took the lead back again after John Doyle and
Kaleb D'Andrea did Pickleball on the 3rd try just before John Doyle went up
and got Archery on the first try. Blue held on to win by 12 seconds. A really
tough loss for white here as they could've had a monster day.
● Spelling Bees white won 2/3 with Rowan Giardino and Nathan
Riesenburger. James Spoto won for the High Seniors for blue.
●

So, White Aces cut the lead from 90 to 69 points. The Apache would've made it 39, so
that one hurt a lot.
Day 3 predictions
Morning
Jr.-HJ-Intermediate Track
●

White has Bode Ferrin for the Juniors as well as Mathew Vargas for
Softball. In the High Junior Division white has Son Schneider who we think
could win Softball throw and Broad Jump. For Intermediates, Justine Charles

is the fastest in the group by a lot. AJ Valentine should place in events like
Softball Throw.
● Blue has Levi Libby who should be good in Softball Throw, and Nadim and
Tyler Grossman should be able to get on board. In the High Juniors, Jacob
Kirwan will probably win a couple events and Sam Dancey should be great on
Broad Jump. In the Intermediate group Zack Wynn and Derek Jones should
get several points.
We think that white will win by a little, say 53-47.
HI-Sr-HS Swim
White has Rowan Giardino as their top guy for the High Intermediates. For
Seniors, white has Zach Andelman, one of the best in the group. Their High
Seniors are great with Desmond Gao, Cole Betza, Drake Melville and Matty
Vogel.
● Blue has Cole Fonteccio and Charlie Nash for High Intermediates. For Seniors
they have Reese Connors and Miles Murray. In High Seniors blue has Omar
Benmrad, who is the best in the division.
●

We think Blue wins this one 55-45.
Afternoon
Jr.-HJ-Intermediate Swim
White has Mason Moya, Eli Bernstein and Mathew Vargas for the Juniors. For
the High Juniors, white has Billy Deyesso and Son Schneider who is the best in
the division. For the Intermediates, they have AJ Valentine, Isaiah Jeter and
Nate Westman.
● Blue has Levi Libby for the Juniors and Jacob Kirwan for High Juniors, both of
which are good at everything. For the Intermediates blue has John Doyle who
is the best by a significant margin. He's only in the 3's but is up there with the
best in Gottlieb.
●

Because of the dominance of John Doyle, we think blue wins here, say 56-44.
HI-Sr-HS Track
White has Tyler Hahn who is extremely fast and Jaice Libby who should get
them some points. For the Seniors, Nathan Riesenburger should be
huge. Diego Rodriguez should help as well. Brady Bloch might place in the
Softball Throw. For High Seniors, white has Matty Vogel for
Steeplechase and broad jump. Cole Betza should place in the distance.
● Blue has Gabe Klapman for the long races. Jacob Dancey and Ben Most might
get some points as well. For the Seniors, blue has Miles Murray who should be
great on the Softball Throw. My personal sleeper here is DeWayne Henry who
●

is fast and powerful. I think he will win an event or 2. In High Seniors, blue
has a lot of depth with Julian and Omar. We think Zach Connors will have a
big impact.
We think blue wins about 54-46.
Hopefully we are wrong, but we think Blue will extend their lead tomorrow up to
80+. Even if that happens it is far from over.
Day 3 results
Blue Guild has taken complete control today. I am not going to go over every result, as
those are attached in the individual track-swim results today. So, I will add a few extra
observations.
Morning
Jr.-HJ-Intermediate Track
Nadim Abbari was dominant in the Distance for Blue.
Jacob Kirwan has been the best athlete in this Color War. He wins nearly
everything.
● Nate Westman came back from far down to sneak out a 3rd place finish in the
Distance. Amazing comeback at the very end.
● Carter Lee had an amazing photo finish for 2nd over AJ Valentine. I am going
to put the picture on bunk1.com. Video replay is amazing for the track meet, I
would have got most of these wrong without it.
●
●

White won the track meet by about 6, hmm that's weird, that is exactly what
we predicted.

HI-Sr-HS Swim
This meet was big for blue. Omar Benmrad, Miles Murray, and Cole Fonteccio
did not lose ayn event they were in.
● Rowan Giardino had the best Underwater Swim of the whole group, making it
all the way to the other side of the H-Dock and halfway back. Julian Badger
made it a full length as well.
● High Senior Distance was great. It was Omar's race to lose, and he didn't, but
Desmond Gao, Danny Santos, and Zach Connors (2, 3 and 4) showed a lot of
heart throughout it.
● Blue won by about 20 points. If White didn't sweep the relays, this could have
been really ugly.
●

Afternoon
Jr.-HJ-Intermediate Swim
●

●
●

●

●

Another huge win for Blue. They had the top guy in every division again, this
time being Levi Libby for the Juniors, Jacob Kirwan for the High Juniors and
John Doyle for the Intermediates.
Just like the morning, the only events White really took control of were the
relays, winning two of the three and losing a close battle with the juniors.
John Doyle is an unbelievable swimmer. He was miles ahead of anyone else in
every event and could easily have placed in High Seniors. In the Distance he
finished over a minute before anyone else, even against a strong second place
finish by AJ Valentine.
The Junior Breath Holding Contest was a spectacle like any other year. Blue
won it in a sweep, with Bradley Beljour coming out on top. He could've gone
much longer if he needed to.
Another 20-point or so victory by Blue. It looked like it would be even worse
but a lot of clutch performances like Bode Ferrin's 1st in the distance kept
White closer.

HI-Sr-HS Track
●
●
●
●

●

Tyler Hahn has continued to have an outstanding CW for white. He won the
Steeple going away.
Gabe Klapman won a photo finish for the 2nd spot over Alex Hahn in the dash,
I had to re-watch the video several times. Alex got 3rd place.
Diego Rodriguez passed Lucas Tanoury at the very end of the Senior Distance,
a great race by both.
Zyaire Abney surprised everyone and won the Steeple Chase for High
Seniors. There was a battle for 2nd, 3rd and 4th with Omar Benmrad getting
2nd and Julian Badger holding off Drake by less than a foot.
Zach Connors needs to run Cross Country. Outstanding performance in the
Distance winning comfortably.

Umm seriously? We said blue would win by 8, they won by 7. A little credit from the
CW blog groupies?
Day 4 Predictions
So, at this point, with Blue up 108 there are 15, 10-point games remaining. Therefore,
for white to have a realistic chance of a comeback, they would need to go 12-3, which
would cut it to 18 points. That is doable for song night. 12-2-1 would also get them to
down only 8 and ideally for white, they go 13-2 or better and take a lead. I'd say that is
nearly impossible, but it happened fairly recently when a team needed to go 11-4 and did
it. This is a taller task.
Morning
●
●
●
●

●

●

In Junior Newcombe, we like White. Davis Jones and Bode Ferrin should be
great even up against Levi Libby on blue. Could be a close game.
For High Junior Softball we think Blue. Jacob Kirwan is obviously a star and
Brogan Murphy is a great hitter.
Intermediate Soccer looks like it could be white. AJ Valentine and Isaiah
Jeter are the best two in the group and should be able to lock down the game.
High Intermediate Waterpolo looks like an easy blue victory. They have Cole
Fonteccio, Jacob Dancey, Ben Most and Charlie Nash who should all contribute
to the victory. Jack Goldberg is phenomenal in goal for white but it likely won't
be enough.
For Senior Football, we like white. Nathan Riesenburger is by far the best
player and Diego should be a great flag. Blue has a lot of good players, but
it seems like this game should be white.
We like White for High Senior Basketball. Jaden Segal, Matty Vogel and
Ronan Widland should be enough for the victory, even against Blue superstars
like Zach Connors and Julian Badger.

This would make it 4-2 white.
Afternoon
The Junior Omelet should go to White. Neither of these divisions have
played Softball yet but White has so much more depth which is so important in
Omelets.
● The Intermediate Omelet we think White is a near lock. Both the Softball
games were easy wins for white, with Tyler Hahn, Jack Goldberg and AJ
Valentine likely to have big games.
● Senior Omelet should go to Blue for similar reasons. Blue won the High
Senior game and destroyed the Senior game and there's no reason to go against
that- this game just seems like Blue's.
●

This would be 2-1 White, bringing the lead down 30 points to 78. Still within reach.

Day 4 Results
Morning
The teams liked the idea of switching Omelet Games (Softball) from the afternoon to the
morning, so that is what we did. While this Color War has not been close, the CW
blog prediction machine has been on fire.
The Junior Omelet blue was up a few runs going into the bottom of the 2nd
inning. Mason Moya got the game winning hit for white, while they had a few
hitters remaining.
● The Intermediate Omelet we thought would be a blowout, but it was
competitive. Blue was up 4-3 at the end of the 1st inning and took a 7-3 lead
into the bottom of the 2nd. Jacob Dancey had MVP in the bag, had blue won,
as he hit a rope triple and a home run and he was striking campers out all over
the place on the mound. But, white's hitters came alive in the 2nd inning
with AJ Valentine getting the game winning hit.
● Senior Omelet Julian Badger hit a home run for blue. Blue was up 6-3 at the
end of the 1st inning. White came back and took a 12-6 lead going into the
bottom of the 2nd. Miles Murray hit a walk off laser with only 1 batter
remaining. He is only in 4B!
●

White won the split 2-1 and cut the lead to 98.
Afternoon
●

●

●

●
●

●

In Junior Newcomb, Davis Jones was terrific for white along with
Mathew Vargas and Bode Ferrin. They won 2-0. For blue, Levi Libby and
Nadim Abbari were solid. White coach, Jack Zinman was down 2-0 in the split
and is now up 3-2.
For High Junior Softball, Blue won as Jacob Kirwan dominated yet again
with an inside the park HR and a few other hits. He played great in the field as
well. Nate Mendelsohn hit a couple bombs and played well in the infield for
white.
Intermediate Soccer was an upset, as Zack Wynn is giving Jacob Kirwan a
run for most dominant athlete in Color War. Andre Barros played well for blue
in a minor upset win.
High Intermediate Waterpolo, Cole Fonteccio dominated as expected with 6
goals. Jacob Dancey and Quinn Connors were also great.
Senior Football, white was up early 8-0 with Nathan Riesenburger controlling
the game. But blue took over and piled on with a few late touchdowns, in what
seemed like a lopsided victory, but the score was deceiving. It was a
close game. Blue had great contributions from Miles Murray, Reese Connors
and Ross "Deion Sanders" Israel, who had a few interceptions.
High Senior Basketball, it was a spirited defensive battle. Early on Ariel
Milien for Blue was a force down low and Julian Badger was doing all the little
things for blue, using his athleticism. Matty Vogel hit a couple of early 3pointers for white. Blue took a 9-point lead going into the 4th. However,

because of blue's physical defense, they got in the free throw penalty
early. Ronan Widland and Jaden Segal were hitting their free throws and they
were finally able to contain Julian late. There were some great role
performances in this game by Drake Melville late for white and for blue, James
Spoto and Tommy Corra. Ronan ended up with 16 points, Vogel with 13 and
Segal with 12. For blue, Julian had 16 and Ariel 9 points.
Blue went 4-2 and now leads by 117, ughh. They have an easy chance at 600 club
greatness.
Day 5 predictions
Morning
●
●
●
●
●

●

In Junior softball, we like white as they have more depth.
For High Junior Newcomb, we are going with white, although this
might sound dumb in 24 hours if Jacob Kirwan dominates the game.
Intermediate Waterpolo, unfortunately we like blue, which would be a 5-1
split. They just seem to know how to pull off close games.
High Intermediate Soccer, we think blue wins easily with Gabe Klapman
and Jacob Dancey.
For Senior Basketball, Nathan Riesenburger is the best player. However, blue
has Miles Murray and Reese Connors. White probably just needs 1 more solid
performance to pull out the win. We are going with white.
We like White for High Senior Football, but this is a toss-up. Ronan Widland
is the best quarterback in the group, but Julian and Ariel are terrifying for
blue. We are going with White, but I don’t love it. If blue wins, it would be the
rare 3-3 High Senior split.

That would be 4-2 white, but I think it's just as likely to go 4-2 blue.
Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Evening
Song Night
We think white is singing their songs better and they are more motivated as they do not
want to be on the wrong end of a 600-club loss. Griffin is a great song night coach for
blue. Joe Connelly and Dezmond Mitchell have been working hard on song night for
white. We think white wins by 8 points.
Blue needs to win 2 games in the morning and win song night to go to the 600 club. If
they win 3 games, it's almost a shoe in that they join recent 600 clubbers such as the
Samurai and the Rumble.

One final point. These divisions are not lopsided. It's just that blue has the better group
in 5 or 6 divisions. Blue is going to win this war because they out scouted and out
drafted the white team.
Day 5 results
Morning
●

●
●

●
●

●

In Junior softball, white had a big lead late, but blue came all the way back
and had a chance to tie in the last inning. However, Bode Ferrin threw it to
first and Mason Moya caught it to preserve the victory. White went 3-1-2 for
the division.
For High Junior Newcomb, simple, Jacob Kirwan dominated again. He and
Zack Wynn were unstoppable in this war. Blue won the split 5-1.
Intermediate Waterpolo, blue won easily and won the split 5-1,
surprisingly. Zack had 5 MVPs in the 6 games, which has to be a record. Jacob
Kirwan got 4 MVPs by the way.
High Intermediate Soccer, this game was a blowout. It ended very
early. This division was 3-3, with blue winning the last 2 games.
For Senior Basketball, blue was up most of the game with Reese Connors
scoring 10 straight points in the 2nd quarter. Coach Joe Connelly made the
adjustment and put his star player, Nathan Riesenburger on him in the 2nd
half and the momentum changed. Nathan played the best hoop game of
anyone I refereed and ended up with 35 of his team’s 52 points. Danny Keating
had 9 points and Brady Bloch hit the game clinching 3-pointer for white. Reese
scored 23 and Miles Murray 9 for blue. This division which scared me most
ended up only 4-2 to blue.
We like White for High Senior Football, Julian Badger alpha-dogged his way
to a 30-21 victory for blue. For white, Ronan Widland was good at QB. But
Julian was possessed and this ended up in the rare 3-3 HS split. Several of
the games could've gone the other way.

Blue won the split 4-2 and could have easily won 6-0.
Evening
Song Night
The judges for Song Night were roommates Joey Cohen and Jordy Cohen, as well as
Matthew Shivers who flew in for the event (he is a flight attendant). Blue's entrance was
clearly better, but I thought they won by more than they should have with a 10-point
edge. Blue also won the song from the seats easily. Personally, I thought white was
better there. The skit was a very controversial decision, and I 100% agreed with it. Blue
had a far better script, using technology and seemed far more prepared. They did
corporate director’s presentations. Whites was fine with Nathan Riesenburger playing
me. However, blue just read from cue cards. This turned me off and the judges agreed
giving white a 6-point edge, when many people thought blue was way better. White
won the song from the floor. The alma maters were terrific. White used a Jeremy

Zucker song, "Hell or flying" which we could claim he wrote just for the White Aces. I
don't know what blue sang but it was outstanding, and they deserved the win there.
So, blue won song night by about 13. I would have had it more like blue by 7 in my
opinion, but blue was better overall.
The final score of Color War is Blue 626, White 476.
Couple final notes
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Rayhan Beljour joins the Triple Crown winning on South Africa, Venom and
Guild. Great first summer for Rayhan.
Blue joins the 600 club! But they just missed becoming the greatest blue team
ever, as the Blue Platoon had 631 points.
Blue Guild is the 6th greatest team statistically in the modern era.
Despite the overall lopsided war, it's supposedly the first time since 2015 that
there was no 6-0 division.
Head Coach Aidan Connelly went from being 400 clubbed, to winning a close
war, to becoming the Head Coach of an all-time team, winning his split 6-0.
Brandon Goldberg was originally a coach of the Blue Guild but had to go home
because of an injury. In one of the coolest moments of the summer, he entered
the Rec Hall during song night practice for Blue Guild as if it were day 0 of
Color War. He got to see his team reach Color War royalty a few hours later
after song night.
Riley Bloch was the first CIT to coach since 2007 and did an admirable job for
blue.
I think Ace Eagerman is ok that he was not on the White Aces.
The 2022 Gottlieb should be loaded with veterans, which should make for an
awesome war.

See you for Color War 2022

Day 0
Afternoon Sports
Pickleball
Storrow Pickleball (2)
Frieman Pickleball (2)
Coles Pickleball (2)
Burnes Pickleball (2)
Lepler Pickleball (2)
Margolin Pickleball (2)

COLOR WAR SCHEDULE/RESULTS

White
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue

Score
11-4
11-1
11-6
11-8
11-7
11-0

Players
Bode Ferrin & Indigo Picone
Jacob Kirwin & Zane Correa
Kaleb D’Andrea & Andre Barros
Gabe Klapman & Ben Most
Brady Bloch & N.Reisenburger
Julian Badger & Ben Collier

Archery

Winning Team

Score

Winner

Storrow Archery (2)
Frieman Archery (2)
Coles Archery (2)
Burnes Archery (2)
Lepler Archery (2)
Margolin Archery (2)

White
White
Blue
White
Blue
White

3–0
24 – 11
19 – 11
23 – 18
15 – 3
13 – 9

Leo Bovasso
Son Schneider
John Doyle
Cam Bloch
Miles Murray
Zyaire Abney

Evening Tugs

Winning Team

Score

Anchor of Winner

White
White
Blue
White
Blue
White
Blue: 22

2–0
Davis Jones
2–0
Nate Mendelsohn
2–0
John Doyle
2–1
Josh Mawanda
2–0
Spencer Hertz
2–0
Danny Santos
White: 32

Morning Sports

Winning Team

Score

Storrow Kickball (10)
Frieman Soccer (10)
Coles Basketball (10)
Burnes Volleyball (10)
Lepler Waterpolo (10)
Margolin Softball (10)

Tie
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue: 77

Nad. Abbari (B) + Mason Moya (W)
12-12
8-0
Jacob Kirwan
58-35
Zack Wynn
3-2
Jacob Dancey
15-4
Spencer Hertz
13-5
Spencer Parco
White: 37

Afternoon Sports

Winning Team

Score

Storrow Soccer (10)
Frieman Kickball (10)
Coles Volleyball (10)
Burnes Basketball (10)
Lepler Softball (10)
Margolin Waterpolo (10)

Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue
White
Blue: 117

3-2 ot.
Nadim Abbari
31-6
Jacob Kirwan
3-0
Zack Wynn
24-21
Josh Mawanda
19-4
Reese Connors
8-2
Matty Vogel
White: 57

Storrow Tugs (5)
Frieman Tugs (5)
Coles Tugs (5)
Burnes Tugs (5)
Lepler Tugs (5)
Margolin Tugs (5)
Score after Day 0:

Winning Team

Day 1
MVP

MVP

Evening Activity

Winning Team

Storrow Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Frieman Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Coles Spelling Bee (5)
Blue
Senior Apache Relay (15)
Blue
Score after Day 1: Blue: 147
Day 2
Morning Sports

Storrow Relays (10)
Frieman Waterpolo (10)
Coles Football (10)
Burnes Softball (10)
Lepler Volleyball (10)
Margolin Soccer (10)
Afternoon Sports

Storrow Waterpolo (10)
Frieman Basketball (10)
Coles Softball (10)
Burnes Football (10)
Lepler Soccer (10)
Margolin Volleyball (10)
Blue -1 (unsportsmanlike)

Winning Team

Tie
White
Blue
White
White
Blue
Blue: 172

MVP/Winning player

Ben Kesner
Ace Eagerman
Kaleb D’Andrea
Quinn Connors (1st 3 free throws)
White: 57
Score

MVP

Levi Libby (B) + Davis Jones (W)
5-5
5-3
Billy Deyesso
13-6
Zack Wynn
19-7
Tyler Hahn
3-1
Brady Bloch
5-2
Ben Collier
White: 92

Winning Team

Score

MVP

White
Blue
White
White
Blue
White

4-3
37-6
17-5
37-20
5-2
3-2

Bode Ferrin
Jacob Kirwan
Nate Westman
Tyler Hahn
Reese Connors
Matty Vogel

Blue: 191

White: 132

Evening Activity

Winning Team

MVP/Winning player

Burnes Spelling Bee (5)
Lepler Spelling Bee (5)
Margolin Spelling Bee (5)
Junior Apache Relay (15)

White
White
Blue
Blue

Rowan Giardino
Nathan Riesenburger
James Spoto
John Doyle (Archery + Pickleball)

Score after Day 2: Blue: 211
Day 3
Morning
Junior Track Meet (100)
Senior Swim Meet (100)

White: 142

Blue
47.024
59.848
Blue: 317.872

White
52.976
40.151
White: 235.127

Blue
59.091
53.571
Blue: 430.534

White
40.909
46.429
White: 322.465

Score after Day 3: Blue: 430.534

White: 322.465

Afternoon
Junior Swim Meet (100)
Senior Track Meet (100)

Individual Swim and Track Day Results (Day 3)
MORNING
Storrow Track Results
Relay: White (Bode Ferrin, Leo Bovasso, Jovani Evora, Eli Bernstein)
Dash: 1) Eli Bernstein (W), 2) Nadim Abbari (B), 3) Jovani Evora (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Levi Libby (B), 2) Mathew Vargas (W), 3) Eli Bernstein (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Bode Ferrin (W), 2) Levi Libby (B), 3) Nadim Abbari (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Eli Bernstein (W), 2) Levi Libby (B), 3) Jackson Williamson (B), 4) Mathew Vargas (W)

Distance: 1) Nadim Abbari (B), 2) Bode Ferrin (W), 3) Tyler Grossman (B), 4) Indigo Picone (W)
Frieman Track Results
Relay: Blue (Jacob Kirwan, Brogan Murphy, Ace Eagerman, Sam Dancey)
Dash: 1) Billy Deyesso (W), 2) Jacob Kirwan (B), 3) Sam Dancey (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Sam Dancey (B), 2) Billy Deyesso (W), 3) Brogan Murphy (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Brogan Murphy (B), 2) Jacob Kirwan (B), 3) Son Schneider (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) Jacob Kirwan (B), 2) Brogan Murphy (B), 3) Billy Deyesso (W), 4) Trevon Mason (B)

Distance:1) Jeremiah Rosa (W), 2) Sam Dancey (B), 3) Son Schneider (W), 4) Ace Eagerman (B)
Coles Track Results
Relay: White (Nate Westman, Chris Tomaz-Hull, AJ Valentine, Justine Charles)
Dash: 1) Justine Charles (W), 2) Carter Lee (B), 3) AJ Valentine (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Justine Charles (W), 2) Harley Milien (W), 3) Zack Wynn (B)
Softball Throw: 1) AJ Valentine (W), 2) Zack Wynn (B), 3) Kaleb D’Andrea (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) AJ Valentine (W), 2) Zack Wynn (B), 3) Derek Jones (B), 4) Isaiah Jeter (W)
Distance: 1) Justine Charles (W), 2) John Doyle (B), 3) Nate Westman (W), 4) Rayhan Beljour (B)

Burnes Swim Results
Relay: White (Jack Goldberg, Cam Bloch, Tyler Hahn, Rowan Giardino)
Freestyle: 1) Cole Fonteccio (B), 2) Rowan Giardino (W), 3) Tyler Hahn (W)
Backstroke: 1) Cole Fonteccio (B), 2) Charlie Nash (B), 3) Gabe Klapman (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Rowan Giardino (W), 2) Tyler Hahn (W), 3) Quinn Connors (B)
Distance: 1) Cole Fonteccio (B), 2) Jacob Dancey (B), 3) Josh Mawanda (W), 4) Ben Most (B)
Lepler Swim Results
Relay: White (Diego Rodriguez, Nathan Riesenburger, Jimmy Santos, Zach Andelman)
Freestyle: 1) Miles Murray (B), 2) Diego Rodriguez (W), 3) Reese Connors (B)
Backstroke: 1) Miles Murray (B), 2) Zach Andelman (W), 3) Spencer Hertz (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Spencer Hertz (B), 2) Ori Kohl (B), 3) Jimmy Santos (W)
Distance: 1) Miles Murray (B), 2) Reese Connors (B), 3) Brady Bloch (W), 4) Jayden Rivera (W)
Margolin Swim Results
Relay: White (Cole Betza, Matty Vogel, Ronan Widland, Drake Melville)
Freestyle: 1) Omar Benmrad (B), 2) Drake Melville (W), 3) Cole Betza (W)
Backstroke: 1) Omar Benmrad (B), 2) Desmond Gao (W), 3) Cole Betza (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Julian Badger (B), 2) Ben Collier (B), 3) Desmond Gao (W)
Distance: 1) Omar Benmrad (B), 2) Desmond Gao (W), 3) Danny Santos (W), 4) Z. Connors (B)

AFTERNOON
Storrow Swim Results
Relay: Blue (Hunter Richards, Ben Kesner, Nadim Abbari, Levi Libby)
Freestyle: 1) Levi Libby (B), 2) Mathew Vargas (W), 3) Jovani Evora (W)
Backstroke: 1) Levi Libby (B), 2) Jovani Evora (W), 3) Tyler Grossman (B)
Breath Holding Contest: 1) Bradley Beljour (B), 2) Nadim Abbari (B), 3) Hunter Richards (B)
Distance: 1) Bode Ferrin (W), 2) Tyler Grossman (B), Davis Jones (W), Leo Bovasso (W)
Frieman Swim Results
Relay: White (Billy Deyesso, Nirjon Ghosh, Gabe Westman, Son Schneider)
Freestyle: 1) Jacob Kirwan (B), 2) Son Schneider (W), 3) Billy Deyesso (B)
Backstroke: 1) Jacob Kirwan (B), 2) Son Schneider (W), 3) Brogan Murphy (B)
Underwater Swim: 1) Sam Dancey (B), 2) Marcus Nguyen (B), 3) Billy Deyesso (W)
Distance: 1) Jacob Kirwan (B), 2) K. Uwase (B), 3) Nate Westman (W), 4) Zane Correa (B)
Coles Swim Results
Relay: White (Nasr Abbari, Chris Tomaz-Hull, Nate Westman, Isaiah Jeter)
Freestyle: 1) John Doyle (B), 2) Isaiah Jeter (W), 3) Zack Wynn (B)
Backstroke: 1) John Doyle (B), 2) AJ Valentine (W), Nate Westman (W)
Underwater Swim: 1) Nasr Abbari (W), 2) Zack Wynn (B), 3) Liam Pyle (W)
Distance: 1) John Doyle (B), 2) AJ Valentine (W), 3) Justine Charles (W), 4) Zack Wynn (B)
Burnes Track Results
Relay: Blue (Gabe Klapman, Jacob Dancey, Alex Hahn, Ben Most)
Dash: 1) Tyler Hahn (W), 2) Gabe Klapman (B), 3) Alex Hahn (B)
Broad Jump: 1) Tyler Hahn (W), 2) Jacob Dancey (B), 3) Alex Hahn (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Ben Most (B), 2) Jack Goldberg (W), 3) Quinn Connors (B)
Steeple Chase: 1) Tyler Hahn (W), 2) Ben Most (B), 3) Jacob Dancey (B), 4) Charlie Nash (B)
Distance: 1) Gabe Klapman (B), 2) Alex Hahn (B), 3) Rowan Giardino (W), 4) Jaice Libby (W)
Lepler Track Results
Relay: White (Diego Rodriguez, Zach Andelman, Danny Keating-McLean, Nathan Riesenburger)
Dash: 1) Nathan Riesenburger (W), 2) Reese Connors (B), 3) Diego Rodriguez (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Reese Connors (B), 2) Nathan Riesenburger (W), 3) Lucas Tanoury (B)
Softball Throw: 1) Miles Murray (B), 2) Spencer Hertz (B), 3) Diego Rodriguez (W)
Steeple Chase: 1) N. Riesenburger (W), 2) Miles Murray (B), 3) R. Connors (B), 4) A. Ishaq (B)
Distance: 1) Diego Rodriguez (W), 2) Lucas Tanoury (B), 3) Ross Israel (B), 4) Ori Kohl (B)
Margolin Track Results
Relay: White (Zyaire Abney, Jaden Segal, Cole Betza, Matty Vogel)
Dash: 1) Julian Badger (B), 2) Zach Connors (B), 3) Zyaire Abney (W)
Broad Jump: 1) Julian Badger (B), 2) Zyaire Abney (W), 3) Cole Betza (W)
Softball Throw: 1) Ronan Widland (W), 2) Matty Vogel (W), 3) Spencer Parco (B)

Steeple Chase: 1) Zyaire Abney (W), 2) Omar Benmrad (B), 3) Julian Badger (B), 4) Drake Melville (W)

Distance: 1) Zach Connors (B), 2) Jaden Segal (W), 3) James Spoto (B), 4) Matty Vogel (W)

Day 4
Morning Activity

Winning Team

Junior Omelet Game (10)
Intermediate Omelet Game (10)
Senior Omelet Game (10)

Score

MVP

White
11-10
White
8-7
Blue
13-12
Blue: 440.5 White: 342.5

Mason Moya
AJ Valentine
Julian Badger

Afternoon Sports

Winning Team

Score

MVP

Storrow Newcomb (10)
Frieman Softball (10)
Coles Soccer (10)
Burnes Waterpolo (10)
Lepler Football (10)
Margolin Basketball (10)

White
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
White

2-0
9-5
5-1
8-1
25-8
47-43

Davis Jones
Brogan Murphy
Zack Wynn
Cole Fonteccio
Miles Murray
Ronan Widland

Mess hall point -1
Score after Day 4: Blue: 479.5

White: 362.5

Evening
Song Night Practice
Day 5
Morning Sports

Winning Team

Score

MVP

Storrow Softball (10)
Frieman Newcomb (10)
Coles Waterpolo (10)
Burnes Soccer (10)
Lepler Basketball (10)
Margolin Football (10)

White
Blue
Blue
Blue
White
Blue

11-10
2-0
11-2
6-0
52-43
30-21

Bode Ferrin
Jacob Kirwan
Zack Wynn
Gabe Klapman
Nathan Reisenburger
Julian Badger

Score after Day 5 Morning:

Blue: 519.5

White: 382.5

Afternoon
Song Night Practice
Song Night
Entrance (40 Points)
Song from the Seats (30 Points)
Skit (50 Points)
Song from the Floor (30 Points)
Alma Mater (50 Points)
Final Score of Song Night
FINAL SCORE OF CW:

Blue: 626

Blue
24.833
17.667
21.833
12.667
29.667
106.667
626.201

White: 476

White
15.166
12.333
28.166
17.333
20.333
93.331
475.796

JUNIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION
1) Name a camper or counselor this session from four different states:
State
Massachusetts

Camper/Counselor
Liam Grabie

2) Name 10 adults (non-counselors) in camp (who spend more than 4 days a week on campus):
1) Milton the Cook
2) Bill
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

3) Name what day of the week the following camp happenings typically take place (you need to
get all 4 correct): For example: First Day of Camp: Sunday
Watermelon: ________________
Pizza for Dinner: _____________________
Gottlieb ____day: ______________________
Letter-writing days (there are two): _______ and __________
---------------------------------------------------------Answers
1) Name a camper or counselor this session from five different states:
Tennessee: Ryan Matthews
Maine: Babbs, Harry, Dakota, Indigo, Libbys, Trevon Mason, Billy Deyesso, Kingston, Justine, Kaleb,
Conner Hardman, Florida: Wolf, Hunter Beaulac,
NH: Nadim/Nasr, Joneses, Randy,
NY: Rai, Drew Kimmerling, Liam Pyle, Carter Lee, Tanoury,
California: Hahns, CT: Cole Betza, RI: Drake, MA: Everyone else
2) Name 13 adults in camp (who spend more than 4 days a week on campus):
Derek, Carl, Milton, Steve, Aidid, Ryan, Tasha, Brock, Chambo, Fredette, Bill, Bryna, Dush, Allan, Ellen
3) Name what day of the week the following camp happenings typically take place:
Watermelon: SUNDAY
Pizza for Dinner: FRIDAY
Gottlieb ___day: SUNDAY
Letter-writing days (there are two): SUNDAY, WEDNESDAY

SENIOR APACHE MYSTERY QUESTION
Answer two of the following three questions correctly
1) How many Color War points have been up for grabs by the end of tonight (Day 0 + Day
1)?
2) Order the following renovations/additions to camp by first year they existed:
Renovated Outdoor Court, Kezar, Margolin Center, Remade Council Ring, G1
Oldest

Most Recent (2021)
3) Fill in the table with the appropriate information:
Top Top of the Plaque
Year

Bottom Bottom of the
Plaque

B. Goldberg
G. Yas

2013
2017
2018

V. Svedloff

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1)How many Color War points have been up for grabs as of the end of tonight, Night 1?
30 tugs + 24 arch/pickleball + 60 morning split + 60 afternoon split + 30 tonight’s apache/spelling =
204
2) Order the following renovations/additions to camp by first year available:
Renovated Outdoor Courts, Kezar, Margolin Center, Remade Council Ring, G1
Oldest
Kezar
G1
Renovated Outdoor Courts
Margolin Center
Remade Council Ring
Most Recent
3) Fill in the table with the appropriate information:
Top Top of the Plaque
Year
B. Goldberg
2019
S. Eggert
2013
G. Yas
2017
J. Wolf
2018

Bottom Bottom of the Plaque
M. Sudkin
V. Svedloff
B. Karp
D. Mitchell

BLUE GUILD SHIRTS

BLUE GUILD SONG SHEET

WHITE ACES SHIRTS

WHITE ACES SONG SHEET
WHITE ACES SONG SHEET

Laugh Now Cry Later – Drake

Levitating – Dua Lipa ft. DaBaby
If you wanna fly away with white, just take a seat
We are taking blue for a ride
Guild had a realization that they fell short on the mission
Where they could not beat the White
Yeah we’re in the sky, leave ‘em all behind
Winning just the way we like
Blue got us feeling like we need a little bit of company
We’re winning all day and night
Split by Split, we’re beating blue
They’re feelin blue, We’re levitating
Score’s goin up, its elevating
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
We know Blue’s, Song Night, can’t top the white
We beat Blue all night, come on, too easy
We’re levitating
Blue’s, Song Night, can’t top the white
We beat Blue all night, come on, too easy
We’re levitating
[SOLO]
We’re one of the greatest, aint no debatin on it
We’re still levitated, and heavily barricaded
Ironic they had a chance and ended up flakin’ on it
It’s been two long years and we’ve been waitin’
Been fightin’ hard for the plaque and we’re runnin’ thin on our patience
Swept them under the rug, even took it back to the basics
You see you got us out here flyin?
Up to the top, but can’t nobody stop the movement
Aces, let’s fly
On the courts, in the fields, yeah we’re winnin’
War dogs, Aces up with the feeling
Blue must have lost their mind they aren’t claiming any bounty
We’ll never slip, Blue’s falling and there’s no competition
So catch up, go put some effort in
We’re out and got our score up
We’ll be here when Blue falls, we’re all together
Weight of the war on blue’s shoulders, can’t keep their heads up
Now Aces, stand up, we all know
Split by Split, we’re beating blue
They’re feelin blue, We’re levitating
Score’s goin up, its elevating
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
We know Blue’s, Song Night, can’t top the white
We beat Blue all night, come on, too easy
We’re levitating
Blue’s, Song Night, can’t top the white
We beat Blue all night, come on, too easy
We’re levitating
You can fly away with white tonight
You can fly away with white tonight
Now watch us take blue for a ride
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
We’re levitating
You can fly away with white tonight
You can fly away with white tonight
Now watch us take blue for a ride
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah
We know Blue’s, Song Night, can’t top the white
We beat Blue all night, come on, too easy
We’re levitating

They make us laugh we make ‘em cry, that’s how it goes down,
ACES
We took the war, been here before, you should just sit down,
ACES
We want it more you can’t compare, and now it’s a blowout,
ACES
Where does the blue team be at when they be doin’ all this and
all that
Tired of beatin’ you bums, you can’t even pay us enough to relax
Been waking up to the grind only thing on my mind is white on
the plaque
Please don’t bring blue to the party they can’t even master da
level we at
Anytime that we run into the blue team it must be a victory lap
They saying white please relax, ayy, they seen the white team
just snap
Distance between us is not like a store, this isn’t a closable gap
I seen some hunters attack and don’t end up makin’ it back
I know that they at the courts goin’ crazy, down bad
They couldn’t secure the bag, damn blue
They make us laugh we make ‘em cry, that’s how it goes down,
ACES
We took the war, been here before, you should just sit down,
ACES
We want it more you can’t compare, and now it’s a blowout,
ACES
Where does the blue team be at when they be doin’ all this and
all that
[SOLO]
When we in the air we relax
If they gon’ try to compare us to blue
We tell ‘em to go check the stats
No matter the sport, we not takin’ an L, they know the white
team is the best
Point out the dude who act like a hunter, and tell ‘em go sit in the
back
We want 600, we not like no other, you play with us you gon’
get smacked
[END SOLO]
I know that they at the courts goin’ crazy, down bad
They couldn’t secure the bag, damn blue
They make us laugh we make ‘em cry, that’s how it goes down,
ACES
We took the war, been here before, you should just sit down,
ACES
We want it more you can’t compare, and now it’s a blowout,
ACES
Where does the the blue team be at when they be doin’ all this
and all that

Industry Baby - Lil Nas X

Hips Don’t Lie - Shakira

Beat the blue, ay
Count the racks, ay
Couple sweeps on ‘em
A white plaque, ay
That’s a fact, ay
Run it back, ay
Run it back, ay

They never really seen a team like this
When it’s over the plaque is white

When it’s over we’ll be champions
Ain’t no losses we be way up
Funny how you thought you had a chance
Had to wait an extra year
To beat up on the blue
In the sky
Guild knows what we’re waiting for
All they got is nothing dawg
It’s a dub
Tell them that their plane is low

Oh baby when we rock like that,
We make the Blue team go mad

[SOLO]
Nobody was really rooting for you anyways
When you pack it up and leave I wanna hear you say
[END SOLO]
All they got is nothing dawg
It’s a dub
Tell them that their plane is low
[Chorus x2]
When it’s over we’ll be champions
Ain’t no losses we be way up
Funny how you thought you had a chance
Had to wait an extra year
To beat up on the blue
In the sky
Guild knows what we’re waiting for
All they got is nothing dawg
It’s a dub
Tell them that their plane is low

Beating the Blue Guild, Si!
A white plaque, Si
It’s over
600! 600!

So be wise,
And be tough
Beating up on the Blue team
We won tonight, you know the plaque don’t lie
And it’s starting to be in sight
The action, the tension
Don’t you see that we are perfection (x2)
Oh Blue, we can see that you are losing
And it’s driving you mad
You don’t, don’t really know what you’re doing
Don’t seem to have a plan
Can’t ever crash this plane
They are failin now, failin now
Now we’re doing what we can now, can now
And at the end the white will reign
They never really seen a team like this
When it’s over the plaque is white
Beating the Blue Guild, Si!
A white plaque, Si
It’s over
600! 600!
Oh baby when we rock like that,
We make the Blue team go mad
So be wise,
And be tough
Beating up on the Blue team
We won tonight, you know the plaque don’t lie
And it’s starting to be in sight
The action, the tension
Don’t you see that we are perfection

hell or flying – Jeremy Zucker
I’m petrified, that we’re leaving half past nine
Take every day so it’s not wasted, gone away
I know its gonna hurt
That we have to go home
Next year just feels so far away
But I, I will go to sleep tonight
And think of memories, while I’m here with all my friends
Only at West End
Only at West End
I’m not surprised, camp has become my new home
Hold onto this, ‘cause we won’t be here forever
After the summer’s done
I’ll wait for ten more months
Next year just feels so far away
But I, I will go to sleep tonight
And think of memories, while I’m here with all my friends
Only at West End
Only at West End
Only at West End
Only at West End
Only at West End, End, oh
Only at West End

Cheer Medley
Lemonade – Internet Money
Aces soar super high on the Guild
All the dubs rackin up in our jets
Fight white fight beat ‘em up then we laugh, hey
They wanna blue plaque, and you can’t miss what you never had
Hey, hey
In the sky
So high we be soarin
Go blue go?
Sike boy yall are losing
Why?! Do y’all try to compete?
Why?! Do y’all try to compete?
Aces up we on top
Y’all down bad
600 club
It’s on lock
It’s in the bag
It must be hard to keep up
Cause we’re so fast
Going hard we won’t stop
Till there’s white on the plaque
Mood - 24K Golden
(x2)
Why you always reppin blue
Messin round actin brand new
Like white ain’t gonna tell you what to do
We gonna play it cool
And y’all have to listen to our rules
Everything is better without blue
Whoopty – CJ (x2)
Blue please
Go check the stats it’s a blowout
In the courts and the fields we show out
It don’t matter the sport we go all out Yeah yeah
Peaches - Justin Beiber
We’re going 600 club for sure ya
Save your tears,
this is how we roll ya
Can’t stop this,
we on our way to the top ya
winnin splits
War was over
At the start ya
But y’all been knew this
You already know
Fight white fight until the end
Fight white fight until we win fight white fight
Until the end
Until we win
FIGHT WHITE

1A Sayings and We Leaves
Kieran Summers - “Brennan’s giving me ALL his snacks” “It’s just facts” “Liam’s taking me
swimming!” “I’m gonna sleep in my clothes so we can get the best cereal” “Me and Jacob
Roopan have so much in common”
Russia, huge fan of Liam Grabie, the Kieran Summers legacy, Brennan, Little Kieran, Natick,
Tune Squad jersey from his hero, bright future at West End
Griffin Welsh - “I brought cards. From home!” “War is good” “Roblox!” “Fifty gosh darn
three!” “I might stay six weeks” “I might stay four weeks” “You’re being scammed!” “Did you
know that Leo backwards, if you take out the L, is Eo?” “What is Epic about Sunday!!!”
Top 2 Griffin on England, Sting, Mansfield Gang, Pogwarts, sudden bursts of passion, intense
love of tea, cereal and a lack thereof, the rocks behind 1A
Adrian Dixon-Gonzalez - “Can I have some Oreos?” “Can I have your left kidney?” “Did you
send my letter?” “I did my job” “I don’t like ice cream” “The only good person you guys have is
Dawg”
Brazil with coach Sean Karass, Venom, Gaga, Jovani and Mathew, Fruit Loops, wearing
masks, background of Kezar computer as of this being written, hangman
Chris LeCoin - “HOG RIDER!” “Can I have an M&M?” “Is this dinner?” “I prefer it here on the
porch” “Thanks Randy, I will have a Rice Krispie Treat. That’s incredibly considerate of you”
World Cup champion, Sting, celebrations, constant meal confusion, Rice Krispie Treats,
singing, good times during relief, wearing shoes at the wrong times
Austin Barros - “I’m a god” “SPIDERMAN!” “Can I tell a story?” “One time I got lost in the
mall” “I didn’t do it!!” “I love ESPN Night” “Broad jump is my sport!”
Blue Guild, Mortality, Andre, Tommy Corra, big ESPN Night, third place in the Broad Jump
Bradley Beljour - “Counselor, when are we going to the batting cages?” “Sometimes I think
Leo’s a drill” “Did you know I’ve never done a bad thing the entire time?” “The best and most
beautiful things in life cannot be seen, nor touched, but felt with the heart.” “COUNSELOR!” “I
scored a home run!” “I’m going berry picking” “I haven’t had Jolly Ranchers in like 5 years” “Can
I bring my book to lunch? (referring to breakfast)”
Blue Guild, Connect 4, extended arrival, name written all over his belongings, Rayhan, smart,
Newcombe sleeper
Mason Moya - “Yea” “Bro, I know” “Sounds like a bunch of malarkey to me” “I don’t need to be
carried bro” “I am genuinely curious what you think our path to the end is from here” “I was
wondering if you’d have the courage to come talk to me”
Aces, Mansfield Gang, Hunter, pixel shirt, Omelet MVP, Hunter, great kid
Ben Kesner - “Banana bread – it’s awesome” “I like being waiter” “Oh my gosh! Fourth bell!”
“Can I borrow someone’s flashlight?” “I call first shower!”
Guild, letters, the mop bucket, the mop in general, banana bread, Dog Man card game,
surprise Spelling Bee champ
Leo Bovasso - “Pho” “Payupa” “Rank” “It’s getting worse” “It was a Frisbee” “What do we do
on Epic Sunday?” “Is this lunch or dinner” “That’s cap” “You’re good” “My parents sent up
S’mores again” “Spain came in second place!” “I want first shower!”
Spain, Venom, Aces, Mr. Cray, rainbow shoes, very clean locker, red, piggyback rides, Takis,
fruit blanket, boys with Brock, exciting future at West End

Hunter Richards - “Another W” “I don’t know… Okay” “Wake up in the morning, I got
winning on my mind” “I thought about it… and I’m going to do it” “You’ll be aight”
USA, Sting, Guild, Mansfield Gang, Brandon, Uncle Dean, Fortnite, snack economist
Jackson Williamson -“It’s Color War” “Showtime vs. Heist!” “My clothes are in the
infirmary” “Where’s the 2019 Spirit?”
Spain, Sting, Guild, standing up during meals, taking charge, Dog Man, West End Veteran, his
walk, being Natasha’s son
Jovani Evora -“This mac & cheese is bussin’ bussin’” “Hey yo I ran out of Skittles” “You see
what happened was…” “I didn’t kill the crayfish!” “I don’t even like grape!” “It’s not better than
donuts, but I still appreciate it” “No but _____ did it first”
France, Venom, Aces, Mathew, Adrian, Austin, Gaga, bottom bunk, Skittles
Mathew Vargas -“Don’t look at me!” “Can I hit first?” “Me and Jovani…” “I am wearing my
mask!!!” “No, I have sixth shower!”
Greece, Sting, Aces, quarantine pioneer, Level 9 Unlocked, Jovani, Gaga, top bunk, gimp,
dominant athlete in 1A, oldest kid in the bunk
STAFF
CIT Liam Grabie - “Gosh!!! I have kitchen today!!!” “I am so cool” “I wish Kieran paid more
attention to me” “Kieran and Will Burger made me who I am”
Decent athlete, 5-1’d by Julian Badger, kitchen
CIT Bailey Belony - “On MY mom” “Where is my football” “You didn’t even win the game!”
“You can’t chill?” “What are you doing on my bed?”
Appreciated CIT, football, B-Structure, Junior Leagues, Blake, triple mattress, QB1,
JC Mohaned Aljundi - “I should be in the Rec Hall right now but like I’m here” “Huntow” “I
took 70 million steps today” “DO NOT mix water with protein powder” “Do you think I could
work out right now?” “There’s nothing left for me in the 4’s now…” Sting coach, talking to
Andrew Babb, Patrol Boat captain, Love Island, 1A’s only true JC, storytelling, modern-day Eli
Champoux, very hopeful return
SC Kieran Flood - “I really do not want to coach Desert War” “Oh you know” “Lightning was
never good” “I have next year’s Desert War win locked down already” “If only Will Burger could
see us now” “There’s no item in that item box” “This is absolutely my last year” “I can’t wait to
coach Desert War next year” “I love the meals, they’re my favorite part of camp” “You may have
Jersey Night but at least I have my integrity” “Steal our chair again and there will be
consequences, 1B” “I have more power than you, little CIT” “I miss Mohaned. He laughed at all
my jokes” “I’m stealing the Exchange plate” “Next year during Color War, I’m gonna be the
alpha”
First person on staff to finish Outer Banks S2, quarantine, GCS, ten year plaque, official Jersey
Night runner, still Top 1 Kart player in camp, Carl Devis, being the Hiking guy for 2 days,
most beloved person in West End history, France, triple crowning with Liam Grabie last year,
Greece, World Cup OD, the inspiration behind Grilled Cheese Social, Joe Flacco, Eli Champoux,
having a lot of Desert War sayings for having never coached, having even more Desert War
opinions for having never coached, thinking Avalanche was clearly better than Tsunami, the

butterfly effect, Watermelon Champion , having half of 1A’s Sayings & We Leaves, finding the
treasure, 1A SC over Griffin Yas, Running Color War, never even wanted to coach DW and was
only ever joking
1B Saying and We Leaves
Weston Alloway: “What’s up my dudes”! “Why”!?! “Come on my guy”!
hot sauce, soccer balls, good enthusiasm
Cooper Gendreu: “Can we play soccer”? What’s my job today”? “Can I have Messhall?
Dominant soccer player, fantastic second year, always smiling, Lewiston squad
Jack Lydon: “I’ll go check the mail.” “Stop it Blake”! “I’ve built a cabin within the cabin” “Hey
Andrew what Weezer song is this?”
Lewiston squad, Blake’s best friend, Weezer, 1B philosopher
Elijah Icoyitungiye: “If you need me I’ll be at the rec hall” “When I’m older I’ll be 6 foot 10
inches” “I’ll clean up your whole hairline!”
Rec hall, Celtics jersey, Great World Cup athlete
Blake Fisher: “Get off my bed”! “Stop it Jack”! “Play more Weezer”!
Jack’s best friend, Lewiston squad
Patrick Brown: “I’m going to go ask if I can eat that” “I hope we get to play softball”
Beastly baseball player, Ultimate Frisbee, hopefully returning
Aiden Therrian: “Hey Ryan can you take us fishin”? “What bait are we using”?
Cooper’s Cushion, another aspiring fisherman, 1B aquarium cofounder, Lewiston squad
Finn-Sebastian Kwan – “Can we play soccer”
Barcelona shirt, Long Pond connections, Allston
Owen Korik- “I can’t !!!!”
hates when people are in his aisle, Easton crew, hopeful return in 2022 for at least 4 weeks
Levi Libby: “Can we go fishing”? “Where’s Ryan”? “Where’s the bait”?
Aspiring fisherman, 1b aquarium, crawfish enthusiast, Jr. Rookie of the Year
Davis Jones: “Where are my shoes”? “Tell us a story” “Bozo!”
3-point dagger, Fantastic second year, Junior league domination, orange shirt black crocs
Tyler Grossman: “let's kick the soccer ball”
Most compliant camper, Natick, well deserved Outstanding Sportsman award, Buzzy’s Lounge
Eli Bernstein: “Hey yo!” “(insert non-stop smile)”
Loved jumping on beds, Franklin crew, big win in the Dash and the Steeple Chase
Bode Ferrin: “can you get me an extra cookie for cake and milk”
Easton crew, big first Color War, hopeful return for 2022
Indigo Picone: “Can I have a piggy back ride?”
kingdom hearts hat, Limerick, most well dressed man in camp

Nadim Abarri - “Give me snacks!!”
Bunk Alpha
STAFF
CIT James Kagoda- “What is bro doing?” “Bro can’t chill?”
always wearing a comfy, outstanding CIT, willing to do anything w/o complaining
SC Andrew Babb- “Yo have you heard that Alice in Chains”
Death Metal, Epic talks on the phone in the Kezar, OD extraordinaire,
SC Ryan Matthews – “Yes Sir,” “Yes Sir”
LSU, Fishing, great first year at West End, best soccer player in camp
2A Sayings and We Leaves
Alexander (Sasha) Elman - “Is it over” “she’s such a Karen” “Does anyone wants some
pretzels” “So cracked” “England is going to be so good next year” “I want to be a junior again
next year” “Me and Sam are going to go to music and tennis camp but I wish I could stay here I
love it”
England, Soccer, Sam, loved by Corey and Carl, the personality of 2A, most contagious Smile
and energy, Clean up Warrior, The brains of the great 2A, Great first summer, Hopeful return
Truman Murphy - “No you’re not that guy” “Dogwater” “I have the best shuffling” “Spain we
were so good” “Isaiah lets,,,,,,,,,” “I’m trying to go to the waterfront”
Spain, Fish in water, Joplin, Oliver, Isaiah’s bunk brother, The most patience ever in a junior,
Chinese Poker extraordinaire, First 2 weeks, Great first summer, Hopeful returner
Isaias Ortega - “Caught you in 4k ultra-wide ban deluxe” “Play moonlight by x” “I knew
Sincere from the club he was my counselor” “Truman’s mom sent me a letter” “I’ve played soccer
my whole life”
Italy, Soccer, Had racks on racks of letters, Truman’s right-hand man, underrated athlete,
always with a smile no matter what, First 2 weeks, great First year, hopeful returner
Tyco Joslin - “You guys should go to California” “Michael Jackson is trash” “proceeds to say
‘who is this it’s so good when’ Rock with You” is on. “Play California Love” “I got 12 tackles in a
football game once”
Football, San Francisco 49ers hat, would’ve been a beast in Desert War, Asmy’s best friend, the
sweetest and best behaving kid, California Lover, first 2 weeks, Great first year that ended too
early, Hopeful returner
Devon Pina - “ENOCH STOPPPP” “Can we watch our show” “PRINCEEEEEEEEE” “I want to
stay longer next year” “Prince stop playing music its 11:00”
2-year camper, Prince’s cousin, 4-week camper, hopefully stays longer next year!
JP Jones - “BABBBBBBBB’’ “Babb can I have a high five goodnight” “Joey and I are boys back
home” “I want to stay longer next summer if Joey does” “LOUD SCREAMING” “take me
kayaking!!”
Joey, Maine, Great first year, package deal with Joey

Jake Ritchie - “Alex your hair looks like a dog” “Alex can I pat your hair” “Can someone tell us
a story before bed” “Do we really need to go to bed at 10” “Alright if we are on our beds at 10 can
we stay up a little longer”
Great first summer, Role model camper, Great Desert War, hopeful return next summer”
Enoch Icoyitungiye - “STOPPPPPPPPPP” “I’m the best baller in the bunk” “Yeah I’m better
than my brother at basketball” “Prince and Alex can you give them mess hall” “I’m the oldest in
the bunk”
Amazing basketball player, Elijah, All round great athletes, Oldest in the bunk
Jhonny Montoya - “I’m so fast” “Hey you race me” “I been playing soccer since I was a baby”
“Ok (Starts to smile)” “Desert War was so fun”
Won World Cup, Was amazing in Desert War, Fastest kid at Long Pond, non-stop smiling
Joey Moya - “(Funny voice) HAHAHAHA MESS HALL” “Alex you make me laugh so hard I’m
crying” “Loud laughing” “Babb we are from the same city” “I’ve seen you before at Walmart I
swear”
Rookie of the first 4 weeks, Funny Laugh, JP, 8 Weeks next year for sure, Role model camper
Billy Deyesso - “Do your job” “No you can’t have my snacks” “Only Alex can have some my
snacks” “I’m coming for longer next summer”
Great first summer, always smiling, Unsung hero
Andre Barros -(Insert funny face while looking at Babb) “WOW I got moved up in color war”
“Wait if I got moved up does that mean I’m the best in the bunk” “Hey Jeremiah guess what I
got moved up and you didn’t” “Alex you are my favorite stuff guy”
Great color war, being moved up, Great first summer, Friends with Jeremiah at home
Brogan Murphy - “Hey Babb………… guess what” “My dad came to this camp” “Get off……
MY……. BED” “Babb what’s for dinner”
Great first summer, first color and going 600 club, Full of joy and love for West End
Zane Correa - “Bro why did I not get moved up” “5 days of water and no water activities” “Big
smiles only” “Don’t kill the vibe” “Can I get a new bed”
600 club, always smiling, 8 weeks next summer?, outstanding new camper
Gabe Westman - “WOW” “My bed is so low to the ground” “Alex who’s Prince” (Insert long
story) “I want to stay longer next year for sure”
Great kid, Bed that was low to ground, Bunk leader
Marcus Nguyen - “Lukas” “Me and Lukas are bffs back home”
Great kid, Not the loudest but most kind, Lukas, Glasses
Jonathan Koroma - “Trevon want to go play” “I’m having a great day”
ALWAYS SMILING, many more years to come at West End
Lukas Lam - “Marcus” “Marcus you want to play cards” “Me and Marcus are bffs back home”
Great kid, Not the loudest but most kind, Lukas, Glasses

Kingston Uwase - “Can we stay up all night” “I love West End” “SOOOOOO can we stay up
tonight, Babb”
ALWAYS wanting to stay up, Great first year, Many more down the line
Trevon Mason - “STOP” (FORTNITE DANCE) “My bed my rules” “JONATHEN”
Mom working at the camp, Dude perfect hat
Jeremiah Rosa - “Babb 1 v 1 in ball……. Right NOW” “Zane STOOOOP” “Andre STOOOOP”
“Kingston STOOOOP” “8 weeks baby” “I’m the best ball player in the bunk” “NBA here I come”
8 weeks first year, Best ball player this side of long pond, many more years at West End,
Jumping on Babbs bed, Great smile
CIT Prince DePina - “Babb I only play good music right” “Trust me you’re not that guy”
“C.I.T’s have rights to” “Babb why do you not like Drake” “That was out of pocket” (Basketball
hot take that Alex doesn’t think is true) “JP why are you acting out at the table every meal that
makes us staff look bad” “That’s good eats”
Great year on staff, Alex’s bff in the bunk, Will never make Alex a Drake fan, Only made Alex
like a couple Drake songs, Still thinks Drakes album will come out before Kanyes, Will be at
West End for many more summers, Best curly hair this side of long pond, saying “you’re not
that guy” all summer long, One of the best C.I.Ts at camp this year, Family at camp, Brought
many campers to camp
JC Alex Babb - “Animals is Pink Floyd’s best album… Come at me!” “This beat is taking over”
“Not gonna lie I think I have the best hydro flask in camp” “Well…. that’s what it feels like to go
400 club again” “My J. Crew sweater was half of my personality this year” “Many men have
failed, but tomorrow, we go hunting” “Andrew, I have important things to do” “What a beautiful
day at West End House Camp: an overnight summer camp for boys aged seven to fifteen”
Color War coach on White Aces, 3 – 3 Water Polo, Aidan, Liam Grabie, the hunt, Cody, Man U
jersey, went the whole summer without a phone, B-Shift last 4, hydro flask, white converse,
microwave, OTW, Grilled Cheese Social participant, J. Crew sweater, fitbit, Weezer
SC Michael Sudkin - “Are you serious” “the kitchen has a ton” “Chambo, can you break the
lock on my trunk” “Does anyone have more protein, I’m fiending today” “JP, off my bed!” “I love
doing UMass orientation behind a screen with low bandwidth”
Great guy, World Cup winner, Best bed in camp, UMass, Still great at hitting the softball, Sc
first year as a staff man, Wise young man, Hopefully will be a staff man for many years down
the road, West Ender for life
2B Sayıngs and We Leaves
Brennan Summers- “can we get extra cake and milk?!” *smiles* *smiles more* “let’s gooo!!!”
“Liam’s taking us swimming guys!!!”
Great first year, hopeful 2022 comeback, great leader in the bunk, big Liam Grabie fan,
baseball prodigy
Wesley Jackson- “C’mon bro” “what do you meaaan that wasn’t meee” “ok maybe it was me”
*raps every pooh shiesty song*
Amazing first year, USA, Cleanup wizard, hopeful return next summer

Sammy Elman- “Zinman can we watch a movie tonight” “Jonah... Jonah... Jonah” “Can we
insert question”
Great first summer, dominant athlete, week 2 MVP
Jacob Campbell- “Bro that just wasn’t meeee” “Zinman watch this” “Zinman that just was not
me I swear” “that is not mine it’s Jonah’s”
Great first year, great DW, Hopeful return in 2022, Venom
Wade Turner- “Sorry” “Juan __ is __ to __” “extra cake and milk?” “Ryan, can you not call
me Wado Potato like your son”
Great first year, West Ender, Sting
Noah Sandler - “Tatum is winning MVP” “Can we go swimming?!” “Can we go tubing today!?”
Great first year, Celtics, Hopeful 2022 return, Blue Undertakers
Tate Deats - “Zinman I throw harder than you!” “I can strike you out Zinman” “Jonah race
me!” “I hope we play softball in leagues today”
Outstanding athlete, baseball, great first year, hopeful return
Max Levine Stein - “ya I don’t mind door bed” “once I fall asleep I’m out” “Zinman let’s watch
a movie we got a 78 on cleanup”
Taller than Zinman, Door bed, great first year, great kid, hopeful return next year.
Nic Hebert- “Attack!!!” “Nah I’m good this jacket is comfortable” “nah I don’t really wanna”
Another great summer, awesome camper, Venom
Quinn Harrington- *shrieks* “my bad my emotions got me” “let’s play mafia”
Veteran camper, leader in the bunk, true West Ender
Nate Mendelson: “Zinman can I get extra cake and milk” “Jonah can I get your stunkin,”
“That’s just not how it works” “Can I have some?” “I did my job!”, “I call first shower”
great third year, Elite 8, West End blanket, never finishes his job, tiedye Ben and Jerry’s shirt
and Top camper in 2B, most known camper in camp, White ACES, Canteen-Cleanup pump-up
speeches, Hoops rival with Ace
Ace Eagerman: “I call last shower” “Fever is the best color war Team” “Showtime was great”
“My defense on Nate was good right?” “He was chewing Juicy Fruit”
Father son 600 club, White Easton softball bat, top bunk bed, junior sergeant in arms, top
leader in 2B, Lying on the floor, Elite Color War basketball defender, Pokémon, glad to not be
on the Aces, legendary defense on Steph Mendelsohn in CW hoops
Sam Dancey: “don’t call me Dancey call me Sam,” “I call third shower” “I’m not obsessed with
softballs” “arrruuuggghh” “I didn’t do it”
Five-pound blanket, reversible jersey, jelly beans, late to clean up, Late night Reader, White
ACES, one of the leading frisbee finders
Mickenskey Mitial: “You know Mardochee?” “Marc-Andy is my cousin” “DUDE!” “Jonah you
have kitchen”
artistic, swimming, when you get knocked down you get right back up, great first summer at
camp, world cup shirt, White ACES

Son Schneider: “Does anyone want to go play catch” “The Red Sox are amazing” “Look I was
taught how to sweep” “Guys lets clean”
Daily Red Sox and MLB bunk note updates, top Leader in 2B, Middle aisle lessons, mustache,
spiky hair, well deserved Director’s Award, big House at Home participant in 2020
Isaiah Jeter: “Was Brennan that good” “It’s hard to beat someone who never quits” “Color War
was harder than leagues” “NNIIIRRJJOOOONN”
Best Junior soccer Athlete and best junior Athlete, Great first year, bottom of bunk bed, Nirjon,
Moved up divisions for Color War, Velio Soccer, White ACES, Junior MVP
Jacob Kirwan: “I have all of bathroom” “I did my job, am I good to go now”
“RRRrrRrRrrrRRAAAaannnnKK” “Tate is my friend from back home”
Great camper, FC stars shirt, Top 5 Junior Athlete, Night time reader, Bottom of bunk bed, 5year club in the 2’s
Nirjon Ghosh: “I don’t want to go to sleep” “But I’m not tired” “Juan is juandisimo!” “They’re
lying” “I didn’t do it” “I did”
White ACES, first day of camp saying, Isaiah, feet sunscreen, glasses
Staff
CIT Jonah Bloch: “NOOOO” “CITs are the hardest working part of staff”
“AAAAAAGGGHHHH” “Off my bed” “2B we’re quiet” “Can I use your charger” “Lemme get aux”
“OOUTTAA THE BUUNK”
Always playing music, Area, That blue jersey, kitchen mornings
JC Juan Barrios: “WHAT?!” “I’m 3-0-1 in the war” “I’m mad tired” “You’re a CIT” “My
school’s building was made before Brighton was Brighton” “Why you under my bed” “If you can
get my trunk open you get all of my snacks”
Sheetless, Wireless Charger, Constant music, always AOD, Scorebook
SC Jack Zinman: “Chrisy chris,” “I’m a Wetboy” “Roll Tide,” “Can I have a moment of silence,
thank you Roll Tide,” “Sweet home Alabama” “Oh baby when you talk like that…” “Mac Jones
will be the next TB12” “Venom Baby” “I’m going to war,” “I’ve won the war,” “Shakira Shakira”
Volleyball coach on the White Aces, Coach of Venom, top SC, Derrick Henry Bama Jersey,
Hopeful return
3A Sayings and We Leaves
Grayson Alloway: “When's dinner, do I really have to leagues, Blake is my best friend from
home”
Pokémon book, juice and chicken, Blake
Blake Kifor: YEAH, okie dokie, YO DAN, can I jump Nasir, actually
Rubix cube, Juice stains, competitive chess player, hot dog eating
Mason Parks: Do I have to go the meal, can I stay in the bunk, pineapple
waterfront enthusiast, cool hair, elite chess player

Dan Cosby: "Noooo", "Ayooooo", "clean the bunk", "AHHHHHHH", "please can I go to the
bathroom"
Best cleaner, Russia, Justin, stuffed dog, effort, Venom
Jonathon Camargo: "Yo Justine", "I had 30 today," "I carried my team today",
best athlete, competitive leagues player, Brazil, venom
Onel Jean Louis: “I CAN’T DO IT”, “no”, “I don’t wanna”, “what”, “what’s for dinner”
sports, reading, Conner
Kaleb DeAndre: “your funny to me,” “you can’t chill,” “you want snacks,” “can I have some
snacks”
5A, Zamayne, comp player in senior leagues, avengers’ blanket
Rayhan Beljour: “what did you say,” “my brother is Bradley,” “I can’t find my glasses,”
“where’s my flashlight”
avatar book, Bradley, under bed, aisle, World Cup winner
Harley Milien: “WHAT”, “what do you mean,” “I didn’t do anything,” “I’M CLEANING”,
loud voice, good dancer, rapper, future all star
Derek Jones: “what do you mean”, “what are you talking about”, “leave me alone”, “I’m the
best hooper”, “BROOO”
Davis, Justin, bunk bed, basketball, natural cook
Justin Charles: I’m the best hooper here”, “Derek come with me”, “YOOOOO”, “I wasn’t
there”
chocolate, Johnny, Derek, great first year, aces, Rayhan
Nasr Abbari: “give me that,” “let me see that,” “yo look at this,” “come here”
Derek, New Hampshire
John Doyle: “hey Cmart,” “what are you doing Cmart,” “I wish Cmart was my dad,” “can I
borrow your cleats Cmart”
CMart, great first year, best swimmer, guild, Well deserved Rookie of the Year award
Connor Hardmen: "hey Onel,” “actually,” “in fact,” “do you know,” “I don’t wanna do that”
Onel, Rai, great first year, ice cream, bunk bed
Rai Goyal: “my dad is a doctor,” “you guys don’t work,” “I’m reading”
Onel, Conner, books, fortnite at home, doctors, New York
CIT Sam Delaney: “John get off my bed,” “get your feet off my bed,” “3a family”
best tunes, football player, bruins’ pants
JC Ryan Torres “go to sleep”, “y’all don’t clean”, “you can’t chill”, “what are you doing”, “let’s
hoop”
Corey, hooper, one week in 3a
SC Nasir Simon “clean,” “stop messing around,” “what’s for lunch”
taped glasses, singing, sleeping

SC Christian Martinez “2am,” “weak chants,” “I’m trying to get the morning off” “clean the
bunk,” “I’m to the kezar,” “I’ma get right,” “it’s grind season,” “I’m putting in that work”
7am runs, protein powder, rest period work outs, ramen, hysterical freestyle rapping
3B Sayings and We Leaves
Timbeld Chingo: “Boy, what the heck, boy” “In the famous words of Michael Jordan, ‘I’m
back.’”
Bottom bunk, last four return, soccer cleats, fresh haircut
Shane Gallagher: “Aidan, I bet I can beat you at FIFA” “Why am I the only one cleaning”
“This BBQ Chicken is bussin’”
Week 1 OS, bottom bunk, great athlete, USA, great first summer, hopeful returner, future West
Ender
Matthew Brown: “Aidan, what’s for Waterfront today?” “Goldberg is the best CIT” “I don’t
understand why you guys hate doing Bathroom Mop, it’s the easiest job”
CMart, FNAF pajamas, Celtics pajamas, door bed, silly putty, books, England, hopeful return
Derek Walsh: "I want to stay 8 weeks, but I gotta go to soccer camp" "Aidan, it's my last day,
can we watch three episodes?" "Guys, why am I the only one cleaning?" "ZAAAAAACCKKK"
Sting, 4-dog, great soccer player, cast, Blue Jays hat, another great summer at West End,
hopeful elite eight 2022
Landon Ritchie: "All I'm saying is, if I don't return that frisbee in the seventh round, we lose
Desert War" "Back in Texas..." "What's the deal with cake and milk?" "I really wish I was on
Showtime"
Venom, Jake, great first summer at West End, hopeful returner in 2022
Tristan Somes: "who wants to play gaga?" "Aidan, can we watch shows tonight?" "If porch and
basket isn't done, that means I'm playing tetherball" "hey Leo, want some snacks?" "I'm on the
Ry-Guy/Abney's, the best team in Watermelon league"
Sting, D-1 Plumber, yellow blanket, tetherball, great first summer at West End, hopeful
returner
Carter Lee: "OOOOOHHHH YEEEEEEEAAAAAHHHHHH" "Ayo honey, I know how to tie a
shoe" "I'M BEING SO SERIOUS" "I never said I was a QB" "why do I always find myself doing
bathroom mop?" "Rock, paper, scissors... James J Storrow will always live"
Guild, Nico, white tees, switching beds countless times, football, great Color War, another
awesome summer
Chris Tomaz-Hull: "welp, this is my last ramen, gotta make it count" "ARE YOU
KIIIIDDDIINNNGG MEEE?" "WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT?" "Rock, paper, scissors... James
J Storrow will always live" "I'll be back after second activity period"
Aces, Venom, switching beds 4 times, Zack, AJ, cleanup leader, another great summer
Nico Torres: "um, um, excuse me?" "here's what I have to say" "Aidan, I love the Odyssey
coach’s shirt" "do you know of the 1973 Color War, when both Swartz brothers plaqued against
each other?" "Aidan, I'll pay you handsomely for the Odyssey coaches’ shirt" "Showtime is one of
the best themes of all time" "Aidan, the Guild shirts are soooooo fire" "my first win!!"

Guild, Sting, Ramen instead of chicken nuggets and fries at lunch, Odyssey coach’s shirt, tent,
his vast Color War knowledge, another awesome summer at camp, Getting Ryan’s CW t-shirt
collection in his will
Nate Westman: "Aidan, do you know what we have for waterfront today?" "Aidan, are we
watching shows tonight?" "I'm a beast at softball, get at me" "Back in Sharon..."
Aces, Sharon, one of the boys, football pillow, great first year at West End, hopeful returner for
many years
Adam Taitelbaum: "Aidan can I go fishing?" "Who can take me fishing?" "that's a sublime
largemouth bass!" "I'm the nicest catch in camp, no cap" "I just wanna go fishing..."
Weeks 5+6, Zinman, fishing, Alabama baseball hat, doorbed, great first few weeks, week 5
league MVP, hopefully stays for longer in the future
Drew Kimmerling: "back in NY..." "I'm a Mets fan, get at me" "I wish I could stay for Color
War…” "I'm better than Liam..." "Guys, Liam and I are going to play tetherball"
bottom bunk, Liam, NY, weeks 5+6, tetherball, great first summer, hopeful returner
Liam Pyle: "Aidan, are we watching shows tonight?" "I think Color War is starting on..."
"Here's the thing..." "I think Aces were really good, but Guild was just so awesome I wish I was
on the team"
Aces, bottom bunk, staying for Color War, Drew, NY, tetherball, awesome first year, hopeful
returner
AJ Valentine: "OOOOOOOOHHHHHH YEEEEEEEAAAAAHHHHH" "If you come to camp
for like 60 years you get a building named after you, should I grind for that?" "Rock, paper,
scissors... James J Storrow will always live" "sometimes in life, you just gotta get yourself some
peanut butter"
Aces, Sting, Royals jersey, his fan, Zack, Chris, packages, Zinman in the Aces skit, awesome
summer, great future ahead of him
Zack Wynn: *mumbles* "gotcha hat" "what are my sayings and we leaves?" "I should have
gotten 6 out of 6 MVP's in color war, 5's not good enough" "Rock, paper, scissors... James J
Storrow will always live" *sleep talking* "okay blue, okay blue"
Guild, Sting, dominating capture the flag, AJ, Chris, 5 CW MVP's, HSC of the Blue Justice,
packages, great breakout summer, great future ahead
STAFF
CIT - Sincere Northcross: "Ayo Bincere on the mic" "anything but stand-up" "there's nothing
on this earth better than getting blessed with a double off" "my drip is off the charts" *laughing
at tiktoks* "I've never ran track before, should I?" "damn I should really be a JC" "Sam, you off
this afternoon?"
3-dog, Sam, Pac-Man hoodie, red Nike jumpsuit, packages, Showtime, man of few words, but
wise ones nonetheless, fantastic CIT year, hopeful JC 2022, 100 meter hurdles all-star if he
tries it
JC - Brandon Goldberg: "GUYS, ONLY FOUR MORE DAYS UNTIL EPIC SUNDAY" "Peter
Griiiiiffin moooooommeeeennnttt" "PETER GRIFFIN MOOOOMMEENNTT" "Aidan, how does
it feel to be undefeated in Desert Wa-oh, wait." "Undefeated as campers though let's get it" "I
coach softball we go 700-club"

Guild's 7th coach, Venom, undefeated in DW, WC Runner, Mister Chris, 2-dog, Showtime,
coming back for song night, great first summer on staff
SC - Aidan Connelly: "Italy is 1000% winning the euros" "Goldberg, how many more days
until Epic Sunday?" "Guys, flushing isn't a suggestion" "everybody wanted to know what we
would do if we didn't win. I guess we'll never know" "oooh that's nice... put that in my stics
folder, will ya?" "okay blue, okay blue" "listen man, I'm just tryna be up in the rec hall"
"Woooooooooooowww, Messi really went to PSG.” "Ryan, I didn't download Black Widow again
I swear," "This is the Way" “Narp, how much for the Odyssey coach’s shirt,” "Grilled Cheese
Social was one of the best experiences I've ever had at camp" "Griffin, we did it" “hey Alex, what
are we doing tomorrow? WE'RE GOING HUNTIIIIINNNGG" "As a head coach who went 6-0 on
a 600-club team, I think it's time to hang up the boots" "what a way to end it"
Blue Guild Head Coach, 600-club, 6-0, 12-4-2 all time, Head Lifeguard, Die-hard Italy
supporter, Showtime, best FIFA player in camp, DW Runner, B-Shift, the hunt, Solitaire,
FarmerBruno, Mr. Flick, Sufjan, 1B OTW, Joe, Alex Babb, Rex, The Council, Year 11, trip to
York Target, GCS, phone calls, SC trip, best summer yet at camp, Ruler of Mandalore
4A Sayings and We Leaves
Sean Cochran: “Why is it raining?” “You guys are the real rookies, I brought my own boards”
“How many times are we going to have eggs for breakfast?”
His boards, somehow always staff helper for cleanup, doorbed, good first year
Elijah Cadet: “My leg hurts” “Can we watch a movie tonight?” “I love Egg McWestEnds”
Jacob Roopan, Church camp, volleyball, good first year
Jacob Roopan: “Get off my bed” “BEN” “What are you guys doing?” “Why do we always have
to play volleyball?”
His bed, noise, cleanup, Liam Grabie fan club, bunk bed with Elijah, Pushups,
Brandon Murphy: “Can we watch _____ tonight?” “Guys…I don’t take 20-minute showers!”
“Deluxe Deli Buffet slaps” “I want to come back for Color War”
His hair, his guitar, top bunk, frat boy, long showers, red sweatshirt, always wearing jeans,
great first year
Aiden DeLiberato: “AYO” “Who are the waiters today?” “___ and ___ are waiters
tomorrow” “Guys, do your jobs!” “Josh, our league team is so good!” “Jack, what are you doing?”
League Captain, Cleanup Chief, Jack, waiters, great Desert War, Great 2nd year
Ryder Beaulac: “Noooooo sorryyyyy I can’t stay all eight because of school” “I want chicken
tenders!” “Oh BENJAMIN!” “HI JOE” “I love World Cup!” “I’m one of the best dodgeball players
in camp”
Great Dodgeball Player, Spain, Comfy Bed, Hunter, Great 6th Year
Leeon Perryman: “Can I go get a book?” “Jack get off my bed” “Myeh! Huyah!” “POP TART!”
“I love reading books”
Great Hugger, Love for the Margolin Center, Books, books during meals, Pokémon

Tristan Elias: “bones go in the trash not the pig bucket, come on guys” “much goo” “Danny,
what are you doing?”
Great bunk banter, Blue Guild, Second Tallest Person in Camp, Great camper, Awesome 1st
year, hopeful return
Danny Keating-McLean: “Do I still not have any quotes yet?” “I should be in the 5s” “I want
Ice CREAM” “Joe, can we do ____?” “Joe, can I borrow your soccer ball?”
Great sense of humor, Senior on the White Aces, Great CW Basketball game, Volleyball, great
first year
Toussaint Nyamweya: “What the doooog dooooin?” “Who’s next in the shower?” “I love
playing Gaga” “Who wants to play Magic?” “Who wants to play Pokémon?” “Imagine not
winning the Triple Crown”
Camp Food Enthusiast, Former Triple Crown Winner, Pokémon, Magic: The Gathering, Great
camper, Bunk Morale Booster, White Aces, Awesome 5th Year
Cole Fonteccio: “Joe, what are my quotes?” “Guess what?” “Back at home…” “Quinn, are you
ever going to not be vegetarian?” “I am a fish” “I love swimming”
Dad jokes…some good…some bad, Quinn, Newton, Siefer’s Cousin, Blue Guild, Crazy good
swimmer, biggest smile in the bunk, great 4th year
Quinn Connors: “Please don’t put that in my sayings” “Joe, you are my favorite person named
Joe on Earth” “I would have dropped 40 in Color War Basketball if I didn’t pull my hamstring”
“I beat Ben Collier 11-2 in a 1v1”
Basketball, League Championships, Cole, Newton, Reese, Blue Guild, great athlete, better
camper, Unsung Hero, Great 4th year
Lanes Fluereny: “Is this drip?” “Yo what are you guys doing?” “Bro, WHAT?”
Top Bunk, Sincere, White Aces, Gottlieb
Gabe Klapman: “I’m so smart, I tied the pillowcase so it doesn’t fall off of my pillow” “THAT’S
WHAT I’M SAYIN” “I’m going D1 in hockey” “I cannot wait for Color War” “Why am I always
waiter?” “COLE IS COMING BACK?!?!?”
Soccer, baseball, hockey, best laugh, Melrose, Blue Guild, Great athlete, better camper,
Awesome 6th year
Cam Bloch: “Teddy Bear,” “Get off my bed please,” “I’ll trade Ramen for Pop Tarts,” “I need
Pop Tarts,” “Ben when you go out buy me Pop Tarts,” “Ok, Ok, jeez, I’ll make my bed”
Bloch family, Riley, Jonah, Brady, Pop Tarts, trading, Aces, Rubik’s cube, cards
Jaice Libby: “AYOOOO” “YUUUUHHH BABY” “Joe, are we watching shows tonight?” “I
woulda been on Showtime” “I KNOW…STOOPIT” *shrieking and high-pitched noises* “Guys,
its fine, I’m from Maine”
Elite 8, Baseball, Levi, White Aces, Maine, good athlete, great camper, Awesome rookie year,
hopeful return
Jack Goldberg: “AYOOO” “Hey Jayden…” “Cam get off my bed!” “___ you are a back-rafter
merchant” “Anyone want to play rafter baseball or rafter volleyball?”
Elite 8, Rafter Baseball/Volleyball, 5 Year Plaque, White Aces, Natick, Aiden, veteran, Jayden
impression in the skit, Directors Award, great 5th year

Jacob Dancey: “Heist was better” “Who has first shower?” “I told Zyaire I wanted to play
volleyball not soccer!” “I got next game”
Elite 8, CW Volleyball, Blue Guild, Convinced Heist was better when they weren’t, Great
camper, a certain MVP in Omelet if his team won, Awesome 6th year
Josh Mawanda: “Woah there, there’s a bit too much dip on that chip buddy” “Anyone want to
play rafter volleyball?” “ATTENTION WALMART SHOPPERS…” “I want more ice CREAM” “I
NEED A SECOND BLANKET”
Elite 8, Best dancer in the bunk, his impressions, his one blanket, White Aces
STAFF
CIT Ben Grabie: “FEAR ME!” “I am the wall between you and death” “Pain is just weakness
leaving the body” “Nothing to see here other than a hard working staff man” “Don’t worry guys, I
didn’t have a Gottlieb year” “I can’t catch a break as a CIT” “Just because I work hard doesn’t
mean I’m good at my job” “Oh you don’t like coleslaw? Man, slaw is the law baby” “I’m bored, I
think I’m going to go spread misinformation” “It’s all about D Shift, I don’t have coverage or
relief”
DW Coach on Sting, Lifeguard, D Shift, Liam, Mini Allan, Gains, Gym, push up enforcer, Top 3
Kitchen Worker in Camp, Week 3 Staff Man of the Week, Great CIT, Hopeful JC return
JC Jayden Lino-Small: “BROOOOO….” “ON MEEEEE” “No funny tho…” “Cam
STOOHHPPPP” “This dude cam tho” “Gotta get right” “Where is Carl?” “Jack BRO, WHAT ARE
YOU DOING?”
Carl, Corey, Torres, Clean-up, All-American
SC - Joe Connelly: “NOT US 4A, NOT US” “I know we are not talking…the bell just rang” “In
tonight’s night activity…” “It’s that time of the week, time for more questions to be
answered…in…WATERMELON WEEK ___” “I don’t know my own strength” “You’re all set”
“Go to bed” “No seriously, guys, go to bed” “Who wants to watch shows” “I won my split”
“Showtime was elite” “And another Juice Free Summer for your boy”
Problem Solver, Night Activity Guy, Head Coach of White Aces, Basketball Coach White Aces,
World Cup Runner, Watermelon Announcements, Aidan, Griffin, UMass squad, Best Ref in
Camp, Rest Period Futsal, Comfiest Bed in Camp, Juice Free Summer, Week 2 Staff Man of the
Week, 11th Year at Camp
4B Sayings and We leaves
Ky Van: “I brush my teeth in the shower because it’s more efficient” “Harry Kane is going to
City” “Belgium is winning the Euros!” “I can solve a Rubix Cube in under a minute”
England, Soccer Skills, De Bruyne fan boy, Hopeful Return, YoYo Skills
Eli Boericke: “Nah Chhhhiiiiillllllll” “Sheeeeeesh!” “I’m just chilling”
Great First Year, France, unintentionally funny, Hopeful Return
Joplin Murphy: I’m Joplin!” “I’m not Oliver” “Wow Karass” “We don’t even look alike” “You
can tell the difference by the freckle” “I swear I am not Joplin!” “I’m coming back for longer next
year” “Karass have you skied at...”
England, Being Oliver, top bunk, Penguins Jersey Hopeful return for longer

Oliver Murphy: “I’m Oliverrrr!” “I’m not Joplin!” “Wow Karass” “We don’t even look alike”
“I’m Staying for longer next year too” “Karass you’ve been skiing out west! That’s so cool!”
Ireland, Being Joplin, choosing the other top bunk, Hopeful return for longer
Jacob Fried: “Fineeeee, I’ll do it” “Kaaarrrraaassssss” “Jimmy! Jimmy, where are you?” “I’m
going into my final form” “Ok Brazil!”
Great second year, Brazil, his sleeping bag, Smiley Face Hat
Henry Elliot: “Karass can we play Softball tomorrow?” “Get off my bed” “Who wants a sour
patch?” “Anyone want Jolly Ranchers?” “I promise I’m staying for longer next year”
Italy, Venom, Baseball Hat, great camper
Sam Griffin: “Actually…….” “Wait Guys I have an idea” “Miles get your shoes out of my area!”
“I call first shower” “Chaaaaaaaaarlie!” “Can we watch a movie?” “When are we playing mafia?
Red Sox Hat, saying Charlie’s name, bringing Braedon to camp
Braedon Levine: “Door Bed isn’t so bad.” “Where is my pillow?” “I call 3rd shower!” “Darius,
do you have my pillow?” “Sam lets go play catch with the lax ball” “Dom do you want to play lax
with us?”
Doorbed, Sam, great first year, highlighter color shirts, hopeful return
Jacob Borgos: “When is cake and milk?” “Anyone want to go play tennis?” “Darius get off my
bed!” “Dom you’re from Natick? Do you miss Trend as much as me?” “
Great first year, Hopeful return, Natick Crew
Radomil Bucko: “Don’t worry, I got this” “Did you see my run-on Desert War?” “Harry, Stop!”
“I’ll be back next year” “I’m the best waiter in camp”
Best waiter in camp, His spot at the table, Radkil, Greece, Venom, Hopeful Return
Vincent Pham: “Who is the waiter?” “Look at this duuuude!” “I Brush my teeth”
Italy, Sting, Big Ramen Guy, Hopeful Return
Daniel Carl: “Can we watch a movie tonight?” “At least a Bunk bed isn't a doorbed” *random
noises* “Darius Stop it!” “Get out of my Area!”
His boots, Russia, Sting, Doorbed vs. bunkbed, Hopeful return
Miles Murray: “You think I’ll plaque over Tyler?” “You see this bat, it’s a Mako” “My bat is the
best bat in camp” “I hit nukes with my bat” “I wanna get moved up so badly” “Ben give me my
bat!”
Mid senior in 4’s, Guild, the bat was ok, best Intermediate softball player
Charlie Nash: “LET ME SLEEP” “Get off my bed” * choosing to sleep on floor* “Karass do I
have to go to waterfront?” “am I bottom of the bunklist?” “The double mattress was ok”
Guild, his jack shack, Great color war, Book Collection
Rowan Giordano: “Quiet down I’m trying to read” “I do American ninja warrior” “Did you
guys know I’m 14!” “When I’m 16 I’ll enter tournaments”
Great First Year, Great underwater swimmer, Aces, His Books

Tyler Hahn: “Can we watch a Movie” “Alex stop” “Can I come?” “Me, I’ll do it!” “You got
coverage” “I swear I don’t look like Trevor Lawrence!” “Karass can we have double mattresses?”
“Guys listen to Karass and clean the bunk”
Luscious Hair, TLaw twin, Aces, Great color war, Federal, Bottom Bunk, Int League MVP
Alex Hahn: “AHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!” “Did the Padres sign anyone?” “Did the Padres get
Scherzer?” *random screams* “Karass can we get extra cake and milk?” “AHHHHHHHH!!!!”
“Karass when are we having s’mores?”
Padres Hat, Guild, Top bunk, Spirit of the House Winner
Ben Most: “You got games on your phone!?” “My clan will beat your clan” “I got ice cream,
watermelon, and s’mores in one day!”
Always doing the most, Great camper, Guild, Watermelon Champ
Roy-Allen “Ben” Milien: “I wrestle but I’m 0-0” “Play some music” “Karass can you play….”
“You're so down bad” “Ayo what!”
Good First Year, Guild, Milien Trio
Darius Gillis-Rainey: “Ayo chill!” “Vincent Stopppp”
Good First Year, Elite Eight, Spain, Sting, Aces
CIT Harry Rubin: “ACTIVITY!!!!” “Kitchen is so not active” “Yo, is she valid?” “Darius, get
over here!” “Liam get out of my bed!” “Karass Chill!” “STOOOOOOPPPP” “I’ll be back next year
don’t worry” “Liam get in my bed now!”
Activity, Hopeful Return as JC, Mainer
CIT Riley Bloch: “Trevor!!” “Give me 50 push-ups” “I should have a plaque” “I’m gonna go to
the rec ball” “Karass is the best SC” “I’m the Best kitchen worker” “On me going 6-0 Gottlieb
year” “they should’ve left a space when they put up this year’s plaque”
600 Club Blue Guild Softball Coach, Plaque on blue Marines, One of the Best kitchen workers,
Best softball player in camp, Great Staff, HSC at heart, GCS
JC Dom Delgado: “Where’s my fridge at?” “Fair Fair” “That’s pretty fair” “Tostones!!!!”
Always talking to Julia, Hopeful return as SC
SC Sean Karass: “Yo I just ordered a dope Ramos Jersey” “Do your Job” “Where’s my water
bottle?” “Yo chill” “Raaaaad” “Where is my Ramos Jersey?” “We’re Chillin” “Relax I got my
ways” “We got Messi!” “Do your Job” “Why is no one cleaning?” “Harry Ruuuuuubin!” “Ben stop
doing the Most!” “Yo pass the yin” “Guys no worries I found my water bottle” “My Gottlieb was
dope!” “Activity!”
Forever Chillin, Elder Statesman, 3-time League Commish, Auction pt.1 Grandmaster, Aces,
always losing his water bottle, Got his Ramos Jersey, Yin, Watermelon Champ, Sweat Towel,
GCS, Hat Collection, 6th year staff, Gatorade Bottle, Football IQ still insane

5A Sayings and We Leaves
Jared Settipane – “Zamayne, I can beat you in a foot race”, “my ex was crazy, Brazil-K”, “I
have a great relationship with my mom,” “Let’s watch Invincible,” “Let’s go to the Eddie”
Mexico, Long Hair
Diego Rodriquez- “You watch One Piece,” “We should watch Naruto Shippuden,” “H-Hey
Connor,” “How did Choji get best girl?” “Now it’s 499,” “Gotta learn your heritage,” “No, don’t
fall on me,” “I can eat rice krispies!?” “Curly, Curly can you get me more marshmallows,” “Color
War is tearing us apart,” “Matt G. *Clap Clap Clap*”
China, Victor’s brother, Marshmallows, Brazilian Girlfriend, Track Star
Connor Stookey – “I didn’t consent to him being on my bed,” “I’ll play gaga,” “I said he could
use it,” “Diego…”
Artist, Lucas’ games, Cards, Sacopee Valley House of Pizza
Lucas Dagg – “Diego, there’s only like 500 of those left!” “Happy handstands,” “Curly, let’s go
fishing,” “We don’t have Uno, we have Dos!” “Can I truck people?”
Dagggyyyyyyy, Lookee Pookee, Horse Noise, Elmo Voice, Fishing
Amari Brissett – “MY BED!!! MY BED!!!” “Can I be vice-captain/couch,” “DeJahn/Simon,
let’s play Monopoly,” “Wanna see my hops?” “*Sleeping* Randy pass me the ball”
Monopoly, Mexico’s vice-captain, Venom’s assistant coach, sleep talking
Simon Andrade – “What’s Mexico doing here?” “I’ll stay if I win Desert War,” “ahhhhh
*proceeds to relax*” “Heh, heh, heh”, “I’ll refill the juice if someone needs it,” “*sleeping* That’s
my counselor, that’s my counselor,””
Chillest guy in camp, great first year, South Africa, Sleep-talking
DeJahn Pina – “Let Zamayne sleep,” “Curly, I can beat you in a 3-point contest,” “Curly let’s
hoop up,” “Only a counselor should run Mafia,” “I should be in Gottlieb”
DeJahn Mustard, Orange sleeping bag, snoring, door bed
Rafi Lantz – “Give me a hug Zamayne,” “Let’s play Dungeons and Dragons,” “Zamayne, play
Pokémon,” “I’m great at being a dungeon master,” “Why won’t Zyaire talk to me?”
Dungeon Master, Bottom bunk, Nails, 5A’s DND Specialist, Last Shower
Matthew Huang – “AHHHHH,” “I’m reading a book about the young Samurai,” “Jared, you
look like the young Samurai,” “Zamayne please, I can’t stay 8 weeks, I can’t do Color War again,”
“Zamayne, tell me a story,” “Ohh yeahhh,” “The words got thicker and bigger,” “My Godmother
is gonna send me some snacks,” “My Godmother told me stories about high school….”
Strange dreams, story time with Zamayne, British Discord Friend, Hates Jeans, poses

Ariel Milien – “Who wants therapy?” “Chat with me,” “Clean the bunk!!!” “Are we playing
DND?” “Imagine, A. Milien on that plaque,” “Play me in smash tonight (goes to bed)”, “I need
my highlight”, “Griffin should’ve been harder on me in basketball”
CIT in training, Blue Guild Solo Master, Basketball Star, Freestyler, The Hooter Shooter,
Leader of 5A, No-brainer Rookie of the Year winner, Old Timers Week
Dewayne Henry – “I’ll do that job,” “Billie Eilish, my love,” *Randomly Dances*, “Let’s play
magic,” “Oh my gosh, you’re so bad,” *dabs*, “Where’s Reese?”, “I’m not Zamayne”
Reese’s best buddy, Old Timer’s Week, Outstanding CIT prospect
Lucas Tanoury – “My bed!” “It wasn’t me,” “I didn’t do it”, “My aunt is watching my pets,” “I
didn’t do anything wrong,” “Curly, let’s play FNAF,” “AHHHHH,” “Ross/Randy is my bf”,
“Zamayne can I wear the ____ costume/hat?” “I wanna sit next to Curly”
FNAF Master, 8 weeks, Pets
Jimmy Santos – “I need to practice with my main,” “Can I keep the gauntlets?”, “Just blinged
one of em out,” “I’ll shower last,” “I don’t wanna do senior leagues,” “Father Zamayne” “Curly,
Curly”
Jayden’s Cousin, Last shower, Incinaroar
Christian O’Connor - "I’m too tired to shower," "I can read 100 pages per day," "Do you have
heroes of Olympus?" "When will I Am Number Four get here?", "You mean MY books?", "Colin
that’s my book," “Does someone die in this book?”
Reading, 5A’s twins, side-double mattress, Marrrrinnnnnaaa
Colin O’Connor - "Wanna hear the drill sergeant voice?" "I'll go, wait a sec," "I'm so ripped,"
"Why am I a high senior?", "Can I get a picture," "You can read it after me," "I haven't finished
the heroes of Olympus," *profusely does pull ups*, "Drop down and give me 20!"
Reading, #1 Auction Pt. 1 Cleaner, 5A's Twins, Drill Sergeant Voice, Pull Ups
Armaan Ishaq - "I've embraced my inner Gottlieb," "Get out our bunk!", "Father Noooo!”
"That’s so Haram," "Sorry, you're right I took it too far," "Can I serve?" "I love all you guys,"
"Can't wait to be staff,"
Haram, child voice, glow up
Tommy Corra - "Look at Austin", "I gave Jeremiah my jersey," "When I first got here I thought
I'd hate it," "What are you doing Andre/Zane?", "I'm choosing metaknight," "Don't mess with
Austin," "Love basketball," "Father Zamayne"
Austin's Camp Dad, Jersey, Great First Year, Future Staff, Kieran's neighbor
Jayden Rivera - "Happy Sugar Life, PART 2!" "Chill out with that" *chases Jimmy*,
"Dewayne, play me in magic," "Want me to make you a magic deck," "Should've brought my
figurines," "I wanna show off my DM skills," "Zamayne, please can we watch a movie,” “Don't
talk about 2020", "Please, don't give me mess hall"
Magic, Jimmy's cousin, baseball
Tony De Trizio - "Aye! I'm Tony!", "I am no pigeon", "I work at a restaurant", "I already know
Diego, long story," "We are all playing cold war when we get home,"
Italian restaurant, Gamer, Great First Year

CIT Luis DeLuna - "WE ARE,” "Play me in brawlhalla", "We are a fraternity", "wanna bike to
town"
Curly, Most Fun CIT, FNAF, Biking, Freestyle Rap
JC Dakota LeConte – “That’s not what happened”, “Wanna read my comics?”, “That DS
belongs to me and Juan,” “We’re just playing,” “Hey Trevon, wanna play something?” “I’m
gonna be a manager at Starbucks when I get home”
Comics, Trevon, Wild Stories, Football, Starbucks
SC Zamayne Abney – “Marinnnaaaaaa,” “Sad times,” *sings random songs*, “I’d destroy you
in smash bros./Star Wars battlefront/clash royale/Naruto ninja storm,” “Did you just call me
Dewayne?”
Book supply, Blue Guild Coach, Father Zamayne

5B Sayings and We Leaves
Andy Silberstein: “No” “Did you complete your goals?” “Well, complete them” “Lesotho is the
only country completely landlocked by South Africa” “We don’t need to watch a movie” “Let’s do
some geography questions” “I choose ____”
Locksmith, Last shower, pillowcase, unnecessarily touching Griffin’s bed, ANDY CHOSE YOU,
never wanting to swim, recovered Nike slides, Andy-Randy duo, Spain, Venom
Lachlan Welsh: “Simply not cut from that cloth” “its rest period, you’re playing music, you
know where I’m sitting” “Play music” “Play Jon Bellion” “Peep the linktree” “Did you listen to
that song yet? “Looks like it’s gonna pass” “Allan said I could literally already be a lifeguard” “It’s
my tea time, baby”
Topper, Weatherman, Spain, Sting, top bunk, Best Hunter Impression, Kezar porch,
waterfront rescue practice
Lee Perryman: “Can we play mafia?” “I’m just spitballing here” “Henloooo” “Why are you like
this” “Flux capacitor” “YAHOOOO!!!” *grunts* “DO NOT SELL PARK PLACE!!!” “I wear the cap
so my arms don’t get wet” “Oh my gosh, wow” “The helmet doesn’t fit”
Fast speaker, Leeon, great addition to the bunk, monopoly god, shower cap, legendary
volleyball serve, England, Sting
Randy Gonzalez: “Its teak-deck time!!!” “I’m gonna send so many bunk notes” “I have the
best shirt in camp” “Randyyy” “Randalll”
Italy, Sting, Suspicious, rafters
Matty Vogel: “Griffin forced it with my sayings last year” “Spread peace dude” “Oh my god, I’m
so glad you’re okay” “_____, that’s so alpha” “Can one of my sayings be…” “Bench PR’s today?”
“Liam, I’m stronger than you” “Are my crocs here yet?” “I could have gone off in basketball”
Treasure hunter, White crocs, USA, Venom, Winning desert war Frisbee return, Aces, 4th in HS
distance, lat raise max
Hunter Beaulac: “RANKKKKK!!!!” “Griffin, where is the secret bathroom?” “I’m actually the
best soccer player in camp” “You should have seen me on crate” “We have to solve the treasure
before I leave” “You’re ayyyyyyy”
Treasure hunter, Mexico, Sting, Leaving early ☹, Great 8th year

Brady Bloch: “Chickennnnnnnnnn” “Watchin’ TV showssss!!!” “Not soccer/football/ (any
sport he didn’t want to play that day)!!!” “I was nice in color war” “Love you Karass!” “I’m
literally Julian Edelman” “Yes, I’m the same age as ____ (kid in the 2’s)” “Andy picked my lock”
Ireland, Sting, Aces, being 12 in the 1’s
Spencer Hertz: “Will good?” “When I hear food I just put my hand up” “The CRINGE factor”
“You know what I want” “I’m not doing my job today” “I didn’t do it”
John B, China coach, Venom, Pork, Guild, Daigle in skit, 4B excursions, leaving 2 days early
Zach Andelman: “Griffin, can I pleaseeee change bed frames” “Shows tonight?” “I’m such a
better camper this year” “I know every single-color war coach this year” “I think I’ll need a
haircut in a week, Griffin” “Max sent another bunk note!” “Back home the railroads get crazy”
Brazil, Venom, Aces, making job charts religiously, extending to all eight, staff aisle feign
Ross Israel: “We do a little trolling” “GOOMBA” “Simply not cut from that cloth”
“Amoooongus” “I have the best flow in camp” “Yes, I play catcher at home” “Kagoda”
Suspicious, fruitcups, Greece, Sting, Leader of 4:15 fruit, High key, sus, Guild, Ryan in the skit
Spencer Parco: “LeMickey” “(insert bad sport take here)” What are my sayings going to be
this year?”
Watermelon dub, Guild, Allan in the skit, Great Year
Reese Connors: “I’m so good at _____ (insert newfound sport)” “I’m going to play D&D”
“I’m going to play magic the gathering” “Let’s make a deal” “Yes, I’m from Newton too” “I have a
lot in common with everyone in the bunk”
Guild, staying extra weeks, dual bunk allegiance, luckiest monopoly player ever
Patrick Connelly: “Griffyyy” “I had 2 sips of coffee and now I can’t stop moving”
“BISCUITS!!!” “The Dancey’s and I are boys back home”
Sleeping early, Ori <3, 2 weeker, Mansfield, red cheeks, far end of the table always
Ori Kohl: “Can I play pickleball?” “I get 1 hours of screen time at home” “Can we watch
shows?” “I really miss Patrick” “I’m trying to go fishing” “Do you think I can go fishing at
kennards?”
First 2 and last 4, bottom bunk, Russia, pickleball, tennis ball contraption, Mad-Dawg, flow,
Guild
Nathan Riesenburger: “Anyone want my ice cream?” “I’m so excited for my munchkin!”
“Bullseye is home!!!” “Carl, is there any food for me?”
Nate Reis, Nathaniel Reason, tank top shirt, France, Venom, taking layups and jumpshots
incorrectly, lead in skit, having to improv skit without script, memorable CW hoop game, Well
deserved Directors Award winner
Staff
C.I.T. Liam Grabie: “Don’t test me” “Where is my hat?” “I literally run the waterfront” “Life
loufe lam” “I miss Kieran/Brennan Summers” “If I had hair, I’d be the most attractive counselor
in camp…Easy “I will replace you” “Griffin, I am so happy you are my senior counselor” “Prize or
Consequence literally decides camp”, “Like, I actually ran a great color war!” “You’re fine…” “On
my mother’s life I’m not involved in Color War” “Griffin can I shower in the morning?”

Drill Sergeant 002, Venom coach, Shaving Head twice, Indecisive, Alex Babb <3, FAKE image
of Jordan Leppo, Questionable allegiance, Running Color War, GRILLED CHEESE SOCIAL
founder, Running 600 club color war (surprise)
JC Corey Perkins: “I’m the most misunderstood person at camp” “I got a feelinggg” “I’m
going crazy, crazy till I’m gone” “Y’all Sorry” “Like noooooooo” “Get out the bunk,” “Where is
Rayhan and Bradley Beljour?”
Bunk fun uncle, Blue Guild football coach, Blue Comfy, 600 club, FIFA, LED Lights
SC Griffin Yas: “Ohhhhhh Ryannnn” “Lachlan, is it gonna rain?” “Get off my bed” “NO
FEEEET!!” “Liam go take a shower” “Where is Corey?” “I’m the greatest apache coach of all
time” “The glockenspiels are still the greatest junior league team in history”
Bunk mom, England coach, Desert war runner, Blue Guild basketball coach, 600 club, If he
was a fruit he’d be a lime, Gray Comfy, GCS, Camp barber, 4-0 in apache coaching, Get off my
bed through the years, Junior/Senior league commissioner, West End Solver
Gottlieb Sayings and We Leaves
Jackson Magee: “I’ll think about it” “I’m for sure staying up tonight”
Going to bed early, Not trying, Julian, England, great hair, hopeful CIT
Victor Rodriguez: “Bro, I swear I didn’t mean it like that,” “Yeah, I played varsity last year,”
Sleeping with his volleyball, team Mexico
Andres Holmes: “You want a fezzy dunk” “Hey Drake” “DRAKE!!!” “I’m Andres, that’s Diego”
Silence, Diego, Drake, Great first year, Texas
Diego Holmes: “I’m not Andres” “Drake, Eddie?” “I’ll stay 2 more weeks if you give me some
snacks”
Andres, Drake, Great first year, Texas
Patrick O’Connell: “You wanna get fezzy dunked” “sup O’Connell” “Danny get out of my seat”
“catch the Wolf” “Drake get off my bed” “Drake, how many nickels in a dollar”
Love Island, emoji sheets, eyebrow slit, Preston, Celtics PJs, Ironman
Preston O’Connell: “sup O’Connell” “MEEE?” “How am I an instigator?” “Hey [Insert name
here], are you going to let [Insert name here] talk to you like that?”
Squeezing water into mouth, Febreze, being low-key,Love Island, shower order
Lucas “DAWG” Feliciano: “We love Steven!” “melly in my belly,” “Wolf, it’s just a joke,”
“where our jacks at?” “where are my puppies?” “I’ve been good today,” “Wouldn’t you say I’m a
top 3 camper in Gottlieb?” “YOOOO, we need to link in the bean,” “Ben get your feet away from
me,” “I needa talk to my dukes.”
Space jam blanket, forces, mini mini fridge, football posters, Red Sox fitted, Love Island, Baby
Yoda shorts
Michael Camargo: “Jonathan, what are you doing?” “Sup [Insert counselor here]” “Where is
my water bottle?” “Do I really need a mask?” “WHO DID THAT TO JONNY?”
Jonny, bottom bunk, futsal shoes, Venom
Miguel Sanchez: “I only trust the Weather App,” “Juan, you were a Mid-senior,” “Please, don’t
talk about me being a Mid-senior,” “What did I do?”
Doorbed, Top Bunk Bed, Mid-senior Vibes, Arriving to Camp Late, Nice Addition to the Bunk

Desmond Gao: “AAAH YES!” “CHIIIILLL,” “WHAT do you MEAN?” “Woo-ah,” “…man,” “Put
some respect on my name,” “Hello, hell-o.”
Allan, Fish, Seaweed, White Aces, Being the Best Swimmer in the Cabin, Great Low-key Guy,
Great Year.
Zach Connors: “[*random moans and sounds*]” “Check out my freestyle,” “Wolf, you are
looking nice today,” “Juan, why are you dressing up?”
Sharon, Patriots Blanket, Bunk Work Horse, HS Distance Champ, Blue Guild, Staff Award
James Spoto: “Hi JUAN [*waves vigorously*]” “Yeah, I play golf,” “[*laughing*] “I sold, I
sold.”
Sharon, ESPN Night Game-winner, Sounding Very Excited, Juan, Golf, Hitting Nothin’ But
Threes, Blue Guild, Great Kid, Staff award
Jaden Segal: “Give me a beat,” “Hello [Insert random passerby here]” “Hey Nate Mendelson!”
“Nate is great,” “ASMY-YYY, I am from Stoughton MASS,” “Hi BD [Big Daddy],” “That guy is
such a BD, Zach,”
Sharon, Loudness, Claiming He is Better than Anyone at Everything, HSC, White Aces,
Basketball, Being Labelled a ‘Beast’ by Ryan,
Drake Melville: “Sick, bro, sick, “It’s J-R-O-T-C,” “I want to be intelligence…or just join the
army,” “Can we watch ‘Suicide Squad’?” “It’s just a goof bro,” “Wolf’s my little bro and I am big
bro,”
Being Drake, Rhode Island, Goofing Around, Good Color War, White Aces
Danny Santos: “What do YOU mean by that?” “Listen…I don’t want to talk about that,” “Y’all
are mad sus,” “I can see myself being on staff for a long time,” (After being told what you mean
by that?) Why do YOU always say that?”
Bottom bunkbed, always wearing a baseball cap on backwards, Jimmy, well deserved Unsung
Hero award
Zyaire Abney: “Was the pizza ‘busting,’ Wolf?” “Juan, do you skate?” “No, I am not doing
anything,”
Zamayne, Tricky Volleyball Jump-serve, becoming a Different Man while Playing Sports,
Quiet, White Aces, Great Kid, Great Year, Staff Award
Omar Benmrad: “I am the bomb!” “If I don’t plaque, I am not coming back,” I’m pretty good
at [Insert sport here],” “Why do you always ask me for snacks?”
Venezuela, Space Covers, ‘Green Line’ Blanket, Love Island, Being Underrated, Clutch Color
War Swimmer, Blue Guild HSC, Great Year, Well deserved MVP award
Ben Collier: “I don’t play baseball,” “I stand with my [Insert category here] brothers,” “B ‘dot’
is not a thing,” “Yeah, I play tennis,”
Asking for Snacks, B ‘Dot,’ Badussy Shorts, Tennis Racket, Blue Guild, Roy-Allen, Being told
Things Five Times, Great Kid, Well deserved Spirit of the House Award
Ronan Widland: “Not us Gottlieb,” “Me and Wolf are bros,” “Don’t mess with ‘Killer’ Wolf,”
“Cole, can I get a pop tart?” “Jaden, why are your shorts so tight?” “Bro, let me lay on your bed,”
Sharon, Blue Black-dog Hat, Grey Sweatpants Every Day, Dog Christmas Pajamas, Bottom
Bunk Bed, Rolled-up Shorts, White Aces HSC, Amazing Captain for First Color War, Great Kid,
Great Year, Well deserved Kane Leadership award
Cole Betza: “Ronan, get off my bed,” “Ju-an Ru-iz,” “I used to play soccer, now I play football,”
“Come here, Drake!” “Juan, you still put jelly on pancakes?” “I am your favorite camper.”

Ronan, White Aces HSC, Connecticut, Napping, Great Kid, Amazing Year. Well-deserved
Outstanding Sportsman
Julian Badger: “I’m not saying I won’t try if I’m not on ‘White’…,” “Let’s go ‘BLUE’!” “Y’all are
down bad,” “Do it for the culture.”
Cleanest Guy in the Bunk/Dirtiest Guy in the Bunk, Jackson, wanting to be on ‘White’ but
Plaquing on ‘Blue,’ Blue Guild HSC, Lantern, Amazing Year, Hopeful Return on Staff, James J
Badger
SC Juan Ruiz: “What’s up, B ‘dot’?” “What do you mean by that?” “Cole, Ronan, off my bed,”
“Have fun boys,” “You are the fifteenth person to ask me what it’s like to be on staff with my old
campers,” “[Insert generic Volleyball phrases here],” “Liam [Grabie] shafted me on Volleyball,”
“600-club is not a bad way to start - and end - my Color War coaching career.”
Anti-bad Things Pro-good Things Shirt, Camera Guy, ‘St-ics’ Folder, Tunes, Grey Speaker,
Soccer, First Time Coaching Color War, GCS, Coaching Volleyball, Blue Guild, G1 2020, Half of
the C.I.T.s, ‘Last Year’ on Staff for the Third Year in a Row.
SC Dezmond Mitchell: “Y’all better clean the bunk, I am not cleaning Gottlieb before Old
Timers Week,” “Yo, what are we doing?” “I’m awake [*continues to nap for 30 minutes*],”
“Wolf, where’re we trying to go?” “I’m NOT playing,” “Okay [*rubs hands*] so back home…”
Lifeguard, Allan’s Best Bud, Music, Breakfast Enthusiast, GCS, Crocs, Shower Robe, White
Aces, Great Athlete
SC Josh Wolf: “You are jackin’ my wave, bro,” “What do you MEEEEAN?” “Sick, bro,”
“Where’s my water bottle?” “I don’t know about the rest, but my Color War songs were dope.”
Missing Zulu Water Bottle, Hat Collection, GCS, Rose Bowl Shirt, Florida, Fun Times with
Steve during Color War, Mini-fridge, White Aces.

The West End House Camp song we sing today was composed by Al
Sherman around 1946; it was first heard at a West End House Show &
Dance at the Statler Ballroom in Boston.

Hundreds of hearts that beat as one
Grateful for all the House has done
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.
When you’re one of the boys
You’re always one of the boys
And here’s one thing you’ll do –
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through
You’ll always go through . . . . .
James J. Storrow will always live
Our support we will always give
As long as the sun is in the sky
The Spirit of the House will never die.

